sheila e. murphy

convention.
Sheila E. Murphy
take apart this
undertone this
overcoat this
stretched spree
to remark up
remake to
stiffen upper
happiness imposed
upon low life.
situate the summer
in past tense.
remit to under
taker taking
liberties one
never had.
extol the virtue
of refrain
from memory.
by heart
take heat.
select the diamonds
diametrically.
dun some fact checker
for the price of
doing botched
best.
exacerbate already
frayed boundaries.
beleaguer the prevailing
intensity with equal
opposite rejoinders.
make a mess of something
constantly amiss.
berate unreason
able intercession.
blind unnoticed selves
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sheila e. murphy
by loitering where
loitering is
not allowed.
take a miss
to lunch. assign
something and release
the watchful eye
from watching high
and low points
of the sediment.
observe the sky
distance itself
from land.
again
be with
the land.
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3. dioxin: n.1. Any of several carcinogenic or teratogenic heterocyclic hydrocarbons that occur as impurities in petroleum-derived herbicides.
2. Please, do not breathe. 3. Please, do not drink.

2. Soper, Kate. What is Nature? Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1995. See page 69 for what could be considered, simultaneously, the very
best and very worst endnote of all time.

1. In the calendar year 1997, UK musical group Radiohead released the LP OK Computer. Critics tended toward descriptions that claimed a
postmodern Orwellian rock opus in the face of a multi-national technocratic society led by a shadow operation of billion-dollar corporate
conglomerates. College students found a new CD they could fuck to while stoned. Hipsters continued to be hipsters. And vultures everywhere practiced their off-key falsetto.

The quiet life of handshakes1
split two ways slowly unspooling lines from one instrument to another
Shame-faced at the cliff face. To hurl a life.
And Grendel slinks below the seascape
A donkey plays the role of Oedipus
isolated from
language
sign systems
and knows what a scholar cannot in		
and discourse.
endnotes.2
ethnographies split two ways
What does humanity hold that nature
And a red river flows thick with appendages
does not?
from a New Delhi commuter train.
see how binaries
breakdown someone else’s breakdown becomes there is no such thing as a
A turn to the lay of the land
soil trees
And dioxin3 exposure dissipates
the criterion for primary
basic
while government employees scramble for
testing measures split two ways
Maypoles erected by children of the
And Syd Barrett ate the backs of concert
village. Maidens await. Spread with desire.
halls before the garden of tricycles.

XXXI

joshua ware
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There are memories that work like sieves.

Legal mandates corpse the land with soil patterns:
the veto powers of a government dispersed brown to green (25:1)4    or/and
taste the salt of latifundia slave labor and one-stop tobacco farming
Soil space ice-creamed with humus and
Because the flames of Mesa Verde cannot
the slow
decay of kitchen waste. Tea bags. Melon
eat the archeological remains
rinds.
Furrowed land empties itself of gluttons
of semi-employed academics.
and drunkards.
Because stem cells legislate into
Aerate and crumble.
Half-life of seaweed.
widgets    knick-knacks shelved on
	  grandmother’s wall.

XXXIII

Radio blossoms wreath the entryway.

XL (continue)

joshua ware

a something measured as a pronoun and a mystified

Because Costa Rican bank accounts know
the difference between a full house and
a straight flush.
something startled him6
he turned back from the familiar hand and the quiet

6. Whitman, Walt (1819–92): Songster of 19th-century America. Popularized the electric slide along the New England coastline and
achieved a fleeting moment of fame when he coined the catchphrase “I’d buy that for a dollar.” Northeastern zealots criticized many of
his lyrics as immoral and decadent, focusing on his sexual relations with _________. Allen Ginsberg, a 20th-century nomad, claimed to
have had sexual intercourse with Whitman’s ghost, or something to that effect. For a Rosetta Stone, see: Whitman, Walt. The Complete
Poems of Walt Whitman, ed. David Rogers. Hertfordshire, UK: Wordsworth Editions Ltd., 1995. 336–38.

5. Americans produce more than 236 million tons of municipal solid waste, 2/3 of which is organic material. By utilizing basic composting methods, the amount of space needed for landfills could be drastically reduced.

4. Vermicomposting is a variation on traditional composting that employs the natural talents of earthworms. In addition to the vermicular movements of oligochaeta lumbricidae aiding in aeration, these terrestrial annelids consume organic waste. Casting, soil conditioner
and topsoil additives are biproducts of this consumption.

The bubblegum movement of commuters. The translucence of gravity’s light crush.

XL (continue)

An earthen kiss lilts
its whisper5
of nitrogen
and carbon
rhythmically
shaking of forest leaves
inclined.
antecedent the lexicon for geriatric images

joshua ware
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carter smith

The Islands
In the front row, some people were nodding, for they too could believe in the example.
Palm trees were beautiful because they stripped the light. The young man had been reading his paper, which, until now, had not been a success. Some of them were thinking,
though they didn’t know it yet, that there was a necessary counterclaim to his argument.
Some of them were thinking (and they put it this way only to themselves) that they were
tired of a life of claims and counterclaims.
Murakami writes, if you have to choose between something that has form and something
that doesn’t, choose the one without form. In “Chance Traveler,” his piano tuner loves
Poulenc because he demonstrates the necessity of such a choice. If you took away my being homosexual, he says he said, my music never would have happened. What does this
mean? That there’s a way of knowing what one wants, and you can find it, and once you
do you shouldn’t let it go? In the story, it was only when the piano tuner gave up playing
that he became content with the rhythms of his daily life. Even the fact of his living across
the river seemed a kind of ease.
Poulenc refused to give up his desire. The piano tuner knew when to quit. This is an
intractable, if hidden, tension in the story, and it’s what I want to say to you now. Have
you found your work and how do you know it? When I wrote this, the lights in the harbor had all gone dark. What do you do? And how do you account for it, the fact of my
wanting to say it to you?
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Meditation XXIV
You lose the street to the street to the street
in a staggering circle. Blue sobs of nightclouds, the moon dryly distant. Gaunt framework
of trees, the only boundary to your weaving.
You drag one branch that had lost
its body, leaving a leafy wake. Without
this, it has little heft, a light collar,
a thin wrist, and you drag it while circling,
circling, nearly convincing yourself that recursiveness
is flight and you are skyward-bent.

Meditation XVI
I tore the questions into little squares
and softly heaped them on a book
I would not be reading for a while.
They breathed half-breaths, a small rustling
in the mouth, the susurrus preceding death.
A hapless few fluttered but mostly clung
to tattered siblings, quarantined from those
syllables that would signify. There was no
other way for me to mourn than having a hand
in things, tearing what was torn, keeping
vigil on the futile, unintelligible. Listen
closely to their tiny frayed voices,
their dismembered music.

Meditation LXVI
When the body revoked itself
and slimmed to bone and light, it became
the very mouth of longing and so no longer
longed. It drifted through circumscribed
worlds without hunting, only haunting. And it was
beautiful this way—like autumn trees in rain,
or a train in snow, moving motionless,
the voice of voicelessness. It could have
lived forever, gliding, a circuitry
of light, flecked and sparking,
wiring the world it had abandoned.
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james grinwis

from Signs of Order In The Universe 2
chassis ground
point of zero voltage; all currents measured by it

And in the beginning was the force and the need for force and the hazy fuel outages in the
sun, and in the end was a toppled radiator, a single fencepost casting three sad shadows,
the business end of an old gardening utensil that a lover of de Chirico wields in strange
attempts to live like de Chirico, hoping to wed a Russian ballerina, and paint, and have
one of his paintings grace the cover of an album by Thelonious Monk, and paint, and
make of a single afternoon an enigma, an inhabited space a giant sparseness, and have
a brother named Albert, too.

condenser
stores charge

Four vehicles have taken off from parallel locations and soon pair off toward an emptiness
characterized by large white spaces unless, in actuality, two pairs of vehicles as they approach one another diverge and split off into parallel lonelinesses where the white spaces
are more controlled, managed even, by some vague force akin to a child simultaneously
spinning a top and firing his slingshot while at the same time seeing, on the surface of
the pond, the plunk of water caused by the stone and the hollow spot on the deck where
the top has ground its nub and then found rest.

unspecified component

The breaker of wood faces the felled oak. A warmth takes hold of the land. It is a kind of
warmth, there are many kinds. We do not know the details.
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Will the Real K. Nelson Please Stand Up?
K. Nelson is not a figment of my imagination. I’ve seen him before; but lately I’ve begun
to question whether he really exists. He’s a writer and he came to town once and gave a
public reading from his work. It was a story about a seriously conflicted man running
uphill—literally running. I recall the rhythm of his prose and the way it mimicked the
rhythm of the footsteps. There was a view from a mountain trail down into a valley and
a tiny wooden cabin belching smoke from a stone chimney. There was a woman in the
window wringing her hands, a woman he left behind.
K. had a good reading voice, a nice stage presence. The rhythm of the prose was like a
pulse beating inside our narrator. The man was in love with the woman, I think. I don’t
remember much else. But I have fleeting images of K. Nelson, the writer. He’s handsome
in the wiry rugged Western way—longish hair, tan, thin tall, and bright-eyed. He loves
birds. He’s written several books; and I suppose that’s why I contacted him in the first
place. He’s a regional writer with prestigious awards (an Edward Abbey Prize, an NEA,
and some Pushcart nominations), a big name1 to fill seats and make everyone happy.
That’s my job one night a month. I run the Poetry and Prose Series at a tiny old community theatre in downtown Fort Collins, Colorado. The house seats 50, maybe 60 with
some overflow; and we try to fill it for every reading. It can be a difficult job. Sometimes
the audience doesn’t show and writers have to give a reading to seventeen (or seven)
people. Sometimes when the theatre is full and the clock is winding down close to 7:30,
I have this gut fear that the writer won’t show. But they always come strolling in a few
minutes late. They’ve always shown. So far.
We started planning the fall series in July and I sent an email to K. Nelson at <K.nelson@
yahoo.com>. I had remembered him from the reading he gave, recalled that he had a number of books and lived in Colorado, so I decided to make contact. I don’t remember where
I found the address, but I’ve been wracking my brain to recall. Some website somewhere.
Or was it a friend who gave it to me? I still don’t know for sure. Somebody recommended
him; and my message went out to him, bottled up in binary code, floating free on waves—
disseminating in the wash of information. That’s when it all began.
Steven Church <swcras@juno.com> wrote:
Dear K.,
My name is Steven Church and I am a co-coordinator for the Poetry and Prose Series at
the Bas Bleu Theatre in Fort Collins. I was fortunate enough to attend your reading a few
years ago at CSU, when I was a first-semester MFA student, and I was hoping you might
be interested in reading at the Bas Bleu this fall. We can’t offer much in terms of compensation, just a measly $50, but it’s a great venue and we usually bring in some good
crowds. We also work with our local independent bookstore to make sure we have books
for sale at the reading. Please let me know if you’d be interested.
Thanks.
—Steven Church
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Simultaneously, a message sizzled loose from my synapses and I caught bits of the
news from my neurotransmitters, missives from my subconscious. Regular reports
kept coming and they rang with self-doubt.
Steven Church’s subconscious <swakeup@yuno.com> wrote:
Dear Steve,
You think you’re so cool, think you have everything organized, without seeming too organized, just artistic enough to fool everyone. Do you really think he cares that you were
“a first semester MFA student”? You’re just trying to kiss ass. You can call it “networking” if you want, but we all know what this really is. If you pay attention from this point
forward, I will be trying to suggest that perhaps you’ve missed something, some key
component of effective and responsible communication; but you’re already resistant
to my efforts. You’re such a lazy communicator. How can you be sure he received your
message? Email is so impersonal, don’t you think? You could have at least called. What?
Are you afraid of the phone or something, afraid of Mr. K. Nelson, award-winning writer,
teacher, traveler, and lover? Perhaps you feel inadequate, like a loser compared to K. Nelson in his running shorts, Kent Nelson in his woolly Irish sweater, K. Nelson killing a
bear, K. Nelson adding species to his Life List, K. Nelson writing novel after novel or effortlessly pumping out memoirs of his youth. That’s just ridiculous. You’re ridiculous.
Just checking in.
Best Wishes.
—Subconscious

It’s true. I find the telephone troublesome and often prefer to contact writers through
email. But email is strange animal, a uniquely challenging form of human interaction;
a refuge for liars and frauds, a vehicle for spreading viruses and other sickness, and also
completely indispensable to people like me.
Some days when my mailbox is loading up and I’m spending more time typing than
talking, I wonder how we ever got along without it. Is our need for constant communication a product of the technology, or vice-versa? I wonder what other form of communication allows you to say so much and take so little responsibility for it. It’s a little dangerous
and too easy for someone like me, someone who obsesses about words, easier than small
talk sometimes—probably because words come more naturally for me in print. It’s often
in email that I talk off the top of my head more than in any other medium. I ramble and
babble in writing, and really have to watch my mouth sometimes.
There is nobody to see or hear my words, no check of facial features or nonverbal cues
to inappropriate behavior, no awareness of the reader’s state of mind, their receptiveness to
your message. Don’t we call them email messages instead of letters because they’re more like
something we scribble down on a scrap of paper, stuff into a bottle, and drop in the ocean
than something we thoughtfully create, seal in an envelope, and drop in a mailbox?
I often second-guess myself with email more than any other form of communication.
I pull up messages from my Sent box to double or even triple check what I’ve said. That’s
the paradoxical part, too. It’s so easy to send, so impossible to take back, but always there
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for you to see. This doesn’t happen with the telephone or a letter. As a culture, we’re still
learning how to use what is perhaps our most common and consistent form of human
interaction. I know I’m still learning what can and cannot be accomplished through email.
I’m learning how well you can know someone electronically and what you can never
know. As my father always said, it’s not what you know, it’s who you know that makes all
the difference. But what if we never really know anybody again?
From: “S.S.” <swakeup@yuno.com>
To: Steven Church <swcras@juno.com>
Subject: Soapbox
Date: Thu, 4 Jul 2002 14:14:16–0700 (PDT)
Dear Stevie,
Jesus, get off yourfucking soapbox. Call offthe dogs. We get it, all right! You have some
issue with human interaction. You can’t handle normal everyday anonymous electronic
communication. You used to be afraid of the phone. I’m surprised you didn’t tell them
how you still sweat like a sailor every time you speak in public—even though you do it
all the time. Maybe you should have mentioned something about your grandfather’s
weekly letter to the family; the one he pounded out on a Smith-Corona typewriter every
week down in the basement and signed Pop. That would have been a perfect opportunity
to make some interesting connections, perhaps some metaphorical unity and depth in
an otherwise shallow diatribe. Perhaps you could have mentioned your fascination with
your grandfather’s typewriters and the way the letter-arms flung up and smacked the
carriage so violently. You could have talked about the tactile element of communication.
But you blew it babbling about “culture.” Do you think K. Nelson wastes his time writing about communication and culture? K. Nelson can kill large mammals with his bare
hands. K. Nelson kayaks whitewater rivers. K. Nelson understands all these things about
email that seem too revolutionary to you; he understands them, digests them, and craps
them out. You just can’t leave it well enough alone. K. Nelson doesn’t own a computer.
K. Nelson hires personal assistants to check his email. He’s too busy watching birds.
Talk with you soon.
—Subconscious

After I sent that first message to K. Nelson, I didn’t hear anything for days and had started
to worry (just a little). At first I thought I might have made an honest mistake. Perhaps I
had addressed the message wrong. Perhaps I hadn’t been clear in my wording. Maybe his
mailbox was full. Maybe he was the kind of writer who didn’t appreciate email correspondence—like friends I know who can barely turn their computer on and off, professors who
still compose massive 400-page tomes on a typewriter.
I dropped names like I knew I should, playing all my public relations cards—in other
words, kissing ass. But it was all right there—the reference to a reading here in the past,
a specific mention of his friend Vicki Lindner, and some half-assed praise of his work.
When his response did finally come, however late and notable for its brevity, it implied
with silence that he was, at least, the very same K. Nelson I had seen in a banquet room
in the Student Center. That much I could be sure of. Right?
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From: “K. N.” <K.nelson@yahoo.com>
To: Steven Church <swcras@juno.com>
Subject: Re: Bas Bleu Reading
Date: Thu, 4 Jul 2002 14:14:16–0700 (PDT)
Dear Steven,
Thank you for your kind invitation. I would be very pleased to read at the Bas Bleu Festival!
Let’s make certain that the dates do not conflict. Please contact me by telephone to follow up on the arrangements.
Warmest regards,
K. Nelson
From: “S.S.” <swakeup@yuno.com>
To: Steven Church <swcras@juno.com>
Subject: Re: Re: Bas Bleu Reading
Date: Thu, 4 Jul 2002 14:15:16–0700 (PDT)
Dear Stevie,
Are you blind? Obviously he doesn’t appreciate email conversation. Jesus, look at what
he says, “contact me by telephone.” I don’t care if he didn’t give you his number. That’s
not his problem. That’s your problem. That’s the problem with email, isn’t it? So informal. Such lack of responsibility. Can’t you just see K. Nelson sitting by his stone fireplace, clucking his tongue at you? He makes fun of you to his hounds, laughing and
spilling his snifter of brandy. K. Nelson tells all his buddies at the tennis club about your
insolence, the young whippersnapper who thinks he can just fire off an email out of the
blue to K. Nelson, award-winning writer. K. Nelson doesn’t appreciate your name-dropping and ass-kissing. He sees right through your transparent efforts to impress him. K.
Nelson doesn’t want to read another email from you. K. Nelson makes mochas in his
kitchen after his morning run. K. Nelson is old enough to be your father, but he’s in better shape than you’ll ever be. Kent Nelson is a professional. K. Nelson has the decency
to communicate like a mature adult.
Warmest regards,
Subconscious

In my mild panic for contact and control, I began to wonder what to make of his mention of
“festival”? Was this an early attempt to shake my confidence, cause me to question myself?
At the time it did stand out to me. Writers aren’t involved with too many festivals. It makes
it sound like some kind of all-day affair with bands and kegs and kids with glowsticks, Tshirt salesmen and burrito salesmen, dudes riding coolers on a skateboard selling beer for
a buck. And I’m sure I never used that word festival in reference to the reading. What is he
expecting? At this point I was already thinking he’s a little strange for asking me to call but
not giving me a phone number. But a lot of writers are strange. I was more worried about
his expectations for atmosphere. I briefly contemplated writing (or calling) him to clarify
that there will be, in fact, no festival when he reads at the Bas Bleu Theatre.
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Steven Church <swcras@juno.com> wrote:
Dear K.,
That’s great! I’m glad you’d like to join us. Unfortunately, I don’t have your phone number to follow up. I’ll try to find it. But failing that, how would Nov. 13 work for you? It’s a
Wednesday. I think we will pair you with another fiction writer, Karen Palmer. It should
be a great reading! If not, then we have some dates open in the spring too. Just give me
your number and I’ll call to make arrangements.
Thanks.
Best.
—Steve

Several days later, and I was still waiting for a phone number, still telling myself not to
worry. I tried in vain to find one attached to his name; but I didn’t panic, not yet. Perhaps
K. Nelson is just one of those eccentric writers. Maybe he can’t seem to deal with life in
the twentieth century and pines for the days of manual typewriters and the telegraph
wire. He may lament the loss of the Pony Express, the decline of railroad transportation,
the reluctance of people to pen letters nowadays.
I read somewhere that K. Nelson has written a novel about tennis. I didn’t know if it
was about the poetry and beauty of the sport, or if a tennis player just plays prominently
in the novel. But I imagined long and detailed descriptions of the game, rife with physiology and the mechanics of movement. There would be lots of green. There would be talk
of geometry, the angles of success, and historic matches between Jimmy Connors and
John McEnroe. There might be a tennis pro named Mitch who humps socialite women
for sport. For some reason, I pictured K. Nelson the writer, not some character. He had
wispy sandy-brown hair, white shorts, and a white sweatband across his forehead. He
was smacking balls on a pristine green court situated on a palatial mountaintop estate. I
speculated that maybe he wears the sweatband when he writes too, perspiring over every
magnificent word. I didn’t know that. I didn’t know anything about him, really—nothing
at all. I remembered him being tall, sort of athletic, and good-looking—the kind of face
meant for a book jacket. He carried himself with great confidence. He could have been
an actor. He could have been an international man of mystery. I imagined him storming
into town in a WWII biplane, a white scarf trailing behind. He removed his goggles and
leather jacket, then recited a story from memory, while men shuddered and swooning
women tossed their panties onstage.
On Fri, 12 Jul 2002 19:02:40–0700 (PDT)
K. Nelson <K.nelson@yahoo.com> writes:
Looks good on my calendar, Steve. Is there a theme I might wish to adhere to in the
reading? Just let me know the details and I’ll work it out at this end.
Regards,
K.
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On Sat, 13 Jul 2002 16:04–0500 (PDT)
Subconscious <Swakeup@yuno.com> writes:
Stevie,
Can’t you see where this is leading yet? You’re so busy worrying about yourself, taking
liberties with K. Nelson, that you’re probably missing the subtext in all of this. Don’t you
feel so superior, talking about those poor anachronistic writers who can’t keep up with
the pace of the world? There is a theme developing here—something about hubris and
tennis, words and miscommunication. Games are being played. K. Nelson stands on a
green court at dusk. He’s wearing his white tennis shorts and lobbing fuzzy yellow balls
at your head. But you seem to have your pants around your ankles, your hands full of
yourself, because they’re bouncing off your skull and landing at your feet. You’re missing
it entirely.
Bristly Regards,
Subconscious

I was beginning to feel good here, confident and efficient. One down, two more readings to fill for the Fall Series. I was on top of things, working on cruise control to handle
publicity and I just ignored the nagging buzz of my subconscious. I was the Man, the
Shiznit, the Email Master—inundating lists with clever announcements for the reading, reminding people to, “tell their friends, neighbors, pets, and invisible playmates.”
K. would read with another novelist from Colorado. We’d have books for sale. We’d have
cream soda, water-crackers, and cheese cubes. We’d have a theatre full of people eating
water-crackers and cheese cubes. People love cheese cubes.
I didn’t really think twice of his question about themes. I’ve never been to a themed
reading, but maybe this is something common to big-name writers with books and good
looks. Maybe Karen Palmer had a story about tennis, too, or something athletic. They
could both read wearing headbands and holding tennis rackets. It could be like this Billie
Jean King versus Bobby Riggs kind of thing, or not.
Steven W Church <swcras@juno.com> wrote:
K.,
Great to hear! No special theme but you will be reading with another Colorado novelist and CCA winner. Steven Schwartz has said very nice things about both of you and
the much anticipated reading. The reading will begin at 7:30 and is typically followed by
a brief Q&A session with the audience and a small reception. We work with our local
bookstore here in town to make sure we have books for sale. I’ll be sure to contact Ellen about ordering yours. If you could send me some press materials, maybe a picture
and some reviews, even a review copy or two, I can make sure we have posters and so
forth. My home address is 7281 W. Magnolia St., Fort Collins, 80524. Bas Bleu is located
at 216 Pine St. in Old Town Fort Collins. Their phone number is 798-8949. If you give me
a mailing address I’ll send you copies of our posters and a map, if you need it. Looking
forward to reading and hearing your work again!
Thanks.
—Steven
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<Swakeup@yuno.com> writes
Hey, Stevie:
Look at you, throwing out names, numbers, and addresses like you know this guy. You’re
so considerate. Maybe you’re hoping K. Nelson will stop by the house in his tennis
shorts and offer to take you out hunting for large mammals or maybe for an afternoon of
birdwatching. He won’t. K. Nelson is too busy for that kind of nonsense. He has books
to write, fans to please. He doesn’t have much time for the likes of you; and he won’t
call or send anything in the mail. That’s just the way K. Nelson behaves.
Ciao,
—Subconscious
P.S.: That itchy restless feeling you’ve been getting lately, the one that keeps you up at
night pacing in front of the window, that’s my work. Nice, huh?
<K.nelson@yahoo.com> writes:
Thanks, Steve:
I’ll see what I can scare up for materials and get them over to you, then I’ll block out that
date on my calendar.
I look forward to a fun and lively reading.
Take care,
K.

A fun and lively reading sounded great. He’s blocking out the date and this seemed like a
good way to close our communication for the time. Three months pass, and suddenly
it’s October, just a few weeks away from the reading. I send out another email to K.
and the other novelist, reminding them of the reading, expressing my genuine excitement about the event. I am on top of things—organized, efficient, and altogether impressive. The other novelist responds almost immediately. She’s excited to participate.
She’s looking forward to it. I get nothing from K. Nelson, nothing at all; but I don’t
think much of it, at first. Eccentric tennis playing writers who wear headbands when
they compose would probably act like that. I’d expect him to keep me guessing a little,
wondering if he’ll really show. Eventually, as the date nears, I begin to do just that. I start
to doubt myself all over again, believing that I have failed to confirm dates and times
with K., but I don’t yet go back through my old emails. I won’t go so far as to confirm
my mistakes, finding it easier instead to believe that K. Nelson will come flying into
town unannounced and swoop into the theatre just five minutes before show-time. I
believe this until I get a disturbing note from a woman married to a professor in the
English Department, a woman I took a class with once, who is involved in some kind
of poetry-therapy practice. I remember her talking a lot about tennis. She and her husband watched a lot of tennis. They were big fans of the game. They spent their summers watching tennis. They’re old friends of K. Nelson. Perhaps they played together,
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lobbing volleys back and forth, sipping wine coolers between points, and lamenting
the demise of the sports novel.
From: Joannah Merriman <jetlost@lamar.acns.colostate.edu
To: Steven Church <swcras@juno.com>
Subject: Re: Cost of Admission to Bas Bleu Date: Thu, 07 Nov 2002 14:16:34–0700
Dear Steven: I have a very large question about this reading next Wednesday. Your e-mail
states that one of the authors is K. Nelson, author of Language in the Blood, etc. K. is a
very good friend of ours, and is teaching in Texas this semester. He just spoke to Neil
last week and didn’t mention the reading, so I emailed him inviting him to stay at our
house, since he would be here next week to read for Bas Bleu. He just responded saying
he has no idea what we are talking about. What’s up?
Joannah Merriman
P.S.: I’ll forward you his response to me.

A very large question indeed. If questions were primates it would be an eight-hundredpound gorilla sitting on my chest, smacking me in the face with his rough and meaty
paw. I get this email at work and it sends me into a minor panic attack. Did I forget to
confirm dates and times? Did he forget? Blasted email. Something got lost, tangled up
in the mass of wires and satellites, swept under in tides of information. My stomach
churns. He probably gets ten emails a day from pathetic series co-ordinators begging for
his presence, editors bidding for his latest work, or tennis fans wanting to buy out-ofprint copies of his brilliant novel.
From: Subconscious <swakeup@yuno.com>
To: Stevie
Subject: Your inability to see what’s happening here.
You’re close, Stevie-boy. But not quite there yet. You still think it’s all about you—that,
fail or succeed, it’s all within your control. But once you plug those messages into bottles and toss them into the tides, it’s out of your hands. You give up those words and
only have minimal control over how they will be received. Look back at your transmissions, read the words. You’ll see. You did everything you could, didn’t you? I mean, what
did he expect? Were you supposed to come knocking on his door with a personalized
invitation sealed in wax and addressed in calligraphy?
Rusty Regards,
—Subconscious

I decide that there’s nothing left to do but just move on. K. Nelson will not be flying into
town, parachuting into the street in front of the theatre. K. Nelson is in Texas teaching
cowboys how to be tough. He is bagging birds for his Life List. K. Nelson cares nothing for
my predicament. He probably finds the whole thing quite amusing. He probably thought
I was some solicitor, some purveyor of junk mail and penis-enhancing products. But, of
course, K. Nelson wouldn’t need any of that. He doesn’t need any enhancement. There
he sits in Texas, chuckling over my dumb luck, feeling little pity; and I can’t really blame
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him for this. He’s K. Nelson, semi-famous writer and tennis player. He’s got bigger things
to worry about than our little reading series.
From: Steven Church <swcras@juno.com>
To: Joannah Merriman <jetlost@lamar.acns.colostate.edu>
Subject: Re: Re: Cost of Admission to Bas Bleu
Joannah,
Ouch, that’s really horrible news. Below is the email I received from him months ago.
He didn’t mention anything about being in Texas. I’ve been using this email (K.nelson@
yahoo.com) and have had trouble getting in touch with him. He asked that I call him,
but never gave me a phone number. I sent another email to confirm but never received a
response. Perhaps you have an email that he checks regularly? I guess we’ll just have to
wing it without him.
—Steven

I begin the process of trying to find a last-minute replacement for K. Nelson, convinced
that I have failed horribly in my duties. At first, I don’t go back through my old emails,
probably not wanting to remind myself of my mistakes. Somewhere along the way, communication failed, the lines severed, and I just left it like that—for a day or two.
But then I do finally go back to my old transmissions, reading carefully and finding that
I’d done all that I could to maintain contact. I begin to blame K. Nelson and his smarmy
attitude, his cavalier forgetting of obligations, his preoccupation with tennis and birds.
This is when I get a short note2 from K. Nelson explaining that his email address is, in
fact, <K.snelson@yahoo.com>, and that he hasn’t received anything from me regarding
the reading series. The first time he heard about it was when his friend Joannah mentioned something in her email and offered him a place to stay for the night. The other K.
Nelson, the individual attached to the email address <K.nelson@yahoo.com>, is of no
relation to him.
He’s a fraud, a fake, a fakir, a phony, an imposter. He is not me.
K. goes on to tell me that he’d missed out on an opportunity to attend a conference last
year because an agent had tried to contact him using the <K.nelson@yahoo.com> address
and was never clued into the fact that he had contacted the wrong K. Nelson. Apparently
the other K. Nelson likes to pretend he is K. Nelson—writer, tennis player, marathoner,
birder and writer of novels. He likes to believe that he is something more, the kind of
man who gets requests from strangers for his presence in faraway cities. I imagine that
he’s enjoyed toying with me, stringing me along and telling all his buddies about the rube
he buffaloed in Colorado, the idiot who believes anything he reads in email format.
From: Subconscious <swakeup@yuno.com>
To: Steven Church <swcras@juno.com>
Subject: Finally
Stevie,
Well, well you’ve finally made it, right? You think you’ve got him all figured out. There he
is, sad and lonely, the other K. Nelson spending hours on the Web watching porn. He
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gets these strange notes from some punk in Colorado, some guy willing to shell out his
address and other information to any old K. Nelson, and he figures he can have some
fun with this. Sure, he could just send a quick email explaining that he’s not the real
K. Nelson. He’s the other K. Nelson and he has several cloudy fish tanks in his apartment, where all of the inhabitants are named after comic book characters. You see him
toying with you, don’t you Stevie? All that self-confidence was so fragile, so transitory.
He watched it come crashing down—that wicked pendulum swing in your life from confidence to doubt, arrogance to ignorance. Swinging back and forth. He messed with your
head. What are you going to do about it?
Pointed Regards,
—Subconscious

I guess I want to let the fake K. Nelson know that I’m on to him, without admitting that
he made a fool of me. I want some kind of revenge—as petty as that sounds—or at least
a chance to keep playing the game. I’m a competitive guy and I don’t play nice when I
get poked in the eye. I poke back.
I really don’t want the fake K. Nelson to think he rattled me; and that’s when I begin to
realize the beauty of email communication, the anonymity, the freedom, and the control.
He cannot see my facial expressions, cannot witness my embarrassment, but can only
imagine what I must be feeling. He needs me. He can only use what I feed him.
So I begin the crafting of words, the sculpting of a response. Everything so deliberate,
so intentional. I can say exactly what I want to say, nothing more; and there is no mitigation by facial expressions or body language. Imagine a conversation that lasts for days.
You take a few sentences, write them down, and disappear for hours before returning
with a response. It’s more like a debate, a rhetorical exercise, than a true conversation.
Sarcasm is easy to miss because it isn’t highlighted by the tone of voice, the exaggerated
inflections. You have to speculate more. What does he mean by that?
I realize slowly that the instrument of my downfall—email—can also be the instrument of my salvation. Perhaps I can scavenge some dignity from the wreck around me
and find away to milk this experience for something larger. What I didn’t realize is that
the fake K. Nelson wanted to play, too.
To: K. Nelson K.<nelson@yahoo.com>
From: Steven Church <swcras@juno.com>
Dear K.,
I apologize for this, but I’m afraid your reading at the Bas Bleu Festival on Nov. 13 has
been canceled. The theatre has been overrun by feral cats. Sorry for the inconvenience.
—Steve
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From: K. Nelson <K.nelson@yahoo.com>
To: Steven Church <swcras@juno.com>
Subject: La fiesta de Reses Muertas de Gato
Date: Fri, 8 Nov 2002 11:56:58–0800 (PST)
Hey Steve,
Don’t worry! That’s ok. It was going to be a long flight for me coming from Miami, anyway.
Too bad about the feline carcasses littering da joint. What happened? Did Tom Clancy
read one of his tepid works. Did the rank fumes of his piquant manuscript kill the poor
little critters as they listened?
I must admit that I am disappointed about not being able to read from my work. I was
going to start with my newest work entitled “Ode to a Commode.” It’s a seminal piece
that I think will finally shatter the myth that you can’t any longer sell a novel that’s written strictly in iambic pentameter.
You’ll miss having me. ;-)
Try me next year, after I come back from my annual pilgrimage to the Nude Film Festival
held in Sans Vêtements, France.
C’est la vie.
K. S. Nelson
Miami, Florida

My subconscious sizzles and pops. Fires catch in my skull. Neurons burst like pine trees
boiling with sap, and I’m burning for this guy. My competitive engine begins to churn
and I can hardly believe his unabashed bravado. If we were on the basketball court, I’d say
something about his mother and give him an elbow to the ribs. But this isn’t a physical
contest. This is a mental game. He understands email, too, the power of his anonymity;
and it’s nothing new to him, not some revolutionary realization. He’s been playing this
game all along and I’m just catching up—bzzzz, pop, pop—he’s still two steps ahead of
me. He knows that I know that he’s not the real K. Nelson, but he can’t let me know that
he knows that I know.
At some point, I feel a shift in my understanding of these events, a slide from confusion into curiosity. I begin to hope that this game will go on forever, that we’ll maintain
this fictional relationship, and he will send me updates on his seminal work, “Ode to a
Commode,” and we’ll discuss the challenge of marketing a novel about toilets written in
iambic pentameter. Maybe he would admit that he doesn’t really like tennis that much
and that he never killed a bear. I could ask him about the sweatbands and his Life List.
We could talk about fiction and how it lets you live other lives, and both of us would understand the irony of it, but we would never admit it. I would schedule fake readings with
other famous authors in strange places—public restrooms, country churches, and bus
stations—and maybe the fake K. Nelson would send me fabricated promotional materials
and fictionalized book reviews. We could go on like this forever.
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To: K. Nelson <K.snelson@yahoo.com> = The Real K. Nelson
From: Steven Church <swcras@juno.com>
Dear K.,
Don’t know if you care, but I sent an email to the other K. Nelson to “cancel” his reading
engagement and this was his response (see above). Apparently he thinks it’s quite funny
to pretend to be someone he’s not. You might want to change your email address.
Steve
To: Steven Church <swcras@juno.com>
From: K. Nelson <K.snelson@yahoo.com>
Steven,
I think Joannah forwarded the message to me. I agree it was pretty nervy. I’ve been in
touch with the other guy, and to be fair, he didn’t have any address to forward mail to
me. Still . . .
Hope we can work out a reading after the new book comes out.
K.

This just keeps getting more unbelievable. I can hardly countenance this response.
What is he thinking? It doesn’t seem to bother him at all that the fake K. Nelson is
pretending to be him, assuming his identity or at least not rejecting it. He’s even been
in contact with the other K. Nelson. What does that mean? This has happened before.
What did he say?
I imagine them having a good chuckle over the whole thing and planning a tennis
date in Miami. All he had to do was send a quick note to me saying I had the wrong
K. Nelson. It isn’t a difficult thing to do. The fake K. Nelson liked the attention, I think;
and who wouldn’t? You get an email from a stranger praising your artistic talent and
your awe-inspiring presence. Anyone would be tempted—even for just a second—to
slip into that identity, and it’s so easy with email, just a few choice words and the click
of a button. But it would still bother me if someone had assumed my electronic identity. I would at least consider changing my email address.
Perhaps the real K. Nelson is so confident in his identity, so oblivious, that he finds
it somehow flattering? I don’t know and I suppose I never will. The twists of this story
just keep getting more and more unpredictable. At some point I decide its better just to
go along for the ride. After his response to my “cancellation” of the reading, I can’t just
leave it alone. I have to respond.
To: K. Nelson <K.nelson@yahoo.com>
From: Steven Church <swcras@juno.com>
Subject: Just Playing the Game
Hey K.,
Boy, that is a shame. Our audience is hungry for seminal works about commodes. And
I’ve actually heard that iambic pentameter is the hot form these days. In fact, Terry Gross
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was interviewing Salman Rushdie on Fresh Air the other day about his latest venture, a
pornographic retelling of Kafka’s Metamorphosis written in iambic pentameter.
By the way, how’s your new memoir coming? I heard through the grapevine that it has
something to do with travels in Mongolia, amputees, and fecal obsession. Sounds absolutely riveting!
And since you’re so disappointed about not reading, perhaps we can go ahead and reschedule? I’ll pencil you in for Bastille Day, 2006. Come dressed as a French pastry and
read something about cats. I’ll call to confirm :)
Your friend and fan,
Steve

My missive washes around in the electronic sea, lost amidst the digital plankton, and
never lands on shore—at least not in the way I had hoped. I was so proud of myself, so
sure I’d get a rise out of him, so confident I’d get the last laugh. But I wait for days and
get no response from the fake K. Nelson. Nothing. No witty retort. No further fictions.
He just quit playing the game—and it hardly seems fair. I want to wallow in lies a little
longer.
To: Steven Church <swcras@juno.com>
From: Subconscious <swakeup@yuno.com>
Subject: The End
Stevie,
I guess you figured you’d meet crazy with crazy. Nice volley. Though I can’t help but notice a lingering bitterness; perhaps the after-taste of an ego-check? I guess you figured
the fake K. Nelson plays tennis, too, or at least understands the game. He lives in Miami, after all, and he’s still lobbing fuzzy yellow balls at your head. But at least you’ve got
your pants up now, your racquet in hand, and there’s nothing left to do but keep swinging those big words around.
Hopeful regards,
—Subconscious

notes
1. Quotes from K. Nelson’s contributor’s note in an anthology of Nature Writing, “K. Nelson took only
two English courses as an undergraduate. . . Although he went on to earn a degree in environmental
law . . . Nelson has never practiced law. Instead, he has supported himself over the years with a series
of part-time jobs as a tennis professional, city judge, travel agent, squash coach, bartender, and farmhand. More recently, Nelson has worked intermittently as a distinguished visiting professor at various
universities . . . An avid bird-watcher, he has recorded more than 670 species on his “life list. Much of
Nelson’s fiction is concerned with birds . . .”
2. For some reason this is the only email I can’t find when I go back and search. It’s as if it just disappeared, floated away on some other current.
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Late-Night Shopping
Tanya and Luke circle the fiction aisles of a large, busy, central London bookshop, on the
lookout.
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:

Do I pick my victims?
You go for certain . . . things.
Attractive, that’s what I want, even in a one-off.
Maybe . . . subconsciously.
A guy with cash is a good start.
They choose you. That’s what I think.
Then I can shame them into giving me something after.
You have to be careful you don’t get some sad psycho, who’ll be back looking out for you.
Tanya:
Occasionally you see the same people around, but less than you’d think.
Luke:
Had it a few times. Spotted one running up the escalator desperately
searching for me.
Tanya:
Keep your eye out for anything that signals could turn delusional or stalker.
Luke:
Subconsciously, they choose you.
Tanya:
There are people you can handle and people that can handle you. You don’t
want the latter.
Luke:
People are lonely.
Tanya:
People are bored and boring.
Luke:
Always out looking for someone.
Tanya:
Amazing what you can pick up late-night shopping.
Luke:
Nowhere is out of bounds.
Tanya:
Borders, HMV, Paperchase, Tesco’s.
Luke:
I’ve done it in various places across the South bank, Charing Cross station,
Waterloo station, London Bridge station, the Men’s and Ladies toilets of a
few choice bookshops. And once in the second from last fiction aisle at Borders, Islington.
Tanya:
I meet then move on.
Luke:
Staying where you are can be . . . challenging.
Tanya:
Have to keep an eye out for hovering security.
Luke:
Most of them are on the pull as well.
Tanya:
Never had a security guard. A sales assistant once. Wanked him off during
his break.
Luke:
[Makes a face] Sainsbury’s Camden, that was good, when it opened 24 hours
on
Friday and Saturday nights, mainly look don’t touch types, but I got lucky. Couldn’t do
it in there, scummy toilets. Went up Kentish Town road under the railway
tunnel. That was one electric walk.
Tanya:
He’s got to have presence, be confident but not too arrogant.
Luke:
Big lips, good arse, bare legs . . . confidence.
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Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:

Clean hair.
You get more fussy as it gets easier.
Sometimes I go off the idea as soon as we’ve left the shop.
After the initial eye up, I step straight in. “You all right?” [He gives his pulling
grin] “Let’s find somewhere.”
“Meet you in the men’s.”
“Your smell attracted me.”
“I’ve never done it before.”
“This is just, wahhhhh . . . Can I call you?”
“Fuck, just come on. Sorry.”
I stopped being nervous.
I was never nervous.
People are up for it.
Late-night shopping.
People.
People are . . . easy.

Melanie sits alone at a table in the bookshop’s café. A Man sits alone at the table opposite.
Melanie:

I can spend days window-shopping, wandering . . . imagining . . . don’t get
anything, just . . . look.

The Man opposite stares at her.
The Man: Most of my mates are single, I’ve got a fantastic partner. He’s very . . . passionate. Passionate about the world. He has it all worked out. A move. Another country. Somewhere to try life differently.

The Man smiles.
Real sun in spring and summer, a lighter autumn and winter. Somewhere
we’d have more time, somewhere there’ll be less chance of being a victim
of “my life turned to crap rage,” less ageist and no London Underground.
“Italy,” he suggested. I said, “Too Catholic.” Spain; too like 1970s London.
“Morocco,” he said, the word Morocco. Blistering sun falling over glittering
silk skin. Sucking on tangy flesh with sweat ripe enough to lick, Morocco, I
could feel it as I rolled the word ’round my tongue, blew its sound through
my lips. Maybe he’ll . . . relax. We’ll find more substance, he says, a deeper
spiritual experience. We could look into the Koran, perhaps adopt a Moroccan baby. I said, “Let’s give London another year.”
Around the fiction aisles.
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:

Bookshops are best. Nice range.
Libraries are the new hot spot.
Bookshops around L, M and N in fiction.
Cookery’s good, for married men.
How many have I picked up as they pretend to flick through Ian McEwan?
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Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:

Yeah, a lot of them read him.
Or who’s the other one?
The depressing guy?
There’s a few of them.
Gordon Ramsey’s got some fit fans.
I prefer the new generation of Delia Smith readers.
The women in Health and Beauty look like their fannies have grown cobwebs. You know the type.
[He makes a face] DIY’s not bad.
Avoid travel. Higher chance of hitting a student.
I like the mature ones.
Yeah, you would. Easier.
No, they’re not.
More desperate for you.
Bollocks.
Late-night desperation in the 30–plus.
What you saying?
—Good angle for a thesis.

He stares at her for a moment.
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:
Tanya:
Luke:

Do you remember me?
Seen you around.
Every time I see you I think it means . . . something.
Watch yourself?
Have to be such a bitch?
Yeah, when you’re being a prick.
Right. All the chance meetings, they’re obviously meaningless.
What were you expecting, a love story?
Not with you, no.

Beat.
Tanya:

Languages, they’re a mixed bunch. Don’t know who you’ll get.

The Café.
Melanie:

We met in a chatroom, incredibly. Most people you meet online are either
complete fantasists or so honest on screen they could never meet you in
person. He says London’s going to collapse. It’s falling already and no one
can see it ’cause they’re too busy starving themselves, scamming each
other, competing with celebrities in their heads to show they can live interesting lives. Obsessing about sex, obsessively obsessing, he says. I have no
words, no . . . answer.

She is quiet for a long time. The Man starts to look away.
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Man:

I was walking down Oxford Street, behind this . . . beautiful Man. Tall, lean,
smooth-skinned with locks running past his neck and hitting the top of his
t-shirt. He’d been flicking through music magazines in Selfridges. The veins
in his hands pumped up, more experienced than the body beneath the t-shirt
suggested. You could feel us trying to avoid each other’s eyes, knowing something . . . unacceptable could happen. Then there he was again, bang, in
front of me. Halfway to Circus he stopped, looked round, nodded; I smiled.
He carried on leading, I carried on following. We turned off down various
sidestreets and my stomach felt . . . tight like my intestines had been knotted together and were shrinking with each step. He stopped again and stared.
And I don’t know what I was thinking . . . leaned forward to rest my lips on
the t-shirt that touched his chest and he leapt back, leapt. “Sorry,” I said, “sorry I’m so sorry. I’m sorry. I’m sorry I’m . . . sorry. Sorry.” What was I doing?
I don’t know what I was doing. [Beat] When I got home I said “Morocco it is.”
[Pause] All my friends think it’s a fantastic idea. Morocco.
—Yes.

The Man gets up and swiftly leaves.
The Toilets. Tanya studies her face as she reapplies makeup.
Tanya:

A tenner. Handed me a tenner. What did he think it would buy? Hadn’t
done it for money. Didn’t want anything from him. Why don’t men get
that you’re not always searching for meaning through them? They hope,
but don’t believe it when it happens. Held it out so limply. Barely touched
it before his hand dropped away. Consolation prize for loss of the relationship he imagined I thought would erupt from our ten minutes. Tosser. Still,
money’s always useful, puts a plug in my student debt and games add to
the moment. “I need something to get home. We can meet again, I’ll give
it back. Look, I’m ill, won’t depress you with it. It’s . . . pretty bad.” Incredible. How far they can be pushed. Sometimes they can’t wait to get away,
sometimes they stare, overcome, wet eyed . . . more turned on. Even sickness can be attractive, if you don’t have to live with it.

She scrawls across the mirror with her lipstick “Satisfying the craving, that’s all we’re about.”
The Travel Section. Melanie stands by books on Morocco.
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:

Shall we go somewhere?
No. Let’s stay here.
It’s a bit exposed.
I want this to be . . . spontaneous.

She slowly reaches out to touch him.
Luke:
Melanie:

Toilet’s on the second floor.
Alright, forget it.
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Luke:

No, we can stay.

Slight pause.
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:

You can touch me.
Right.
I don’t do this.
I don’t.
Why now?
Better than going home to a bottle of Remy Martin. And you’re nice.
Cheers.
I mean it. Where do you live?
Not far.
If I had my own place I’d suggest we go there.
Liar.
Something hit me when I saw you.
Don’t talk.
Struck me, hard.
Don’t.

Pause.
Melanie:
Luke:

What do you do?
It doesn’t matter.

She moves up close to him.
Melanie:

Please.

Beat.
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:

I’m an editor.
Newspaper?
No.
Books?

He touches her.
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:

Market research papers for a medical company.
...
It’s for scientific research.
—That’s interesting. Useful.

His hands move over her.
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:
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She pulls away.
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:

Look, are you into this or what?
Do you like me?
You looked alright.
Good enough to dream about? To touch, to fuck?
That’s all this is.
Yes.
So what are you asking? What’s this about?

She turns away but immediately turns back again.
Melanie:

Luke:
Melanie:

You know when you listen to the most beautiful piece of music. The piece
that hits you, really, the one that stands out . . . above everything. You have
to stop and listen, and every time, every single time, you tingle, it passes
through as if your soul does exist and it’s turning over inside.
...
I want that.

Slight pause.
Melanie:

I want to be touched by something beautiful. I just want to be touched . . .
Can you understand?

Silence.
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:

I’m sorry.
It’s alright.
Still, I am.

She looks at the books.
Melanie:
Luke:
Melanie:
Luke:

I’m going away.
Yeah? I’d like to get away. Travel a bit. Where you going?
I don’t know. Don’t know why nothing is ever enough, it just . . . it isn’t. “It
doesn’t matter.”
No. [Beat] I love London. It’s as sad as anywhere but happier with possibilities. You just have to balance it. Like, sometimes I go to my dad’s. We can
be up ’til two in the morning, watching reruns of stuff he taped earlier. I
don’t like any of it. Could live without a television easy, but it keeps the contact. So even though I hate discussing the moral dilemmas of paper-thin
people, I force myself. That’s how it is. You just have to balance things.

Melanie half smiles.
Luke:

Some things you can only share with someone you’ll never see again.

She kisses him and walks away. Luke stands looking around. He spots Tanya.
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The Man
A man comes in from the sleet
Filling the house and all of my heart
When he speaks he frightens the fire
And he curses, dropping his sheepskin coat
I imagine in secret that his naked body is beautiful
As if a leafy oak
He is angry and he laughs
I will make sure he never leaves
Sometimes he speaks to me
“You are as keen and thin as a twig
Covered with thorns and flowers
You agree with these hands of mine
In them you will perish”
Such power springs slowly
From his arms and bare chest
Dear God, make me as sly as Delilah
When the sun opens his eyes
I want to learn his secrets and enslave him
My earth-bound dream
—Translated from Romanian by John Flynn

Please find the original poem “Bǎrbatul” by
Magda Isanos at packingtownreview.com.
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First Darkness
The moon’s lighted wheel through the fled-for path outruns a wilderness dissolved
a dream of apples spilled over
the interstate’s turn against a forest’s hush and rustle beneath
our having found more lasting than the body’s pulse
pushed toward another’s skin singing through no emptiness
come to take our place at the foot of this world of birds
taken wing carried almost to our mouths—
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Basic Exercises for Divining the Future
Begin with coffee.
But any boiled thing would work,
as liquid is what suspends past and future,
holds them apart. Find a symbol that
looks back. Like stars, the brighter grounds
are closer in time.
If a camera, someone is attracted to you.
If an apple, you are fertile.
If a branch, you are lying.
On the entrails of a newly slaughtered calf:
know that our bodies already contain
images of our future selves.
To grow older is to grow
more like the inside.
In the act of butchering,
the moment the viscera slips
out and touches pavement
is the moment the image hardens.
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Kinch
Cut the pear or I cut the pear.
She wouldn’t say it was spoiled but, like syntax,
the beginning was different from the end.
As at other times a scene
rendered from a dream
or a distant memory recurs:
The low, bleached coastal town,
the labyrinthine train tunnels,
a kind of herd but voices.
Is it syntax that’s stored as a sugar,
or with diffidence as protein’s residue?
Which synapse emboldens
under the shade of passing jet wings
then dives backward, away from the map they impose?
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On Days Shadows Pass
for Paul Vangelisti
Or if the names you hear
at 3 a.m. under the ringing
are strangers the way the notes you find
in your pockets
are as good as money listening
to just one good poem
that is to say
or making one
at 5 in the afternoon as good as
the letter you wait for
on a winter Thursday
mountains magnified in clarity
the muffled voices inside
about to open the door.
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Walking in Author’s Tracks: Translating Ahmed Fu’ad Nigm
But don’t you see that the whole trouble lies here. In words, words. Each one
of us has within him a whole world of things, each man of us his own special
world. And how can we ever come to an understanding if I put in the words I
utter the sense and value of things as I see them; while you who listen to me
must inevitably translate them according to the conception of things each one
has within himself. We think we understand each other, but we never really do.
— Luigi Pirandello, Six Characters in Search on an Author
The meaning is in the belly of the poet.
— Arabic Proverb

Please find Fu’ad Nigm’s “The Crossword Puzzle,” in the original Arabic
and the Roman-alphabet transliteration, the at packingtownreview.com.

metaphrase

The Crossword Puzzle
Instead of soccer
and playing cards
amidst the noise
and joust
You (singular) eat (a) nudge.
You (singular) are eaten by a stone.
(It) fills your (singular) head with elephant’s ear.1
Let’s think.
A piece of a game
Like sugar
With pineapple
Word and meaning
Down and across
(they) tell (a) tale
(it) is of interest to / (it) disquiets the people.2
Approach (imperative singular) approach (imperative singular)3
Let’s try.
Use your (singular) brain.
Do not be confused.
—One down?
My head (is) beating
(and) reversing.4
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(It) is full of thoughts.
(my head is) a theater
And thoughts are floating
In the whirlpool.
Night and day.
White—Black.
Green—Red.
Cold—Hot.
Heaven and Hell.
Let go let go
(of) your (singular) exile;
Tomorrow the night
(will) rise to it (a) day.
—Two down?
(a) current ruler
(who) was (a) conical cap5
(he) betrayed the house
and the neighbor
and the light
—All who among us of rulers
down
from Khunfis and Kafur
(they) lied—(they) falsified.
(they) killed—(they) massacred.
(they) cheated—(they) betrayed.
(they) defamed—(they) raped
—One across?
(an) unchaste poet / Unchaste-Poet6
Dead—Alive.
Ascending—Descending.7
Going—Coming.
Praising his master
Extending his hand8
Neither does he see a thing
Nor say a thing.
—All who among us of little-poets9
(are) traitors
And cheerers10 and pigs
(they) traded—(they) sold
(they) shone—(they) became famous
(they) dimmed—(they) were eclipsed
(they) got lost—(they) strayed
—Two across?
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Three poets with (a) gunpowder word
Nazim
Bayram
Pablo Neruda
—All who among us of lovers / devotees
(they) tasted what (is) in us
of longings
(they) loved—(they) adored
(they) grew up—(they) evolved
(they) passed—(they) elapsed
(they) planted—(they) implanted / cultivated
—Down and across?
(a) stout / robust poet
(is) certainly coming
(to) fill (the) eyes of the world (with) light.
—All that is in us of gloominess
(is) waiting for (a) loving artist
(he) comes / (he) arrives / (to) come—(to) arrive11
(a) bird—(a) nightingale12
(a) tradesman—(a) craftsman
(he) sings—(he) chants / (to) sing—(to) chant
My homeland—My home
My people—My community
From you (plural) to you (plural)
My waking—My sleep
You (plural) (are) my thoughts
You (plural) (are) my work
From you (is) my yearning
In you (plural) is my hope
Rise (imperative, plural)—Respond (imperative, plural)
Rebel (imperative, plural)—Rise (imperative, plural)
(to) rise—(to) shine / (he) rises—(he) shines
Morning—Beginning
(he) cultivates—(he) builds / (to) cultivate—(to) build
(we) harvest—(we) reap
(we) rejoice—(we) play
(we) sing—(we) chant
One down
(we) sing—(we) chant
Two across
(we) sing—(we) chant
Three five
Ten hundred
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(we) sing—(we) chant
(we) sing—(we) chant
(we) fill the world
(with) healthy vegetation / greenery
(we) sing—(we) chant
(we) sing—(we) chant

final version

The Crossword Puzzle
Instead of soccer and joust13
and playing cards in the noise,
where you get nudged
or stoned,
and your head turns into an elephant ear,
let’s think.
There’s a game
sweet as sugar and pineapple:
Word and meaning
down and across,
telling a tale
of interest to the masses.
Approach, approach!
Try
to use your brain
do not get puzzled.
—One down?
My head is upside down,
Bursting with thoughts.
A theater
of floating ideas
In a whirlpool:
Night and day.
White—Black.
Green—Red.
Cold—Hot.
Heaven and Hell.
—Forget
your exile
tomorrow darkness
will turn into light.
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—Two down?
A current ruler,
a nobody,
betrayer of the homeland,
the neighbors
and the light.
—All our rulers—
down
from Khunfis and Kafur—
Lied—Falsified.
Killed—Massacred.
Cheated—Betrayed.
Defamed—Raped.
—One across?
Unchaste-Poet.
Dead—Alive.
Ascending—Descending.
Going—Coming.
Praising his master,
extending his hand,
blind
and mute.
—All the mediocre poets among us
are traitors,
hypocrites, pigs.
Traded—Sold.
Shone—Became luminaries.14
Dimmed—Eclipsed.
Got lost—Strayed
—Two across?
Three poets with a word on fire:
Nazim.
Bayram.
Pablo Neruda.
—All the devotees among us
have known
our sufferings.
Loved—Adored.
Grew up—Evolved.
Passed—Elapsed.
Planted—Cultivated.
—Down and across?
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A robust poet
is certainly coming
to fill the eyes of the world with light.
—All our sufferings
are waiting for a loving artist.
To come—To arrive.
Bird—Nightingale.
Tradesman—Craftsman.
To sing—To chant.
My homeland—My home.
My people—My community
From you—To you.
My waking—My sleep
You are in my thoughts.
You are my work.
I yearn to you.
My hope is in you.
Rise—Respond.
Rebel—Rise.
To rise—To shine.
Morning—Beginning.
To cultivate—To build.
We harvest—We reap.
We rejoice—We play.
We sing—We chant.
—Two across:
We sing—We chant.
Three . . . five
Ten . . . hundred
We sing—We chant.
We sing—We chant.
We fill the world
with healthy greenery
We sing—We chant.
We sing—We chant.

analysis and commentary on translation
Ahmed Fu’ad Nigm (b.1929) is one of the major figures of modern Egyptian poetry in
the vernacular, zajal. Nigm’s choice of writing poetry in colloquial Egyptian immediately
banishes him from the status of the mainstream fusha poets, celebrated in books and
anthologies, and prevents him from attracting the critical attention of the academic critics. Nigm makes another conscious choice that places him in the margins of Egyptian
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vernacular poetry and denies him the wealth and acknowledgement enjoyed by the more
politically correct, but less talented, popular poets whose songs are broadcasted in public
media. He has been a relentless Marxist activist whose blatant satire of Nasir and Sadat
earned him the title of “the indecent poet,” as Sadat used to refer to him in his speeches.
Nigm teamed up with Sheikh Imam, singer and composer, for many years.
Their cooperation resulted in the underground circulation of a large number of biting
satirical songs, memorized and secretly sung by the people. Imam and Nigm lived in utter
poverty and got arrested together and separately in 1969, 1972, 1975, 1977, and 1978. One
of Nigm’s trials was handled by a military court. Nigm will always be remembered as one
of the earliest artists to publicly discuss the 1967 defeat of the Arab armies, pinpointing
Nasir as the person responsible for the loss in his poem “Thank God We Slapped Our
Underarms.” He broke all traditions, shocking the sensibilities of the people, as an avantgarde poet would, when he dared to satirize the legendary Umm Kulthum—in his poem
“The Lady’s Dog”—for her hypocritical nationalism and for living in the elite quarter of
Zamalik while pretending to sing on behalf of the poor, oppressed classes. Some of his
less controversial poems were published or sung by leftist singers; his politically incorrect azjal are widely circulated among the people with the help of the Web. He has been
one of the sharpest critics of post-independent, post-coup Egypt.
In “Variations on the Eclogues” Paul Valery says, “The work of translation, done with
regard to a certain approximation of form, causes us in some way to try walking in the
tracks left by the author; and not to fashion one text upon another”15 (120). In translating
Nigm’s “The Crossword Puzzle,” I faced a number of challenges. The poem does not pose
a significant cultural challenge as most Arabic texts do. Its content reflects a number of
Marxist ideals that most Western readers are familiar with, and its form replicates the
form of a crossword puzzle, also known to people from all cultures. The challenges I faced
are mainly linguistic. I did not attempt translating Nigm’s poem into an English poem,
but I tried to approximate its form, and to transfer as much as possible its feel, meaning,
and musicality. I was able to extract meaning from the poem “by walking in the tracks”
left by Nigm. However, this is entangled with certain grammatical constructions unique
to Arabic. My translation relied on an interpretation of the poem, inspired by Steiner’s
hermeneutic notion, “the act of elicitation and appreciative transfer of meaning”16 (401),
a fourfold process of trust, aggression, incorporation, and balance. I was as much concerned with the interpretation of the poem’s meaning (its signification) as I was with
communication, transferring it to a Western audience. But this involved tough choices
and sacrifices.
In order for the Western reader to have an experience similar to that of the Arabic
reader who reads Nigm in Arabic, the translator has to provide either a commentary on
the translation or copious footnotes “reaching up like skyscrapers to the top of this or
that page”17 (Nabokov 143). The tough choices involved picking one of several possible
nuances of a polysemous word or a structurally ambiguous phrase; and the sacrifices
included sacrificing the effects of some idiomatic expressions, code-switching between
fusha and dialect, between homonyms and alliterations. I was able, in the balance phase
of the translation to compensate for some of the losses without abusing my fidelity to
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the original. For example, “ra’si” means “my head” and “down”, and Nigm uses these
homonyms beautifully in:
—wahid ra’si?
Ra’si bitidrab
Since this is impossible to retain in the English translation, I choose to translate “Ra’si /
bitidrab / ti’lib,” or “my head is [literally] beating and reversing” into “my head is upside
down,” which allowed me to repeat the word “down” in a playful way that I think partially compensates for the lost homonyms in the same line: “—One down? / My head is
upside down.”
“The Crossword Puzzle” has a unique form, which revolutionizes even the relatively
revolutionary traditions of vernacular poetry. Most lines consist of only two words, which
form two metrical feet, taf Ôilas. The rhyme scheme varies from one stanza to the other,
giving the poem—with alliterations, homonyms and clever wordplay—a strong rhythmic,
sing-song quality. The form of the poem is cleverly crafted to reflect its content. The poem
mixes a number of genres; it has a story line, and it incorporates dialogues between the
poet-persona and a number of anonymous members of the community he is trying to
demystify. The language of the poem oscillates between fusha and Colloquial Egyptian.
Colloquial Egyptian dominates this poem (and all of Nigm’s poetry), but he conveniently
uses fusha when he represents the crossword puzzle, which is typically in written form.
Rabassa relieves the translator from struggling with the issue of translating regional idioms when he counts it among “the impossibilities of translation”18 (509). I provided a
transliteration of the idiomatic expression where I thought it will be understood in English
(your head turns into an elephant ear, read: you will become dull-witted) and substituted it
with a suitable English word where I thought transliteration will be unintelligible (conical
cap, read: nobody). The beautiful effect of using the dialect in the dialogues and fusha in
“The Crossword Puzzle” was impossible to echo in the English translation. Keeping the
“elephant’s ear” idiom also serves to give what Venuti calls a “foreignizing” taste to the
poem and not fully “domesticate” it thus preventing doing violence to the source language
and culture and contrasting the familiarity of the Marxist ideas and the crossword puzzle
to a Western audience.19
In the poem, the poet-as-teacher persona sees a number of people killing time by playing
mind-dimming games. He invites them to contribute in solving a crossword puzzle; ironically, a notorious way of killing time favored by the unemployed, the retired, government
employees and lazy students. Nigm invests in one of the inherent features of the crossword
puzzle: the typical puzzle makes one think in a fragmentary manner of incoherent words,
synonyms, antonyms, definitions, places, historical figures, and celebrities. Ngim’s puzzle
is a replica of the real, all-familiar, crossword puzzles one sees in the newspaper every day.
The collective solving of the puzzle coincides with a dialogue between the poet and the
other personae. The poet dovetails certain moments in the dialogue with certain items in
the puzzle. The seeming randomness of the juxtaposed items exposes the corrupt collaboration between self-serving art and exploitative politics, on the one hand, and the dire need
for a robust poet who will set in motion a new revolution, on the other.
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Nigm utilizes pairs of antonyms as a prelude to giving a prophetic message, a hopeful
turn of events that will change the harsh reality of the masses into a future of prevailing
social justice:
Night and day.
White—Black.
Green—Red.
Cold—Hot.
Heaven and Hell.
—Forget
your exile
tomorrow darkness
will turn into light.
He uses pairs of synonymous verbs, where the second verb in each pair mostly denotes
the more intense degree of the action of the first, to describe how the rulers of Egypt,
ancient and contemporary, used and abused the masses in every imaginable sense:
Lied—Falsified.
Killed—Massacred.
Cheated—Betrayed.
Defamed—Raped.
The verbs, whose letters innocently occupy the squares of the puzzle, are strategically
juxtaposed with the rulers “from Khunfis to Kafur.” All the verbs are conjugated with the
pronoun they, which grammatically makes them the predicate of the subject “All our rulers.” The grammatical complementarity of the subject and predicate beautifully unifies
the dialogue the personae are having with the actual puzzle they are solving: together,
they give complete, comprehensible meaning both grammatically and historically. The
fact that Arabic is an inflected language gives a clear interpretive clue that links the rulers with the actions of the verbs. In the English translation the clue is not as clear, unless
the pronoun “they” is mentioned explicitly, which takes away the effect of having one
seemingly fragmentary word, essential to the form of the poem and argument of the poet.
Arabic allows both the fragmentary and the coherent interpretations, whereas English
allows one or the other.
The verb tense poses another challenge. In Arabic, there are not tensesl, but moods, the
perfect and the imperfect moods, which determine the completion or the non-completion
of the action rather than its temporality. Verbs in the perfect mood are usually translated
into the English past tense, which is not exactly the same thing. Using the present tense
in English is strong in the context of this poem because it denotes factuality, whereas using the imperfect mood in Arabic denotes that the action of the verb is occurring at the
moment of speech. The poet’s choice of the perfect tense connotes that the actions of the
verbs have already affected the people in the past until the moment of speech. The perfect
tense is used even with a future action to express its inevitability (several examples are
found in the Quran).
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As a translator, I had to choose one of three options, the past tense, the present tense,
or the infinitive. The abstractness of the third choice works well in the puzzle but it does
not construct a grammatically complete sentence that links the subject “all our rulers” to
its predicate. The second choice works very effectively in English, but it takes away the
poet’s switching of tenses. If the translation replaces the perfect with the imperfect tense
the reader will not notice the poet’s subsequent switching to the imperfect tense in the
concluding stanza:
Rise—Shine.
Morning—Beginning.
To cultivate—To Build.
We harvest—We reap.
We rejoice—We play.
We sing—We chant.
The robust poet who will inspire the revolution of the oppressed classes will instigate the
positive actions of the listed verbs (shining, reaping, rejoicing, etc.). The poet wants the
personae to feel these actions as if they are happening at the moment of speech, which
makes his choice of the imperfect tense crucial. But another problem arises: the present
tense and the imperative English verbs are indistinguishable. The English reader will take
“rise” and “cultivate” as either both imperative or both present tense verbs, whereas in the
Arabic the distinction is clear because of inflection (“rise” is imperative and “cultivate” is
imperfect tense). This situation forces the translator to use the less appealing infinitive
“to build” and “to cultivate” or explicitly mentioning the pronoun he in order to make
the distinction between the imperative and the imperfect visible. Similarly, because of
the importance of the pronoun “We” in the concluding stanza, I chose to use it explicitly,
sacrificing the stronger musicality and brevity of the single-word (nahsud, nagni, namrah,
nalÔab, etc.) in the Arabic.
In the stanza in which the answer to the “one across” item of the puzzle is an “UnchastePoet,” Nigm mixes fragmentary antonyms (“Dead—Alive,” “Ascending—Descending,”
etc.) with complete sentences (“Praising his master / extending his hand”). That makes
this particular item a guess-who puzzle as opposed to a language game. In the attempt
to find out who this “Unchaste-Poet” may be, the personae discover that it is not only one
but an entire category of poets who give legitimacy to brutal governments with their approving propaganda. The language game immediately continues. A list of synonymous
verbs conjugated with they follows:
Traded—Sold.
Shone—Became famous.
Dimmed—Were eclipsed.
Got lost—Strayed
The list of verbs this time is interesting because it gives a chronology of the unchaste
poets’ careers in a logical order: they sell their souls to their masters; they are rewarded
by being rich and famous; their hypocritical, far-from-talented poetry is soon forgotten
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and lost. On the other hand, the three committed poets Nigm approves of are mentioned
by name, the Turkish Nazim Hikmet, the Tunisian-Egyptian Bayram Al-Tunsi, and the
Chilean Pablo Neruda. The same subject-predicate strategy is used, but this time with
verbs of Love and Creation. The list of synonyms that Nigm juxtaposes with the waitedfor poet is reminiscent of an elementary school language exercise in which students are
asked to form a meaningful sentence using a number of vocabulary items:
To come—To arrive.
Bird—Nightingale.
Tradesman—Craftsman.
To sing—To chant.
The robust poet, who belongs to the working class of tradesmen, will come and sing his
song, which will inspire the revolution (mentioned a few lines later). Nigm uses the pronouns “My” and “We” in the following lines first to establish his connection with them
(my people, my community, etc.), then to blend totally with them: (“We harvest” and
“We sing”). Again, in the Arabic, the possessive pronouns are suffixes, which allows the
poet to communicate his ideas while keeping the brevity of one word, as in a crossword
puzzle. This effect cannot be achieved in the English translation.
One other challenge that faces the translator is the poet’s choice of using the active
participle, ism al-faÔ il, very frequently used in Colloquial Egyptian in place of subject and
verb. An Egyptian would say I am a stander to mean I am standing. Ism al-faÔ il indicates
the doer of the action of the verb (like the -er or -or derivations in doer and actor). It combines the dynamic movement of the verb (being a verbal derivation), the timelessness of
nouns, and a continuity equivalent to the English continuous tenses. Using ism al-faÔ il
connotes the continuity of doing the action of a given verb, which is much stronger than
attaching the action to a certain time, past or present: When someone learns, it means
that he learns one or two things today, but when he is a learner, it means that he has the
quality of being a learner, regardless of time. Retaining the construction of ism al-faÔ il ,
although grammatically possible, would result in strange-sounding English, a strangeness that does not quite work the same way as Venuti’s foreignization does:
Unchaste-Poet.
Dead—Alive.
Ascending—Descending.
Going—Coming.
Praising his master,
extending his hand
The words “Poet,” “Unchaste,” “Ascending,” “Descending,” “Going,” “Coming,” “Praising,” and “extending” are asma’ faÔ il. All these words have the same wazn—syllabic structure or pattern—because they are all derived from triliteral verbs (verbs that consist of
three radicals). They all have the syllabic structure of faÔ il (CVVCVC). Asma’ il-faÔ il work
marvelously in Nigm’s poem not only because of their rich nuances, but also for their
rhythmic quality, euphony, and musicality (“shaÔir,” “daÔir,” “taliÔ,” “nazil,” “raiyih,” “ma-
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dih,” and “madid”), with the added bonus of alliteration in “madih” and “madid” and the
internal rhyme in “raiyih” and “madih,” and “shaÔir,” and “daÔir.” Note that later when
Nigm mentions the “robust poet” (shaÔ ir waÔ ir) in contrast with the “Unchaste-Poet” (shaÔ ir
daÔ ir), it is only the change of one letter that turns one into the other. Nigm is reinforcing linguistically what he wants to emphasize ideologically: If the letter is so powerful
that it turns one meaning to its opposite, the “singing” and “chanting” that he repeatedly
alludes to in the final stanza will have the power to change an illegitimate ruler. Translating this perfect harmony between the meaning and word, content and form, idea and
sound, into English remains an impossibility. Nigm is a poet whose “labor consists less of
seeking words for his ideas than of seeking ideas for his words and paramount rhythms”
(Valery 118). He successfully creates “the illusion of an indissoluble compound of sound
and sense” (Valery 116).
“The Crossword Puzzle” juxtaposes three figures, a tyrannical ruler, and unchaste poet
and a robust poet, reenacting in his seemingly fragmentary game recurrent chapters of
Egyptian history. The poet mixes genres and switches between Standard and Colloquial
Arabic. His use of structurally ambiguous sentences, polysemous words, idioms, homonyms, alliterations, and word play complicates the translator’s task. The translator, being a reader of the poem, attempts to approximate the poem’s form and retain the vigor
of its language as much as possible. The poem remains more euphonious, meaningful,
serious, humorous, and aesthetically pleasing in Arabic than in translation.

notes
1. This idiomatic expression means “to make someone dumb.”
2. The verb tihim means both “to be of importance” and “to disquiet.” The poet is creating an ambiguity,
relying on the double denotation of the verb in Arabic. Retaining this ambiguity is impossible in the
translation.
3. Approach! Approach! Recalls the cry of street magicians enticing customers. This is consistent with
what the poet’s crossword puzzle does; like a magician’s trick, the puzzle relies on poetic sleight of
hand.
4. My head is full of conflicting thoughts.
5. A nobody.
6. Since there is no capitalization or indefinite articles in Arabic, shaÔ ir waÔ ir is ambiguous. It could mean
“an unchaste poet” (in which case the participle waÔ ir would be a qualifier for shaÔ ir) or “An unchaste
person—Poet” (in which case the participle waÔ ir would be a noun, and the two nouns would be synonyms, items in the puzzle). This particular category of participles in Arabic (ism al-faÔ il) has the unique
feature of being at once a noun and an adjective, hence the ambiguity. The translator has to pick one
of the two possibilities in his or her translation, as retaining this ambiguity is impossible.
7. Confused, constantly changing his mind.
8. To extend one’s hand in Colloquial Egyptian means to beg.
9. Al-tasghir “diminutive”allows the formation of one word that means “little-.” This formula is used to
indicate smaller size or insignificance.
10. An invocation of pro-government demonstrations where the hypocrites cheer for the president.
11. The default citation of Arabic verbs is the third person, singular masculine conjugation. Both “he
comes” and “to come” are appropriate English translations.
12. A traditional metaphor for a good poet or singer.
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13. I chose to list all the games the poet mentions together, instead of keeping the same order in the
original, for clarity’s sake.
14. The plural word “luminaries” has an implied “they” which compensates for the plural verb in Arabic.
I thought it is a better choice than “became famous” since English adjectives are not pluralized.
15. Valery, Paul. “Variations on the Eclogues.” Trans. Denise Folliot. Theories of Translation: An Anthology of
Essays from Dryden to Derrida. Ed. Rainer Schulte and John Biguenet. Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1992. 113–126.
16. Steiner, George. “From After Babel: Aspects of Language and Translation.” Translation—Theory and Practice: A Historical Reader. ed. Daniel Weissbort & Astradur Eysteinsson. New York: Oxford U P, 2006.
396–405.
17. Nabokov, Vladimir. “Problems of Translation: Onegin in English” in Theories of Translation. 127–143.
18. Rabassa, Gregory. “If This Be Treason: Translation and Its Possibilities.” Translation—Theory and practice. 507–511.
19. Venuti, Lawrence. “Translation as Cultural Politics: Regimes of Domestication in English.” Translation—
Theory and Practice. 546–557.
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Memory of Water
If water, as some have claimed, is capable
of retaining the memory
of particles once dissolved in it long after
the last trace of the original
particle is erased, it would explain
how we, emerging from our mothers’
fluids in flesh formed of cells
made mostly of water, arrive
as aquariums of the ancient, carrying
the imprint of every cliff and palisade
we’ve drenched, the toss and tumble
of every tide and the hymn of every vapor rising
skyward from waking fields. Plumes of breath
from a horse in winter, its piss steaming
in snow, salmon shooting upstream, hail
cracking cornfields, sweat salting
crumpled sheets. Water tastes everything
before we drink it. Milleniums rush
round our veins; every footstep forward
sloshes with remembering. A first kiss
transmits the taste of war, ice ages, forgotten
cities, fire, frost on fences, lemons.
A constant thirst. Look—
we are swimming
through plague, famine, earthquake
and flood. See how your eyes tear?
How you peer through a glaze
of water? The rinse of eons
tints your gaze as you blink back
the perpetual wet—the Eden
you can’t remember, the Eden
you can’t quite forget.
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cardboard quail eggs
12 High × 12 Wide
Stained cardboard, quail eggs
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Little Elegy Unsung
Said

good-bye
to a way
Via age & the end
Of My U.S.
The notes don’t sound in the spaces
Don’t drop into place
In the Beloved Plurality
Where did you
Go wrong
This way
& that
Here
& There
Green, green
Absorbed in flags
And a way waylaid
I dreamt we ripped up the grass
And laid carpet over the earth
The heat came      The carpet died
“We certainly weren’t doing anybody any favors”
“& He certainly wasn’t doing her any favors . . . ”
Our day was   out of favor
& this was my Mojave
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Dj Inside Out vs. Terraform Dub Crew (or a body catch a body)
The Novel Synopsis:
ScatØlØgically Yours details a near-past-then-future in which Lake Michigan empties of
water, becoming an endless desert. A disenfranchised population that worships an arcane
World Worm moves in, and the Quadrilateral Commission, a planned-community corporation, gradually supplants these people with towns not unlike Disney’s Celebration, Florida.
Yet all are not so easily supplanted. A partisan leader—working against the Quadrilateral
communities where she was born—the charismatic Dial-Up Networking leads the Blackout
Angels gang in paramilitary activities. A second protagonist, the perpetually coughing Quadrilateral employee Washington Jefferson Lincoln Qui, combs the wasteland of old Lake Michigan
in search of the memory of his burned sister, whom he knows now only as “blank hiss at the
tape-end.”
This segment tracks Dial-Up Networking and her crew, the Blackout Angels.

I.
No knock. No annunciation. Just the furious expectoration of phlegm and sour mash
and anal mucous collected in a shallow bowl. My gang, my Blackout Angels, circle around
the great wet triangle, injecting banana-flavored numbing agents. I writhe my midsection
in a fury of bucking energy. I am an electric bronco at a cowboy bar, 14 years old. Patentleather pump whore. The boys are powerful magnets, addicted to the metal of my crotch,
but I never draw a single pleasure. The whole enterprise is theatrics.
That is, until one night, when the eye becomes stimulated.
One night. In old Dessication. Back across a rough wooden bench, I shift my naked
form dressed in a buffet of strawberry juice and castor oil to catch an upside-down glimpse
out the open window centering the room in a tractor beam. A thick breeze spurts through,
hot-buttered air soaked in vegetable oil. The night is drizzled with sporadic clouds, but
as they dissipate, I see through the window—for the first time I can recall—a completely
clear full moon. No segment closed off in darkness, no everyday haze making the thing
look like a smoggy picture soaked in a bowl of battery acid. No, just the entire visible
moon. Striking as nothing else can ever be.
The story of the eye begins with this moon consuming the entire window, a moon
bursting from a Magritte painting where a fireplace opens to reveal a locomotive, a moon
framed by this tiny space, white hot under the Devil’s left thumb. The boys drive their
tongues into my pussy, but the moon calls with cold abandon; my head bends to view its
Published by permission of Davis Schneiderman.
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shine, my body sprawls over the bench, my legs dangle to the floor. The tidal orb pulls
me forward to the crest of a wave, calling me, a leaf in the wind, into the thick of its enormous eyeball.
Yes, the moon is an eye reflecting my body, covering the Angel called Nothing as a plug
of wet blood explodes from my cunt lips. From my single good eye, I perceive everything
this mooneye sees: a panorama of time zones segmenting the Interface between long
stretches of desert calm; worm-worshippers shitting themselves in springhouse hovels,
muttering in primitive grunt language. In their heads, yellow-green flashes sail over clay
pots brimming with urine, over communal fountains where they squeeze moisture from
rendered topsoil. Their belief balloons, their arteries harden.
I also see the others, the Quadrilateral planned community residents, in middle-class
gulags filled with buxom neighborhood intrigues. A black Labrador pulls a jogger to the
ground and chews his legs into loose cartilage; the wound becomes infected, and festers.
A moonlit trail strikes the manicured silhouettes of designer lawns, sport sedans freshly
washed, cocks gleaming in hard luminescence.
Light moves. It moves through the molasses of thick starshine, across the bodies of
glowing fireflies. It moves around the center of our town, Desiccation, a child like me,
dancing along polished soda-counter chrome. Light winds around the back of buildings,
up fire escapes, illuminating charcoal-iron grates with tiny spiked protrusions. Light
moves through the holes of smaller apartments, dirty blinds separating the sterile summer heat from broken-down tenements. Light moves into the window where I rest, the
three Angels swishing their tongues in my pubic hair, cotton candy sopping on paper
sticks. And I watch myself, there, alight in their mouths, breathing like a fish.
I stare at the moon. The moon stares back. The clouds never return and the boys never
tire; we form together, under the moon, a decadent nineteenth-century tableaux, animated
by a series of forbidden picture plates. A numbing spurt radiates through my hips. Captured
by a tracking beam, my stomach throbs and heaves; I lift. The one called Nothing clamps
down over my entire pussy, and I can feel him rising, also, hanging by his teeth.
I float toward the window, into the air, ready to cast off the tethers of the wooden
bench, the ground below, the foundation holding the house to the earth, the seething
core of a world so warped and dry that even gravity must give up the ghost. When I near
the threshold, my arm instinctively reaches for the window ledge and grabs the Venetian
cord, lowering the dirty blinds with a loud clatch.
Knives, cleavers, thick boning saws segment the skin, as the blinds slice the moonlight,
and with it, my vision. Dark latitudes ink the planet’s skin; the Equator roll itself over villagers in a small Ecuadorian town, a giant ink ribbon unfurling from the sky—halving cars,
goats, children. And the line is thick and dark, pushing deep into the flesh of the earth,
underneath rocky crag and loose farming soil, into capillaries and nerve endings. I sink.
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I go dizzy, thump to the bench with a hard crack. Nothing declamps from my twat and
his teethmarks fill with yellow-green light; suppurated pus mixes with his jissom. I am
barely conscious. And then, just as my dead left eye rests in the multiband formation of
the slatted moon—dark-light-dark—horrific beasts cross through the blinds, covering the
slatted orb.
Vultures. Flapping vultures. Flickering red-death. On a horizontal axis across the blindcut window frame. Through their phalanx of scurvy bones, tattered feather and burned
claws, the acid-yellow sky breaks into unicellular baubles—all part of some elaborate
something, a consciousness, a memory of an inanimate past, a consumption of life turning against itself, burning the screen of my blinking orgasmic absence.
When the last vulture passes across the moon in a splash of brilliant red shellac, when
my left eye goes blank again in the loss of light and shade, when the Blackout Angels finally collapse into a heap, when I look down at my still-throbbing pussy, when I’m finally
able to move, when I feel the moaning vestige of pleasure soaking me in waves, when a
tidal pool lifts up and down into the eye of the moon again—that’s when I see her for the
first time, licking the giant eye—my eye—snatched from the heavens and reproduced
between my legs.
Her tongue is majestic, a symphony of soft curling pleasure.
—Neutron Janey.—
She rises, chin dripping. —And you, I trust, are the one they call Dial-Up Networking.—A
middle-aged face, white hair in hermetic wisps.
—You called to me, rotting here in Desiccation with your pathetic little band. Good
show, you little tramp. A game for the young, these orgies, for those who will one day
whirl through the Quadrilateral world. They are invested, heavily invested, in your teenage
rebellion. Make no mistake. You can have these wraiths lick you up and down from now
until wormsday, but it will only give you a swollen twat.—
My cunt is soooo satisfied by the shapes of her mouth: the wondrous “O” pursing lips,
the intoxicating spell of the “M” pulling her upper lip slightly over its bottom as a crippled
insect might be sewn into the white spin of a spider web. —But we drain energy from
our enemy: Quadrilateral.—
—Oh yes, that. I’ve been observing your little gambit. Must be difficult to get the uniform just right, to hide the bodies of the beat cops and servicemen, to dress up as others.
Quite the production number. Has it occurred to you that your band of—what do you
call yourselves, oh yes, “Blackout Angels”—that Quadrilateral runs itself like a retail business store? Dial-Up, dahling, there is considerable shrinkage built into the product. Visit
any town and you’ll see mirror images of yourselves, you and your little band engaged in
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the same juvenile pranks. You’ll eventually wake up in some other town’s duplex, maybe
Amelioration, or up the Interface center, in Jubilation.—
The three boys are locked in numb orgasm mouths. —Not me.—
—Yes, of course not, sorry for implying.—The woman brushes back her hair with her
left hand. She wears several rings, each with its own insignia over a tiny glowing gem.
—Let’s just take the three jokers on the floor then.—
My cunt throbs with each articulated syllable.
—They will grow and change. In time. They will become invested in this system. Every
outlaw gives up his gun sooner or later, or has it taken from him. This one,—she kicks
Number and rattles his bandolier, shakes his afro, —will realize that he cannot maintain
opposition from the outside. The kick he gets now from your . . . uh . . . “activities” will
lessen in time. He will fall in love, and that feeling, too, will lessen. He’ll decide that it is
easier to experience the same degraded feelings as everyone else than to feel a way that
others do not. Perhaps as a banker.—
She moves toward None, gurgling lightly in his own drool. —This one, so strong in
the tongue, furious in the cock and balls, impeccably dressed . . . maybe keeps his own
ideas as he enters the Quadrilateral mainstream. But soon he joins the PTA, becomes an
insurance writer. Picks up a hot charisma con that causes anyone and everyone to listen
intently to the sound of his voice and the beating of his heart. Becomes a self-deprecating
blowhard who thinks his only saving grace is his ability to recognize the vehemence of
his own bluster. Fight from the inside: sure, change the world with a well-penned treatise
on the evils of Quadrilateral, Dial-Up. Well, we’ve got machines to eat that shit up.
—And this one, this one, the one you call Nothing, the one with the plastic swords.
This one . . . —He slowly opens his eyes as if emerging from a dream. —Dead by 25.
Quite gruesome, really.—She pauses to look directly at me. —Some of the specifics are a
bit cloudy, but it involves evacuating his large intestine with a high-energy, shit-clearing
colonic. A fire hose . . . or maybe an artificial geyser.—
The flickering vultures play in strange shapes across the inside of my eye. —There is
an alternative, my dear,—she bends down on her knees. —One that can take you from
this useless body. —Isn’t that what you really want . . . ?—
She softly spreads my legs, and I fall between two worlds.

II.
—As you fuck them, take something, always, from each. Move backward. Yes, but not
crassly, into the so-called future.—
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Neutron Janey removes her pants to reveal nothing but the white-haired bush of an
attractive middle-aged woman. From the look of her twat, I can tell it is well exercised; I
plunge a finger into her sticky mess, forgetting the dirt that nests in a series of interlocking end tables beneath the hold of my yellowed nails.
—That’s it. Yes, tease just here for a moment. Feel the rims of this world just beyond
your reach. Listen to my sweet voice getting slower, s l o w e r, as your hand begins to
squirm and writhe. And the hot pussy spot between your legs grows bolder. How does it
feel, Dial-Up Networking? Tell me, do you want to fuck my brains out?—
I tell her it feels old and dry, because in fact, it does. But I must admit that at the same
time it also feels strangely familiar, stripped of the expected warmth, the striated layers
of the female expanse.
—That dryness, that oldness. I put those things there just for you. Wetness is not
for you. Water is forbidden here, in this world. You are reaching into the essence of the
Wildland-Urban Interface: the driest heart of this arid lakebed that was once Lake Michigan. A pussy of ancient salt.—
And I am. Reaching, feeling the pressure points of her interior muscles, at first tentatively, a car rolling slowly at an angle over a series of speed bumps, and then, more
quickly, a porcupine scurrying across a cacti blur.
—This is a mineral equation, something ancient. You will take it over. You will merge
into ice and salt and blood . . . —
Neutron Janey’s cunt is a vacuum, and my fingers fall deep into the dry hole; it sucks
fingertips, then joints, then the rosy palm of my hand like so many bits of dirt and dust.
The walls of her pussy scrape against my wrists. Suction increases.
—You desire, Dial-Up Networking. That much even I feel. Yes, you desire. I can give
to you. Now. Go back into me, return to a time before your birth. Restore the spirit of
nothingness, of void, calling you, slashing your ego, your pride, your humility, your weak
humanity that recreates you as you once were, a pulsing point of darkness in the primordial symmetry of the blastula.—
Her dry hole rises from primordial muck, through the barrier of successive centuries,
rushing through a blankness of meaning, the dawn of human time, the ineptitude of
human action, the slow sucking triumvirate of human right, progress, reason, leading
always to famine, to terror, to death. Ribs poke from fruitfly-ridden children. Time presses
through a dense cheesecloth barrier, a thick layer of char-choked ozone.
On the edge of her cunt lips, my finger bones absorb the fleshy brack of her pussy, and
then, suddenly, my arm falls deep into the floating vagina, its entire length swallowed
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as a super-charged catheter hose snaking through the intestine in search of a cancerous
polyp.
My arm sinks to the elbow. Her voice is my puppet, roasting on the spit of the human
hand.
—Push yourself deeper into the slat . . . —Her body wriggles wildly on the bed; my
body jerks to its knees as her vagina consumes my shoulder. For all I know, my arm has
been eliminated, cleaved, spontaneously atrophied. Out in the desert, in the bones of
the backland, my arm disconnects from my torso as I twist free from the overpowering
dryness. Away floats the arm over dry scrub and bramble, slowly, end over end into an
orange butterfly fire. Or so it appears, deep inside of her—but the arm never reaches the
flames. It hits a wall, a blockage, the horizon line of an impressionist painting.
—This wall, this limit. Is the past,—she moans against the throbbing gristle of my
body, the sink of stomach during a great fall, a rollercoaster drop, the plunge from sleeping paralysis onto the hard floor. The snap of lucid neck. My free arm moves toward her
radiating vulva, pulls against the edges of her vaginal lips.
Her mouth twists in discomfort. —Do it now. Yes.—She bites her tongue.
I pull at the lip, slowly, extending a clay lump on a potter’s wheel until my other arm
is sucked inside. Both arms submerged, I fall to the rotator cuff at my shoulders. Janey
thrusts her midsection toward my head, arching her back to expose her breasts and the
underside of leaden vertebrae. I separate my arms inside her twat and she grimaces in
pain, but the hole responds in kind, growing wider as dry bramble insides cut like fingernail machetes. Thorns and stickers rip my skin against the scaly walls; blood drips
from absent arms. The room spins like a circular train track running through the same
middle-class living space, and it’s all I can do to keep from falling unconscious under the
enormous Christmas tree of her cunt.
I want more. Forcing my head into the hole, plunging into the waterless space, a drill
bit penetrating the earth’s rocky mantle. Wriggling now through a dry chasm, spelunking in the cramped darkness of an unforgiving cave. Passing through this chasm to a
smoother but still-dry tunnel, walls of sandpaper scratching my skin as I plummet. Falling in razor-ripping burns, sour skin peeling behind, sun poisoning the under-skin of a
giant tortoise. Landing, eventually, but not quite landing, a thump into a thicker medium,
into a viscous nothing at the heart of the heart of nowhere.
I’m floating in a rich medium, some indefinable red-and-orange goo, a wondrous
sunset articulated on the breath of an alien continent: suspended meteorites in different
pulsing colors, organs at the center of the universe, a slowly thumping heart the size of a
brontosaurus stuttering with plaque and marbled fat, twin lungs sagging heavy and dry.
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I’m relieved to find both arms still connected to my body, although blood drips from my
cuts into a thick ether current. Above me, the distant hole of Janey’s pussy closes its flap,
a trap door shut tight, sealed by impenetrable darkness.
Able to breathe, barely, in air molded by wet cement. I make tentative movements, float
closer to the enormous suspended organs: silent planets, ancient giants stoic in the face
of abiogenetic gnats growing from the skin of rancid meat. These organs sleep, lilting
slightly in the slime as I swim toward their surface. The medium rumbles, the bile of an
inland sea congealing millions of gelatin tons, arrowroot oceans, into a rancid mass. A
distant quake, I float closer to a large oblong object, flat, surrounded by a greenish-yellow
corona. Another organ. A pancreas. Acid spews forth from my mouth in lung-colored
rivulets. Spectral, otherworldly, this pancreas becomes an asteroid following its own arcane orbit. As I drift closer, the rumbles increase; the organ is pushing me away. I swim
now with fury, forever, but make no progress, toward a mountain range always lost in
the maze of another dimension.
The organ that is not an organ.
Finally, exhausted, I stop. Stop moving. Stop flapping my arms. Stop moving my body.
Stop breathing the liquid. Stop expectorating my insides. And only when I stop does the
liquid medium brighten; I rub my right eye to clear the gel from the curve of my lens. And
then, in the translucent expanse, it rises—hideous with horrific gurgling, ascending over
the far side of the pancreas, a second glowing moon, a second body enveloping the first.
A city unto itself, a writhing ferocious head, engulfing the skin of the pancreas with a
white-hot nuclear sunrise. I am paralyzed, again, overpowered by its brilliance, my good
eye fluttering and dead one marred by the interior flicker of a million vulture wings. And
so it grows—a sentience so empty, a brain of white jelly, a body without organs, flat, undifferentiated. The face of the Worm, Umma-Segnus, the surging mass of a primal parasite,
thrashing shit through my intestines as I black out black out black out.
I wake with my chest covered in a sandy film several millimeters thick. The room is
empty, an aspidistra wilting from lack of water. My pussy is sore, throbbing, pulsing. I
reach between my legs, a red brush fire singes along the edges, the lips of the labia swell,
my white-tipped hairs stand precariously on edge. White-tipped? I tumble off the bed, legs
buckling to the floor. Bump my head, crawl toward the bathroom. Unable to pull myself
to the mirror, I collapse at the foot of the toilet basin. Even in its dirty ivory, a distorted
glass, I see the white hair wisping back in the wings of some middle-aged Hermes.
Neutron Janey, smiling in reverse, and we are, changed, sore to the very bone.
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Rabbits
Pressed beyond zero			
I pressed my ear to her
I found a channel
& radioing
Came a colony
Rousseau’s rabbits		
A dream of population
A dream of unpreparing		
To prepare
A population of rabbits I would never see
But dream of
		
Forever in my absence from them
In the generation the newest population I and my dream
Of them
Became her			 Then it was I was under
I was below stars
I gave up my dream there
				
Under as in beneath
A light so profound
a light very possibly streaming
From a star
Dead already thousands of years
And yet I saw it
So you can see me
As you see her
As I give up me For generations To prepare by
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The Cavarello Assault
Grand Master Ernesto Cavarello, at the age of sixty-five, could not only look back upon
a lifetime’s accomplishments and decorations won upon the most abstract of all battlefields, that which is composed of sixty four squares of black and white, but could also
boast of an opening stratagem of breathtaking daring—the Cavarello Assault—that would
forever bear his name. Not only this, but he could tell of how he possessed not one but
five lovers—a Brazilian, a Swede, a Copt, an Armenian and a homely Scot—all of whom
took their pleasure enthusiastically and regularly at the end of his not insubstantial organ
as it stood, proud as a king upon the chessboard, and which he deployed with equal, if
not greater, skill.
Yet after his retirement from public life at the age of sixty-seven, Ernesto’s luck began
to fail him. One leisurely afternoon he experienced a situation that, although it was not
yet checkmate, nevertheless gravely imperilled the stature of his king, the aforesaid organ
refusing to do his bidding as commanded and failing to rise even the slightest fraction
from where it lay, as if overcome by the apathy of existence, unresponsive to the vigorous
attempts of that afternoon’s lover to remedy the situation by every means within her power.
She, the Copt, left him the following morning and never returned. As she closed the door
behind her, Ernesto felt the sad chill of his waning powers on the back of his neck.
A year later, by which time the Grand Master had come to terms with enjoying only
four lovers rather than five, and had written off the unfortunate incident with the Copt
as a one-off, the same happened again, this time whilst he took his pleasure with the
Swede. The following year it was the Brazilian, after that the Armenian and, last to go,
the homely Scot, so that by the time that his seventies had hardly advanced, Grand Master
Ernesto Cavarello found himself, for the first time since his fourteenth year, with neither
a willing piece to do his bidding nor a suitable field upon which to deploy it.
The shock of all of this was enough to drive Ernesto into the chaste arms of the Sisters
of the Assumption, who lived in a convent upon the hill; and whilst before he had sought
his pleasure in the embraces of women both young and beautiful, he now sought instead
the consolations of theology with the help of these most virtuous of all the avatars of
womankind. In particular, it was sister Margarita with whom he struck up a friendship,
a spiritual bond marked by its virtue and piety; and when Margarita revealed that she too
was a player of chess, challenging him to a game, he agreed, for nostalgia’s sake.
She was a formidable opponent. Had she not entered into the service of Our Lord,
Sister Margarita might herself have been a Master. They played every day on the veranda
of the convent, underneath the vines; and although Ernesto had little serious difficulty
in overcoming her, he did not do so without an effort of concentration.
One spring afternoon, after a year of play, during which time the Grand Master won
three hundred and sixty four games and the nun a single one, Sister Margarita leaned
back in her wicker chair, grinned at her opponent, and suggested a subtle alteration in
the rules of the game. “What if,” she asked, her smile a chaos of spittle and broken teeth,
“we were to play so that the game more closely mirrored life?”
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“How do you mean?” asked the Grand Master.
“Suppose, in the middle of the game, the bishops became enamoured of the queen,
and were thus diverted from the strictures of their diagonal course by a square or two,
whilst all the time keeping out of distance of the king, fearing retribution . . . ”
Cavarello understood her meaning immediately. Away from the board, his entire life
had been dedicated to playing this particular form of the game. “Under these modified
rules,” he responded, “surely the knights would move as usual except, tending toward
vanity, they would strut through crowds of admiring pawns and forget their duties in
guarding the queen from the bishops.”
“And the castles,” Sister Margarita concluded, “would keep at the furthest reaches of
the board, out of mutual enmity . . . ”
Ernesto Cavarello looked across the table from under his heavy upper eyelids and saw,
for a flash, the coquettish girl who had been taken to the convent and entered into the
novitiate over seventy years before, out of fear of what might otherwise become of her.
“Let us play,” he said.
In the biography of Ernesto Cavarello, it is written that the final stages of his life were
tragic, that he ended his days playing chess with an old nun, and that so greatly had his
powers dwindled into senility that he could no longer remember even how the pieces
should move upon the board, let alone dazzle with the former brilliance that was immortalised in the name ‘Cavarello Assault.’ It is also written that he more frequently conceded
games to this pious old woman than he had done within his lifetime to any other component. On the second point his biographer is correct, yet on the first he is mistaken; for
in truth, never had Grand Master Ernesto Cavarello played with greater force, brilliance
and fervour than when he faced Sister Margarita over a chessboard transformed by the
machineries of passion.
Cavarello died at the age of seventy-nine, a year before Sister Margarita breathed her last.
When he took his final confession from the priest, that poor man—a newly trained fellow
fresh from the seminary—quickly tired of the long litany of transgressions and seductions
through which the Grand Master was systematically working so that he might meet his
end with a clean conscience. “Enough!” the priest cried. “There is no time! Your spirit is
fading! Perhaps you should tell me only your most terrible of sins, the most wicked of your
seductions, the most corrupt of the fantasies you played out, the most abhorrent of your
couplings, leaving all the others. For surely, if the greatest of the sins of the flesh is forgiven,
then the Lord, being incapable of inconsistency, will forgive the lesser sins also.”
Ernesto Cavarello smiled. “Father,” he said, “believe me when I say that the most
ungodly, the most depraved of all my seductions were those that took place daily, in full
public view, between Sister Margarita and myself as we sat opposite each other at the
chessboard.”
And with a smile that was not without a touch of salaciousness, Ernesto Cavarello
closed his eyes for a final time.
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For My Father’s Death, Before It Happens
When I am by your bed, or if a bedside
scene isn’t possible, then when I am
on my knees at your grave,
or if the grave’s mouth must
stay closed, then when I scatter
your remains to the river, ash
sifting through fingers, I hope
somehow you’ll hear my voice,
that whatever this crossing is—
ferried on waters to a far shore,
or your soul resting in the palm
of a thunderhead that builds
toward the dark line of space,
or even if your corpse merely
becomes part of the earth, the brownflecked humus you turned
in the floodplain to plant turnips
and rutabagas—a part of me
will cross over with you, perhaps
as I dream next to my wife, or in speaking
your name to my sons, or while sitting
in the field of low-bush blueberries
where we climbed. When the heart stops
and the brain ceases its electric thought,
I want some assurance this isn’t the end,
that love, as we’ve always known,
draws us back to the very ground
of our making.
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The Sting
The heat traveled from where the bee stung you straight to your heart. From the ledge
of your palm to your heart. So you held your palm to your heart and then below it. You
imagined such small poison limping its way through your system. Such a small moment.
First your hand was on the weed then your hand was on the bee and the bee was deathly
afraid. It battled the only way it could—to the death. Now you paste baking soda and water
to the skin, sit in your grandfather’s chair to watch the sun set over the river. You imagine
the white paste sucking out the dark venom. Why is it everything comes down to light
and its lack? To heart and what stops it. You sit and wait the necessary twenty minutes,
palm spread, wide and open as a heart. You remember the book you just read about the
lives of bees; each one but the queen and her drones is sterile. Each one finds its love in
nectar and not another. Each one works from a place of love—for the hive and the nectar
and the honey and the queen. The book said to approach a bee with love in your heart.
You approached the bee with nothing in your heart, not even salt. Your heart dried of
everything but the task of pulling out the weed’s root. Now the paste is dry enough to be
scraped away with a butter knife. Still the heat of the sting pulses. It is like the bee left
its secret inside you. It has left the secret of its entire life inside you and you will never
know how to discover it.
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Earth’s Shadow
		
My marmot hath early come
to the field
from its twin caves inasmuch as i
			  could see the section of its sleeker
			
fur, after its nap of being seen
		
by the mycorrhizal web below
(the marmot is Hildegaard visiting her tent of eyes—)
on the granite mountain that floats on its
shadow
& i say i adjure thee
by the deer & the open sleeves of the olive-sided flycatcher,
say, how far did you go? For we want to know
the qualities we cannot know—
By empathic pine that leans
	   which way & that,
				
emerges by yarrow
in one more solar-eating summer,
			
by black ant & thy quite hopping flea, from the
heptane-holding jeffrey pine puzzle bark,
& by
Clark’s woodpeckers’ seed-storing frenzy with its tongue stored in back of its
		
eyes, say what earth does below.
What makes the mountain rise
while its shadow pulls it
down instead? Maybe the very
ice age relic roots under the 7–11 & the new ski supply place
			
grow
			
from this
			
change, above which mice harvest shell points of the tangled
persia tridenata. (Now you my civilian run over & beg like the letter E)—
When i think of our human shame how the handwriting
		
cloud shunneth us, how the human shadow
is unknown to us,
how though we seek help from
				
scrub oak with gall-fortress wasp pupae then
				
mouthless adults emerge,
& yet
you marmot run
above earth’s shadow between us & soil not imploring but for one sunflower
snack or a piece of my veggie wrap,
			
say if below
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the many sounds there is a single sound. Scratch
			
thy left ear for Yes & thy right for No. & though
we have done thy
habits disservice by feeding thee,
yet the air plankton & swallow might restore when we are gone & our kind, gone—
A fat robin has come out like patience with rufous feathers
			
seeking light shards & the sprinklers start, too puffed
for normal use. Thou marmot. How was thy nap.
In thy
cave like Hildegaard
sleeping upside down in ERUTAN
			   NATURE
you could
read the earth. As the five of blacks in the bluejay crest disappeared to the opposite rill,
hops the high canopy
over the can’t-stand-the-tractors purr,
what is
the shadow of earth,
i adjure thee by every beetle
   burrowing the overwhelm to xylum & avena ring;
& though my shame is great
& i cannot make up our minds
		
o my civilian,
thou might abide a moment here in this tissue syntax,
	  marmot with the sleek silver who hath traveled long within,
		
the earth & seen others angle the snow come winter,
who hath not seen the web be not more than one everything
with life trance & decay, tarry
we think on thee, stay—
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Home Flight
High above Holland, I know for sure: here
everything is measured with a ruler,
no ghosts, no Loch Ness or Lorelei
beset those canals, no Ophelia
ever came to descend in the Hollands Diep.
But at night the beer begins to haunt.
Then rapists come to smoke at the reeds.
Then fanatics foam through the city streets,
and the city center trembles from a drunkenness
that Bredero had never known.
Afternoon. Ditches. Canals. Symmetry.
A landscape without courage or euphoria
where a petrified church attacks the sky.
It is the melancholy from the cloudy air,
the rain that doesn’t lose its head on any day.
—Translated from Dutch by Stephen Frech

Please find the original poem “Thuisvlucht” by
Menno Wigman at packingtownreview.com
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Last Meal
The day before, she stocked up her freezer. She drove to the out-of-town supermarket,
where there were hundreds of feet of deep cold supermarket-sized freezers—she brought
her mittens; she had knit them herself. They had flaps you could pull back to expose the
fingers. Online, there were hundreds of pictures of other people who had knit the exact
same mittens. Well, not the same colour, of course. There were only twenty or so of those.
After all, black is a practical colour. Color. So he’d always said.
Madge walked down the aisles, pushing her trolley, her shopping cart. She kept a good
pace, stopped here and there and stooped, expertly. She still liked her fish fingers. She
picked up peas, fries. At the sweets she picked up a blueberry pie.
Once, she had worked in a soup kitchen. Desperate heart. But that felt like a long time
ago, now.
When she arrived back home she stacked everything neatly on the frosty shelves,
licking her fingers to keep them warm in between rounds. When she finished she sat at
the kitchen table. She poured herself coffee. Black. She sat there and stared at the letter,
and the letter stared back at her, every O an eye. It told her nothing. It said “would you
please” and “as requested by” and “this is to inform you.” Madge didn’t know what to
make of it. She had never heard of anything like it before. She drank her coffee. Made
a face.
At bedtime, Madge decided to count her UFOs. Unfinished objects. She had twentythree, one for each year they had known each other.
That was a foolish thought, of course.
She picked up a particular alpaca-blend front of a jumper. Sweater. It was rust-coloured,
and soft, lovely. It hung from her hands limpidly; for a moment she was overwhelmed by
each individual loop and stitch. She knew there was a song in there somewhere, a ditty to
remember the technique. But it hadn’t been her mother who taught her when she was just
a girl: she had taught herself, from books. She had needed something to take her hands
off things. Mind off things. To put herself into, as it were. She had been rather proud of
how quickly she had progressed. It was only a year since, now. Year and a half.
The only things she’d finished were the mittens.
But they were practical things. She put them on, pulled back the flaps, sat on the bed.
She looked down at her cotton pyjamas and laughed. Then she started to unravel.
By morning she had twenty-three discrete piles of yarn. In each pile were perfect balls
of yarn—she didn’t have a winder, or anything like that, she had wound them herself,
center-pull. There were the alpacas, the wools. The silks, the silk-blends, the linen and
cotton and yak. That had been a rare find. She must have spent a fortune in yarns.
The clock radio ticked on the news in the middle of a report. It was something about
a dog, maybe, some kittens. A brave young woman. Drive-by shooting. Madge lay back,
briefly, rolling the last ball of yarn from one hand to the other. It hadn’t taken kindly to
the ripping-out. All but felted. A roving yarn.
She decided to forego breakfast.
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But as she was getting ready, buttoning her jacket, thinking better of it, unbuttoning, the
telephone rang. Her fingers slipped from their work. She thought maybe she would let the
machine take it, for once, but knew she wouldn’t. Already she was skirting the weeping fig,
taking care not to bump into the sharp end of the coffee table as she dove for the receiver.
“Yes?”
“Madge! I’m so glad I caught you before you left. I was just wondering, how you are,
honey? Are you still gonna go through with it? Do you want me to drive you over?”
She stood quite still.
“No. No, I’m ok.”
“I don’t want you to feel you have to go there on your own. There may be picketers.
You don’t know what they’re like. It could get violent.”
“Right. Listen, Jo-Anne, it’s nice of you to offer. But I’ll be careful. I’ll be fine. Really.”
“I’m just worried you might be sad, darling. I’m your friend, remember?”
“I do. I do remember.”
Madge’s eyes went to the digital clock on the VCR. There was something in her eye. A
strange blurriness around the right-hand field of vision.
“Will you come to church?”
“I will. I’ll see you there, Jo-Anne. I’ve got to scoot.”

The night after, Madge would lie in the tub, filled to the brim with near-scalding water,
and she would let her head slip under and stay in the warm grey blur until she heard her
own heart beat pulsing through the water. It would be hard, insistent. It pounded out the
psalm of last night’s late-night service. Where can I go from your Spirit? Where can I flee
from your presence?
You hem me in—behind and before; you have laid your hand upon me.
If I make my bed in the depths, you are there.
if I settle on the far side of the sea
for darkness is as light to you

It started to rain as Madge rolled out of the driveway. She shifted the car into gear,
switched on the wipers. It almost never rained here. It had been one of the reasons she
came. You only had to drive a mile or so and you would be out in the desert, orange sands.
At least it looked that way in the twilight. And in the summer, it got so hot, Madge’s skin
reddened and burst. You felt you were alive, really alive here, she had written, in overenthusiastic letters to her dad and mum. Momma, her new friends would say, some of
them bouncing toddlers on their knees, already. Hot momma, leering men would shout
after her as she strolled down the high street, newly arrived. It didn’t bother her. She
wanted to wrap herself in their buttery, rolling tongue. She wanted to forget herself in it.
Melt like sugar. So forth.
Madge veered out of the way of an oncoming truck. Lorry. It was one of those with the
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cartoon-like mummies on top; one of those that were so large, if they backed up there was
that sound, an alarm of some sort, that always brought a chill to her soul. For an instant
she saw herself stretched out on the street, the back of her head pillowed by the pavement, her body a girl’s, and the giant rubber tires rolling inexorably backwards, towards
her. The mummy stiffened in a smile and a wave from its perch.
The word rigorous always made her think of death.
The sun was past its zenith as she swung onto the by-road leading up to a large rectangular building of quiet concrete. If there were windows, they were narrow as slits. She
couldn’t quite see. When she stopped the car in the parking lot, Madge was overwhelmed
by the smell of damp asphalt. She opened her door and saw a large puddle that moved,
almost imperceptibly, the surface shivering in the sudden warmth of the sun. Soon it
would be gone, effortlessly licked dry. Only the indentation remaining.
Madge smoothed her rumpled clothes. Her shoes resounded down the walkway. She
fiddled with her papers, the clasp of her bag. The letter. A steel door floated before her in the
early afternoon heat. Her skin was flushed and beaded as she reached her destination.

When Jo-Anne came over on the Tuesday, the house was apparently empty. She said
it was as though it’d been erased, though no one knew quite what she meant by that. She
had been concerned. Well, it was only natural: they’d been friends since whenever-it-was.
Jo-Anne knocked on the front door, the kitchen door, the windows; she scrabbled ’round
the eggshell stucco like a rat. When she came to the back, she saw that the trashcans were
bulging with cartons. It looked like someone’d been cleaning out the freezer, but it had
all been eaten, Jo-Anne said: it was all gone.

“It’s all set out for you, you can just go right on in. Although there was a problem, see
...”
The man before her, Ferguson, in uniform khaki, squirmed a little. He seemed the
runny type, eyes, nose, probably mouth when he slept or ate. His irises were that multiple
liquid grey, like malfunctioning mirrors, perplexingly unfocused.
“He wanted spare ribs. Barbecued. With a salsa. It sounds a simple enough request,
but we just ain’t got any. We did get the apple pie, though, and the milk, it’s all there. And
the chef cooked something up, instead of, you know. So we were wondering . . . ”
“Yes?” Madge stood up straight. She wished she had had something in her purse, some
powder perhaps, something to warrant her quietly excusing herself to use the bathroom.
Something tangible, as though they would check her for traces of having executed her
stated mission when she came back out.
“Well . . . ” Ferguson’s lips thinned to show his teeth. The ends pointed upwards, upside down Us. “We were hoping maybe you could fake it?”
“Fake it?”
“Uh-huh.”
“Barbecued ribs and tomato salsa?”
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“That’s right.”
Madge quenched an urge to put her cheek to the cool concrete wall. At least, she imagined it would be cool. Ferguson’s shoulders were hunched imploringly—like he was asking his mother for a lolly, for ice cream. Not like. He was.
“Would it be a hot salsa, then?”
“I reckon you’d know best.”
“Mr Ferguson, there were a lot of things . . . ” But she stopped herself. She had repeated
this sentence enough times already. And he hadn’t meant anything by it. He wasn’t subtle
enough. Although—she looked up at him, smiled—how would she know?
The door was opened, she stepped in, it closed.
The last one had burnt him bad. It was a miracle, they said, that he’d survived. His
eyes were scabbed blind, his nose was gone, but although his ears had not fared well he
could still hear: he nodded and shook what remained of his head. The drip-feed attached
to his left arm sustained him, just barely. It hung from a metal contraption at his side,
and it caught her eyes the minute she stepped in. There were guards at all four corners
of the room: pawns, she first thought, but corrected herself. Rooks.
It was clear that he heard, because when she rattled her bag, he turned towards her.
Madge walked up to the empty seat. At the table, as promised, the meal was set out.
A handwritten menu was leaned against the glass of milk. It said barbecued spare ribs,
apple pie, glass of milk. The writing was crabbed but somehow explicit: the black ink, the
chalk-white paper. She sat down.
She opened her mouth and closed it again.
She thought about the little girl.
She thought about Ferguson.
She thought about Jo-Anne’s brother, Harold, the divorcée, who had taken her out for
a meal just the other week. She’d said she’d call.
She picked up the fork and plunged it into the odd, boiled meat that the cook had seen
fit to replace the ribs with. She closed her eyes and thought about a burning house.
“It’s a bit burnt,” Madge said. “It smells delicious, though—can you smell it?” She
opened her eyes. “No? Shame.”
Finally, the knife had cut through. She lifted the piece to her lips. Opened her mouth.
Chewed.
“Oh, it’s . . . I can’t quite say. It goes with the salsa.” She was overdoing the chewing,
she realized, but then the meat, the real meat, was tough as old leather.
“Quite spicy, this.” She picked up the glass. At least the milk was just milk. She filled
her mouth with it, swirling it through her teeth before she swallowed. “The milk is nice
and . . . no,” she looked at the head leaning toward her, the ear. It was shaped like the
aperture of a queen conch, a gradient of white to pink to inflamed hot-pink as it turned
the bend and disappeared in upon itself. She had read about it in a book on Caribbean
cuisine: many believe that the sound heard when a conch is placed against the ear is the
sea. But it’s really the echo of the blood circulation in your own head. “The milk is lukewarm, actually. Must have sat out.”
The plate was still half-full. She picked up the napkin, dabbing at her mouth the way
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they do in films. Madge looked at one of the guards. They were all armed, of course, so
close to the walls they were touching their shadows. She imagined her eyes sooty and
unreal, a starlet of the silver screen, femme fatale. She put the knife down on the plate in
front of her.

When they had questioned her, she had said she never suspected a thing. It’s not the
kind of thing you suspect people of. Sometimes, though, she’d lie awake at night and wish
the last fire hadn’t happened. Which was completely wrong, of course: she should wish
the first fire hadn’t happened. Although who knew which had been the first. She would
go to sleep dreaming the little boy burning. It took so little for things to burn here. Even
the sand, when lightning struck, was burnt, petrified. She said to herself: in the desert,
there was a man. But it hadn’t been that way. There had been a poolside barbecue, and
she’d been sucked right in, polka dot bikini and all. It is such a compelling story, the
lipstick-red lips, upturned sunglasses, and she would turn around and there.
There he’d be.
It was the schoolyard game: someone, anyone, you got caught in their arms and there
you were.
In the truck, after dark, he rubbed her fingers as they watched stars.

The apple pie was a ready-made, a miniature one-person-sized one. She used the fork
to cut through the latticework crust. No point in leaving more washing-up than was necessary.
“I can’t remember when I last had apple pie. I haven’t had any for ages. It’s funny, really, since I always have been partial to a slice, now and then.”
It looked as though the guard was mouthing tart at her. She looked at the menu. It
said pie.
“I don’t know,” she said. “Sometimes you just forget things you like, for no reason.”
The fork went decisively into her mouth.
“Oh, it’s so good, hon.” She choked, coughed so that the crumbs came flying out of
her mouth. She thought one of them hit the forehead, somewhere. Stuck there.
“That’s what you get for stuffing yourself.”
The milk, that was it. She picked up the glass and threw her head back, glugged it
down. The fatty texture of it stuck to her palate, her tongue. She didn’t bother to dab at
the moustache.
“Well, that was excellent. Must do it again, sometime.”
She thought it would be funny, repeating what she’d told Harold. The guard’s mouth
was hanging open, cartoon-style, and she smiled sweetly because it really didn’t matter
anymore.
Her breath still smelled of half-rancid milk as she leaned in close, glossy-eyed.
“Thanks ever so much for the invite,” she sang, and “Goodbye.”
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Madge picked up her bag and waddled towards the door. She felt as though she’d
gained a ton. Delirious.
“Maggie.”
Her back stiffened, but the room was silent. Something rasped against the floor. She
knocked on the door to be let out.
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What’s In the Body
for Anne-Marie Albiach
What we forget is not simply canceled. Or left aside. Night in tatters, dark without dimension. Not kept in the body. If there were a second hemisphere of time. It might
be many holes tied together with string. And our savage hunger? Could it turn ritual
there? Be made to limp between event and deep recurrence?
Rhythm of conjugation, you write, perspectives of force, the hugging of knees, a measure toward, likely to alter your breath.
Not simply left aside, but handed over. To oblivion. A place beyond our understanding
like the nature of objects. You must be a little sick to want to go there. And wait for favorable winds between implacable and good hope. Cut away the strings till only knots
are left. Sudden jump from smooth sailing to dazzled by data. A state reflected in the
straight set of your shoulders. Separates agriculture’s cycles from historical remembrance.
They are transformed into a stream, you write, where the wave, the witness awakens,
parallel grammar of body, a begetting of form.
Beyond understanding. When something can neither be said nor kept silent. The mind
goes into a spin. Hair swept into the night. Tornado to nowhere. Though the lookout announces periodic laws beyond Americas of good and evil. Where the atom is
smashed. Into heaps of rubble. And an embrace of forgetting yet keeps intact the scar
on the wrist.
If language is stricken by fever, you write, memories run riot and breath overtakes
breath, spinal cramp, lips trembling, hands, eyes, such exacerbation, such convulsion
of time.
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LALA
10 High × 10 Wide
Plaster, sand, toy pigs, rusted hardware,
crimson red acrylic, iron oxide acrylic,
blue powder pigment
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Resolution
In the interest of economy—
          meant as thrift,
   meant as household management,
meant as oikonomia: the basis of mercy, judgment
and degree
      weighed against circumstance and the frailty
that souls possess (or do not)
            —I pledge
to repair my pace and rhythms,
to fix my bond with time.
        I am in the measure of an hour poor.
On the ancient Chinese calendar, even today, a year
marks its passing by the New Moon
   preceding the advent of spring, called Li Chun.
     From the Waking of Insects,
through the Slight and Great Heats to its Limits
   just before the White Dew
        and the Solstice Colds, the year moves as it always has:
           by concept more than math,
image more than chart.
Can’t we, can’t you and I, do a little better, and let the pain of others be our guide?
Take the story of Li-Yian, for example.
   The matchmaker chose her husband, a civil servant of average mettle, for his skill
   with the abacus-like suanpan, and his intimate knowledge of po-wu: poetic
   curiosities like how many beads Li Po wore in his hair. She couldn’t be blamed,
   though, for how strapped he kept the family buying books. They loved retiring to
   the tea hut (the Sukiya, the Abode of Fancy) where one would recite a passage,
   then the other, then they’d game to see who came closest to the page, to naming
   the other’s source.
The winner drank the first cup of t’ou, the liquid jade.
We should imagine Li-Yian here at her happiest.
As wars set on,
      first from the north and then the west,
they kept dividing the collection,
   selling, then relinquishing,
      and finally watching as an invading general
inherited a fine library.
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Then her husband became her ancestor.
Then she lived unhappily
             with another man
             with but two or three—partial—
volumes to remind her to believe it had been real.
So if there’s hope for me, let it come.
Courtesy’s not yet demanded
     I say I pawned my best suit to buy wine for dinner,
   nor custom called me to excuse
       an urgent flight from barbarian hordes
by claiming my mother has died.
   But I do tell myself other small, helpful lies.
Some mornings, even today, I truly believe the day
will not end if only I live rightly.
             At other times, like when I cannot find
     my keys, I tell myself I’d rather be
   dead and kind of mean it.
A life can take us hours as sure as lines, and as
   sure as days are gods
   —history shows—
        a house mismanaged falls.
   Where jing-ji, less art than science of exchange,
does not exist by instinct,
              it must, like meter, be added on.
If she’d forethought the Mongols coming,
     if she’d possessed some lodestone capable
of reading when
      (and when not)
           the Great Snows would block
the Mountain passes,
   when the Pure Brightness would return to melt them open,
would she have sewn those velvet pouches,
      affixed them with silver pins and ceremony,
      for their most precious books?
Nature wins when nature’s overcome.
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Doves
All our fitful nights are cast upon the motel wall,
each in its frame, the lens’ vantage peering down
upon us: honeycombs of near-sleep, knee to chest,
like flies twitching in a carapace. If you squint you can
trace each sleeper’s eyes struggling beneath thin surfaces,
a rubber curtain a nurse might throw in a well-lit ward.
Tonight half our lives are lit up in tenement rows
recidivists share. Each worry deeper the mattress.
Who didn’t want to dig through the earth, the sun gone down
with no one to call us in? Each shovelful brings us
seconds closer to falling through a stranger’s daylight.

Mangled hand pressed against dusk, hand missing fingers.
The latitudes come quickly with the scarecrow in my
rearview mirror, arrivals as faithful as chain-link
keeping us from sleeping under an overpass.
If I keep driving like this, towns and county lines snap
beneath the tires, pavement seams or dormant rows
in fields. The fields behind me like wind-pulled sheets from
the line, flags from poles, downed power lines. Scarecrow, you are
as steadfast as the interstate’s roughened margin that
wakes us from drifting, that keeps us awake at the wheel,
dear proxy whose pace matches my own, keep me from sleep.

Doves are growing and the boots of the father who shoots
and cleans them wither away as the half-forgotten
fear reverses itself in the doves’ eyes, at once holes
in pocked stone where a lost species might hide, and a lens
through which we measure how far they are behind us,
how we keep this pace ahead of those for whom sands sift
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away, even one as close to the ground as the boy
with doves at his feet, viscous droplets of something sweet
an arm had ladled onto each body’s bedding and
made a dove’s eye. His reflection floats as floodwaters
hold an aftermath’s sky, and the waters are rising.

What we breathe is broken. If we don’t take care, bathing
in the buzzing ambergris of the weekly motel
as the wee hours’ smallest part’s flicker ignites, childhood’s
last skewered poppy soaked in gasoline passes before us
and we will breathe, inhalation that is laughter or
the first loose footholds of one who has farther to fall
and never hits the ground. Motes of warm rust, feathers, salt
not from the sea fills the hollow scarab nature that
hinged its wing. Falling is the heart of metals that brought
doves to us. On the corrugated roof the weathers
tick, and morning’s gunmetal whistles beneath the door.

Vast the downy province of the bird on its side whose
brushstrokes tessellate and ring its eye whose papery
lid is pulled over a false gem’s iridescence.
As far as you can see, squatters’ fires punctuate the field.
How to flee the clink of newly minted metal plates
beneath the veterans’ skin, the mandibles of a
mother chewing, the tearing tissue paper cough of
the baby in the reeds, the click and coo of he who
assures me that I can, if I want, any time now
stop screaming. Spilling from dispatch is my name, and my
hands are behind my back. Stay put don’t make us chase you.

Consider the skulls of doves weighing nothing in your hands,
their echo’s weight cannot keep them on the palm’s surface,
hatchlings whose tongues have fallen from their heads at birth.
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The hunter’s skin is your skin and it scurries with the
shadows of frightened birds as you move from dove to dove,
tufts of feathers and blood at your feet. You will find
a stainless steel bowl of viscera. Footprints fill with seeds,
unearthed and brittle, and what ground will have them?
From meager heights doves are falling, the syllables, their
songs trace the arc of their fall. Like the labored breaths of
he who climbs a chair, all too scared to stay there, steps back down.

But when I am allowed to hold the dove’s heart, wet edge
at the center of my fist, just after the punch is thrown,
at the moment my hand opens, like a cured wound
it will, without the weight of its fool body, rise through
branches and poles, whose flags and wires as with wires in a
window the school desk won’t break through. Unlike scarcity
or fear spanning the desolate draws between the seen
and the departed, doves are buoyant with rain or loam.
Fools will tie a string to it, will ask for more hearts from
the metal bowl. This open hand—like counting
off my reasons—I cannot stop watching it rise.
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Three Spider Stories
I.
In the first spider story I am a small child. I mark my height on the wall in green pen,
challenging my smallness. Slowly, the marks rise. A spider deposits itself underneath a
thick leaf in the backyard. I tell no one my discovery, as I told no one about the tooth I’d
lost before placing it beneath a pillow, where it remained well into the following afternoon.
My discovery is not the spider, but the compulsion to experience the fear that it elicits.
What frightens me is the certainty of its color, jet-black made all the more so against the
soft green of the large leaf. For weeks, I check daily on the spider. It hasn’t moved from
its tiny canopy. In solidarity, I change the color of my marks, which continue to rise, well
after the morning of the spider’s disappearance.

II.
Like you, I am reading, but unlike you, I am faced with an awful dilemma. If I move from
my current position—flat on my stomach, chest propped up by two pillows, arms bent at
the elbows, book in hand—if I move at all, succumb to the overwhelming impulse to cringe
and recoil in disgust, I risk a fate even worse. That I know this is the only thing granting
me stillness. Like you, I am reading. A spider the size of an acorn sits on the inner cuff of
my shirtsleeve, staring outward, nearly touching my wrist. A few seconds pass. I’m frozen.
A few more, a full minute, two, three. I’m transfixed. There are laws to consider, laws of
gravity, geometry, physics, but I am reading Fools Crow, a novel permeated by a communal
understanding and respect between humans and the animals moving through their lives.
Somehow, with a single, instantaneous motion, I contort my body in such a way that the spider flips from my sleeve onto the bedroom floor. Immediately, I crush it beneath the book.

III.
In an hour, I have a job interview at Acme Surplus, a discount store in the basement of
Thornes Marketplace. I want to look decent, pick out a shirt barely worn from the back of
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the closet, straighten myself, and step on the porch for a smoke before making the trek
downtown. Something stings me, a few ashes, I think. No, this is worse, continuous. Like
someone’s stubbing hundreds of cigarettes on my wrist. I unbutton the shirt, pull it off,
twisting the sleeves inside-out. There’s a small grey clump, pulsating like a miniature
heart. For a moment, I’m baffled, then I see twin mandibles extending outward from
the mess. The spider had barricaded itself in silk and was striking frantically at whatever
monstrosity invaded its home. In comparing those who turn from God to a spider building its house, the Koran calls the spider’s the frailest of all houses. As punishment for her
ambition, Arachne, who dared consider her skill with weaving as something other than a
gift from the gods, was turned into a spider. I get the job, work there fresh out of college
at near minimum wage for a year. Mostly, I hide in the backroom, reading.
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Benveniste
Benveniste claimed
And he was criticized for this
That there’s no room for us
In the it of ‘it is raining’
Or, more simply, of ‘it is’
Ammons writes, in a poem,
I can’t go on writing poems
Like this: if this
Is where it breaks
This time let’s let it all in
Let’s tell the story
Of wanting to tell the story
Let’s tell the backyard
The story of the rock
Let’s tell the rock we loved
The story of the leaves
I don’t care what I wrote
I never knew what to write
Even if the flowers were white
Even if they grew from the rock
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White on Cruz:
An Introduction to “Women of Marvel/Slippin’ into Darkness”
by Ricardo Cortez Cruz
During a recent lengthy bout with the flu, I watched episode after episode of the HBO
crime drama The Wire. I admit, it’s pretty addictive stuff: the constantly shifting plots,
the gritty backdrop of Baltimore, the comforting cynicism. And, of course, above all, the
characters (Where do all of these terrific actors come from?).
The Wire, we are told by critics, is a cut above standard crime dramas because its characters are more “realistic” than the characters on other crime shows (Actually, I have no
idea whether or not that claim is true. I have never watched other crime shows. I’ll need
to catch TB before I sink to that.). That is, The Wire’s characters are said to be “complex,”
“deep,” and “contradictory.” My favorite case in point is the character Omar, a murderous
“rip and run” man (he specializes in stealing from drug dealers). And yet he’s gay, and
charming in his wicked way, and honorable in the most ancient sense: he avenges the
deaths of his friends.
Of course, the claim that a work of art is superior because it is “realistic” is laughably
trite. The fact that no one is laughing says something very grim about our present aesthetic
stupidity. “Rounded” characters are not superior to “flat” characters. And yet four hundred
years after Rabelais, two hundred after Laurence Sterne, and nearly a century after Joyce,
critics (like James Woods, notoriously) can still make this dull “realistic” claim.
The worst of it all is that the claim to realism is not true. There is not now nor has there
ever been a “realistic” character, and The Wire proves that. The characters of The Wire are
cartoons, too. They may be more complex cartoons than we get on other programs, but
they are still cartoons. Are we to believe that every level of American culture—from the
ghetto gangster to the businessman, to the cop, to the Fed, to the politician, to the working
stiff—lives in the 24/7 exchange of sexual expletives, F-bombs, insults, and hostility? If
it were true, life would be one long fistfight. Why this cartoon reality should seem pleasing, entertaining, realistic and, for some perverse reason, reassuring is one of the great
mysteries of this kind of cinematic drama. Can it be that we assume that this constant
violent, obscene way of speaking and acting is the secret life of every American? What
that says about the American psyche is dumbfounding.
For a Black writer, cartoons are no laughing matter. Racism has always lived through
cartoons (stereotypes). The temptation to believe the hype of the cartoon (especially, these
days, the cartoon of the inner-city drug dealer and gang banger) is a danger not just for
the white aesthetic of the The Wire, but for the black aesthetic of hiphop as well. We buy
into certain “cartoon realities” and abandon all hope of anything other that the inevitable,
brutal unfolding of More of the Same. More cartoons and more cynical visions of corruption, violence, sexism and racism.
There are a few black artists who understand this quandary. Ishmael Reed, Nathaniel
Mackey, Darius James (in his brilliant Negrophobia), and even Spike Lee (in Bamboozled).
Ricardo Cortez Cruz has written about almost nothing other than the “cartoon prison.”
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The foundational premise of Cruz’s work is that his fictional world is a kind of cartoon
ghetto. A big part of that is the Black cartoon of hiphop street culture. But Cruz’s great
insight in his new work-in-progress, Premature Autopsies, is that there’s no breaking out
of the hiphop cartoon world because that world is embedded in yet more pitiful cartoons:
comic books about superheroes, interactive video games, action movies like Blade, popular
music, etc. As Sartre put it, there’s “no exit” from the cartoon.
Keep it real? Just where, Cruz seems to ask, might one do that strange thing? ’Round
here, it’s all Toontown all the time.
I can’t think of a work of fiction whose opening premise is more abjectly the lostness
of its “I.” Cruz does not arrive at Nighttown hysteria, hallucination and terror. He begins
there. The “I” of the story is a sort of terminal, like a node on an electric circuit, through
which the entire depraved system of cartoon signs flows at a sickening speed. His “I”
recognizes the cartoon shapes morphing around it; he’s quite familiar with them, but
he’s not comfortable, and neither is the reader. He feels trapped and more than a little
vulnerable. It’s as if every one of these cartoon figures could blow a hole in him at any
moment. They are motivated by no human system of values other than a wretched, selfserving, and shapeless desire. They are what Buddhists call “hungry ghosts.” And yet
the “I” has no option other than to pretend to be one of Them. This “I,” unlike the “I” of
most noir fictions, makes no claim to any sort of mastery over this environment. It’s all
nasty, dangerous phantasmagoria.
The great narrative question in Cruz’s work is whether or not it is possible for the “I”
to emerge safely from this cartoon nightmare. It wants to claim a place outside this terror,
but how? This is, without question, Cruz’s great contribution to the phenomenology of
racism: this is how it feels. Trapped in a room with no doors and surrounded by violent
cartoons. The reader says, “Let me out,” but the story says, “there’s no way out.” Survive
or die. This is Cruz at his most pessimistic.
But of course what denies the pessimism is the playful, ever-optimistic life of the language itself, and the play of the many kinds of texts that the narrative takes up in its vast
hypertextual vision. That’s a strategy as old and as worthy as language itself. When it’s
good, literature is apocalyptic. That’s the honesty, if not the “realism,” it has to offer. Its
redemption, on the other hand, is always itself alone, its own will-to-be-other than the
horrors it must bear witness to. Hamlet, for example, saves a doomed world over and
over again with the purity of a single phrase.
That is, admirably, Cruz’s purpose and his achievement.
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Women of Marvel/Slippin’ into Darkness
“I’m sure million of viewers are wondering . . . what it’s like to wear
the tights of justice. Well, it’s tingly and it’s uncomfortable.”
— The Tick

“Shooting Spiderman, flicking-tongue black Venom, Kaine, Fury, High Evolutionary,
Deathlok, Abomination, Spawn, Archangel, and that Foolkiller who mouthed off about
how the poetry had gone out of the living . . .‚
“Goddamn, black men and superheroes just ain’t like what they used to be,” says The
Invisible Woman. “Where’s Mr. Terrific?” She shows me the door, and I make like I don’t
see her/it. I step around cable, nightcrawler, and dead pool to get a little closer to her. I’m
thinkin’ stupid-crazy thoughts. I come/cum inside the dark door like Steel, I’m thinkin’.
Emma Frost on the street corner ignores my ass, treats me real chilly like I done hurt
her or brought her pain. So following some serious deliberation in ChiTown, I finally
give up. “Fuck it,” I say. On Clark Street, I break out ten bucks to enter this run-down
bee-otch clubbers call the “Wild Hair/Hare.”
Simply, the rumors about the steep flight of stairs where niggas got pushed down on
the daily is enuff to make me have second thoughts.
“Storm told me to hide,” I remind myself, trying to convince my damn self that this
time I’ll be safe. I stroll into this nightclub with leaded windows and a penthouse roof
in search of business, looking for an ex-con, a slumlord niggas called “Two-Face.” Place
appears to be a petered-out bordello. Two nasty-ass women—Madame Masque and Nerfertiti Jones—escort me through the kitchen, full of roasted chicken and busted ribs, to
a back room. Then an obese colossus bodyguard that looks like Big Pun or The Refrigerator leads me past a double door to a protected utility room. Other brother suited up
into Dark Knight says “Get Goin’.” Blade nudges me forward, past a downtrodden black
widow. Nothing but hoes everywhere, including green females looking like Halflife and
this U-Go Girl who gives me an extra push.
“How is he?” another woman asks in reference to me, looking like Lady Deathstrike
but possessing more Mystique than that. She holds a little crystal and is careful not to let
it drop.
“Chill,” she says to me. “And don’t pull any weapons. My name is Blink. Who do you
think is faster?”
As I ease around the group, Nina digs into my front pants pocket and says “He alright,”
’cause she, they, already know my power is fire. However, pour some water on me and
I’m out.
“I’m clean,” I say, loud enough so the big boss-man could hear. I catch a black cat crossing my path—bluebird, black falcon, mantis, hellcat, and shadowcat spying on us by the
nightshade, everybody running amok—sneaking around outside the closed window of
the room and in the cold and by the slush and ice on the ledge to watch the shenanigans.
It’s likely that the invisible woman’s out there, too. Day’s been so freaky that I wait a split
second to see if black lightning or thunderbolt will strike.
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A sellout from Jamaica—the land of wood and water—Two-Face sits in a plush leather
chair behind a veneer table with his boys Shola Inkose and Hate-Monger next to him and
doesn’t move a muscle. After being out in the free world, Two-Face looks like he’s had
a terrible accident, is psychologically recovering from a wreck of things. Nigga’s got a
chewed-up crème-colored soft cast on his arm and fist, chrome wrapped around his waist
like a heavyweight belt, ruff neck. His feet sport flip-flops. But he’s still the taskmaster—
the cowboy with the guns and the chief. He both sells dope and consumes it.
“Don’t I know yo’ ass?” Two-Face asks, stroking, petting the curvaceous shiny black
body of Viper wrapped tightly around him and pressing a finger from his opposite hand
into his cheek like he’s Malcolm X or somebody. “Ain’t yo’ momma Calypso? That heifer
from The Yard once told a recruit from my stable—for sex—‘What’s there to get? The
man is weak and you are strong.’ She bust in here with a niglet on her tit, acting like I
was a motherless son, like she was orchestrating her return from the dead. Nobody did
nothing. My whole crew just stare at her when she come walkin’ in here wit vision and
wild child and voodoo and carrying on like she had been creating a world full of zombies. Is that bitch, that witch, that hunter of souls yo’ trick-ass momma, bloodclaat?” He
pushes the snake away from him and careens forward, his Rasta self perhaps crossing
the Caribbean Sea all over again in a hurricane.
“You my brother?” I asks [sic].
“Hell no,” says Two-Face, turning the other cheek now as if he was King and ruled the
world. “I ain’t ’bout to claim you.”
“Then, if you don’t mind, I’d like to skip family matters and get down to business,” I
reply.
“Look around you,” Two-Face yells, pointing at all of the dark spots in the room. “We
got a room full of nothing but pipes and bullets. Before I went to jail, there was so much
lead in my system that I almost died. The Southside schools wouldn’t let me get close to
the kids because they said I was a danger. But now I’m back in demand, more popular
than Chris Rock, bigger and blacker.
“I love you,” he tells his sweet thing, Misty (K)night, a strawberry or something. He
pecks her on the lips like she had a disease and then shoos her away.
“Let me go and powder my nose then,” she begs, glaring at me as if I remind her of
her son or something.
“Bitch,” Two-Face mumbles as soon as she leaves the room with his dog. With his free
hand, he wipes the saliva off his mouth. “Ick!”
She re-enters without the dog and stands by his side. A second black motherfucker
with scores of marvel gold guards the door immediately like the Iceman or Powerman
after she re-enters. M-F is so black that when he sticks his tongue out I think it’s a slab of
barbecued pig resting on an open pit; big-ass colossus nigga got ashes all over his body.
“What the fuck happened to old girl’s arm?” I ask, low-key to this juggernaut standing
watch. “I mean, damn, she’d be fine if she still had two of them.”
Before the sucker say anything, he say that he just a slave and already whipped; juggernaut whine that he from DC and don’t wanna be in this comic(al) fantasy before he
finally answer me.
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“Dog tore it off in a fight, bled her, like Wolverine,” blab brother says, blank expression on his face. “This nigger bit the bitch’s flesh at the elbow. Ate the tender-roni like a
tweaking Bobby Brown exercising his prerogative.” Using brute force, he pushes me on
forward to the place/space where Two-Face sits smugly, domino on the table. Misty (K)
night uses a razorblade and chops up snuff while Two-Face eyes me in hackneyed fashion.
After forming a line of powder on the table, Misty (K)night sticks her light brown
pointing finger into a short glass of brandy on ice and stirs it (the image of sweet honey
on the rocks proves euphoric, but short-lived).
“You dry,” Two-Face says. “What (as)sorted fuckry is dis? Did yo’ ass ride in on a ghetto-sled? Did you make sure you left Babylon behind? You come in like E.T. fresh off de
Banana Boat.”
“I stomped my way here, in the slush and freezing rain, then through five fuckin’ feet
of fresh new snow,” I say, snot coming out of me left and right. “I fell twice on rotten ice,
my ear picking up the sound of the underground, but even that didn’t stop me.”
“What you got for me, then?” Two-Face asks, smiling though his eyes are red.
“You the man,” I answer, noticing his soft, sensitive side.
“I bring you the world, baby,” I say, and I slowly take off my gloves and hand him a
wad of cold cash.
His right hand smothered in ice, Two-Face refuses to grab the greenery. He almost
treats me like dirt.
“I’m your soldier, baby,” I say, shaking shit off. “Like I say, it’s your world. I’m just
living in it.”
“Your word is bond,” Two-Face says, motioning for one of his boys to snatch the money
from me. He stares long and hard at my crotch as if he’s interested. In the meantime, a
woman with chicken on her lacy blouse and long, bony legs cowers in the background
amid the smoke and where members appear shady and dark; she’s a steaker with a black
eye.
“Bitch, put your veil back on!” Two-Face shouts, staring at her darkly, and she immediately starts putting on all-white clothing, but leaves her skirt short.
“Who the Muslim-looking waif with the huge breasts and KFC?” I ask the brother
standing watch.
“That’s Tatyana Ali,” brother answers, eyeing papers that say Wrigley before biting into
a piece of Juicy Fruit. “She got problems, hordes of issues to work out. She’s always having flashbacks and hot flashes. Wanna-be reporter too afraid to ask questions. Just loco,
man. [Chew, chew.] She stay busy, you know what I mean? She the daughter of Destini
and the girlfriend of Cassandra, plus she got a man in corrections that wound up being
a bug and a baby. There’re no secrets in the pen: the grapes on that is that this dude Moe
is on pipe and still calls her from the joint, from his vault, full of sweet prison talk, but
she told him she don’t wanna be no ma or crypt-keeper.
“She might try to play hard to get, but sometimes she’ll strip her clothes in a minute,
give you hot love all night if you a player and flaunt that retro shit like guitarist Lenny
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Kravitz, but, as you can tell, she really digs yardbird. Brothas got a running joke about
her: they always say to one another, ‘don’t forget to eat the chick-in.’”
“Well, that’s truly original,” I say to brother—nigga’s all in my mouth as if he expects a
kiss—“but the rest of her is a fucking stereotype. She look like a member of Elijah Poole’s
harem standing over there silent and docile like that. She got legs like Flo-Jo, greasier
than a track star.”
Just then, as if she hears me, a whey-faced, yeast-infected-looking freak wearing nothing but Victoria’s Secret and a penis-shaped party hat that says The White Rabbit hops/
flops into Two-Face’s lap and starts giving him punani. Girl’s so chalky that, as soon as
Two-Face forces her down on the cold, hard floor, she looks like a homicide victim waiting
to get shot up. When Snow White rises from behind the table she’s all wet, her cheeks
red as if embarrassed for giving up her virginity.
“What’s up with this bullshit, yuck!” I say to another Man Thing standing watch.
“Stank ho hangs out with Miss America but cain’t get a break,” brother says. “Got
beaucoup mouths to feed and a whole lotta stress, so she cain’t keep her legs shut. Her
family keeps multiplying, so she thinks she got to keep fucking. She’s a real sucker; in
her mind, what little change she gets all adds up.”
“Now later,” says Two-Face, stuffing his mouth with watermelon fruit chews, turning
away, zipping back up his dress slacks. He had taken my dollar bills and chump change
and refused to swap me. Before I leave, he makes it clear that he wants nobody tryin’ to
live off of him.
Suddenly in my presence, his boy Shola Inkose (re)lapses into an active rapid eye
movement state. Shola Inkose seems made-up, but he scares me for real. “I see another
death first-hand,” he warns.
One of Two-Face’s leading ladies, this Afro-Indio black widow, is the first to show me
the door. “Don’t push it,” Spider Woman says, mussing the silk spinning out of her big
head in anguish. “What happens at one part of the web influences all parts of the web.”
Before I can say anything, Misty (K)night comes over and holds my hand, leads me in
the direction of the barred windows and steel doors.
“You don’t know who you’re dealing with,” she says, her eyes watering. “Two-Face is
fucking Superman around here. He’s got policemen on his payroll. Even daredevils won’t
mess with him. Just go. You’re never too young to die.”
“Bump that,” I whisper. “Unless you can give me a money-back guarantee. You see, I
ain’t afraid of the pigs.” I spin around, but Misty (K)night pinches my arm with the five
nails of her hand – tar, blood, gun metal, rusty, and prissy. She kicks me with her clog—
thwack!—and pushes me until I am back out into the kitchen, slamming the two sides
behind me right away.
“You’re so fine and young,” she says. “Take care of yourself, Ace. That’s all you can
do.”
“Be careful,” warns Misty (K)night from behind the iron bars, as if she’s traveled all
the way from Mecca and risked herself just to tell me that! Cop sirens echo around us. I
hear black children wailing. I glimpse a dirty rat and a brick wall and suddenly feel like
The Thing.
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“Watch out for Penelope, lover,” Misty says, her eyes clouding up. “Vengeance will
come after you, too.”
Rule of code is that affairs should remain private, kept dark and tight in the backroom,
and so, as I head for the exit, past/pass the blob in the kitchen, I try to find a way to get
out of this mess. And I pray to God I won’t get smoked.
“Avoid haywire,” I say to myself. “Stay away from malice.” I only stop for a split-second,
to take an amen break.
Mixed in with the darkside and intelligent jungle music of the club is Two-Face’s voice
full of rage. I hear Two-Face asking if anybody knows me, and laughing and cussing and
yelling and mouthing about me, before finally hollering out: “Behold, here cometh the
Dreamer! What will become of his dreams now?”
Black women don’t waste time beatin’ up each other over nothing, I think, since Two-Face’s
still talking about wanting a piece of me.
Once outside again on the street corner, I’m the signifyin’ monkey and shit. I see dead
girl, Holocaust, and my strange world revolving like it’s nothing. Inhumans and niggas
are turning over in their graves. The original Vision, with Miss America on his arm, keeps
talking to me until I am even more baffled. Anarchist, a brotha suffering from obsessivecompulsive disorder, just walks on by, seemingly sweating acid. Wearing clean, white latex
gloves, he, Two-Gun Kid, and Ammo start rolling drunks in the street with Reject crying
by a stop sign.
I spot a dark beast standing in the light of a blue moon, frost creeping around where
weed would normally be, this big, bad(d) broad covered in graffiti and tattoos, scars apparently left from gunshot wounds, challenging me as if I am the Unknown and The
Windy City is merely The Twilight Zone.
Until I become S.T.D. [scared to death].
A mighty avenger, she gives me a Ghostface Killah look, signaling some secret war, a
civil war that I want no part of but is unavoidable.
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Komikaze: Strip Album #6, 2007
Ehrlemark, Anna and Vančo Rebac, eds.
Komikaze: Strip Album #6. 2007.
isbn: 1845-8041. <www.jedinstvo.hr/komikaze>.

In a time when the comics of underground American sequential artists are being
reprinted in expensive coffee table editions, it seems a little incongruous to be talking
about transgressiveness of the comics underground. However, Komikaze has the spirited
defiance and raw inconsistency that make underground comics compelling, provocative,
and a little tedious. Number six in a series of compilations from the Web-based comics’
collective, Komikaze includes comic writers and artists from Croatia, Serbia, Makedonia,
Sweden, Portugal, France, England, and Canada.
Komikaze is uneven but difficult to put down. The artwork ranges from finely drawn to
crudely simplistic but yet, as a whole, the anthology has a captivating energy. The pieces
included in the collection are written in Croatian, English, or some combination of the
two. Armed with only a Web-based language translator, the subtleties of the Croatian are
lost, but the basics are comprehensible. Nearly all of the pieces exude the spirit of resistance and rebellion common to underground comics. The imagery is richly textured and
expressive of the highly charged emotions and the violence plaguing so many parts of the
globe. Shocking and bold, even on a visual level, the sharp black-and-white pages radically
break conventional framing structures and show the rough hand-made edges that place
comics as an offshoot of colloquial culture. Depicting war and violence, protests and rants,
the tradition of underground comics as counter to dominant mainstream complacency
is healthy and alive in this collective’s anthology.
Anti-capitalism, anti-consumerism, anti-Americanism, and ripple through this publication and keep alive the underground comics’ tradition of overt political critique. Like
the best of the underground writers, some of the work in Komikaze roots the critique
in specific contexts or on specific facts. The sections that don’t situate the reader solidly
produce a generalized alienation with dominant culture that doesn’t offer pointed political commentary. For classic underground examples, Harvey Pekar’s rants are effective
because they are rooted in details about Cleveland. Diane DiMassa’s rampages against
consumerism are powerful because of the packages of specific products coming under
the axe in the familiar grocery store aisle. Even Robert Crumb’s LSD inspired Mr. Natural
walks through realistically detailed industrial wastelands that clog the background.
While a few of the pieces in Komikaze show these kinds of specifics, many generalize
their details to a flattened badlands or dreamscape that creates the raw emotion of alienation, but without the bite of critique. Granted, the political environments of the countries
in which some of these artists work may lend to the general, symbolic, or abstract qualities of the pieces rather than the direct address of the underground scene in the United
States. Underground comics readers are happy to indulge in general fear and loathing,
but also thrive with a little more explicit information to contemplate.
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The strongest pieces include the selections that experiment visually, depict physically
and psychologically oppressive conditions. Nina Bunjevac’s tale of immigration and exploitation, “Opportunity Presents Itself” uses just one frame per page with the figures
traversing through darker and darker settings as the events turn increasingly ominous.
Her detailed portraits convey the characters’ emotional and psychological states deftly with
a brutal beauty that is matched by bleakness rendered in the deteriorated background
details of scenes.
In “Big time tee pee,” Constantin Benjamin creates an apocalyptic landscape in cartoon style, littered with bits of skeletons, cacti, rubble, and dead vegetation. The alienlike figure moves across the killing fields in a hovering scooter and tries to identify what
happened by examining the bones. With increasing distress, the figure reads the bones
with varying degrees of confidence, exclaiming at one point, “oooh. died along side all
her l’il babies” and “i have not a clue what that there was” at another. The cartoonish style
clashes with the intensity of grief at the end as the figure stumbles upon the skull that it
knows. After the detachment of viewing the devastation while floating on the hovering
scooter, Benjamin’s final frame depicts the figure grounded and crying over skull that
visually looks the same as the others.
Several of the pieces are poetically understated representations of emotional states.
Dunja Jankovic’s “Glave” uses repetition, collage, and texture to show a head experiencing panic. Staying in bed on a rainy day is captured in “The Mold Spots” but in Nicoz
Balboa’s hands, the rain triggers not a clichéd calm but an anxious obsession with mold
that could crumble the narrator’s house. Knife-wielding, hooded, masked figures threaten
“existence” in Wostok and Curtis’ “Shadowplay” which becomes a visual metaphor for
the dangers all around. The unveiling reveals a lack of anything underneath the mask.
The caption below the headless figure warns “The present is well out of hand.”
Anna Ehrlemark’s “Very Scientific Article about the Dicks in South-East-European
Underground Comics” stands out in the collection as a send up of comics themselves.
Ehrlemark uses mock analysis that cuts deeply to a pointed problem in underground
comics: there are too many appearances of the penis. Transforming clichés from pop
culture, she discusses the assumption that artistic freedom equals the ability to draw
the male sex organ; a blissed-out figure sits under the caption “Free your mind and the
cocks will follow!” Ehrlemark bravely broaches the serious accusation that comics are
done by individuals who have little training in “style” and “estetics [sic]”—arguably one
of the characteristics that makes comics as a genre open to both more participation and
more criticism. The result of this discussion—too many penises: “In one such fanzine
we counted 76 weaners [sic] in 45 pages!” In her hypothesis about why the male organ
occurs so often, she uses iconic images in her crude drawings to blame the phallus-less
Disney characters, Freud, Black Magic, and “the small Serbian town Vrsac.” The images
and text merge in witty commentary, acknowledging that Ehrlemark’s drawings of the
penis proliferate her pages, and are part of the problem.
Ehrlemark’s piece is a light-hearted treatment of a greater issue that is painfully evident
in the Komikaze collection as a whole. Unlike Ehrlemark’s graphically humorous penal
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line-up, in underground comics, the penis is usually drawn in action. Violent action,
more often then not. Popping up in scenes of physical exploitation, few escape assault,
but of the men, women and children represented, statistically it is women who are most
often raped, sometimes after being drugged or dismembered. Of the nearly thirty pieces
collected in Komikaze, over third of them depict sexual violence against women who are
situated in that unspecified dreamscape discussed at the beginning of this article. While
this element of sexual violence is another characteristic that often appears in underground
comics, the traditional justification that these representations transgress the sexual conventions of society wears thin in the year 2009. When writers include these representations as part of a war landscape, the violence becomes part of the critique; without being
tied to a stronger context, such as war or a society where repressed sexuality is shown to
cause oppression, the depicted sexual violence can read as gratuitous self-indulgence.
Ultimately, Komikaze is an intriguing example of the current work being produced
in underground comics. The experiments in form, style, and content show energy and
raw enthusiasm that will make the writers of this collective interesting to watch in the
future. Komikaze’s last selection ironically makes a statement about underground comics
more generally. “Feeling Angry?” Andre Lemos’ image of a fragmented unshaven floating
head asks on the last page. “Hmmm . . . I think I’m more like kind-of-bored.” The best
of Komikaze will overcome the ambivalence and is worth a close reading.
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New Thoughts on the Black Arts Movement
eds. Lisa Gail Collins and Margo Natalie Crawford
Collins, Lisa Gail and Margo Natalie Crawford, eds.
New Thoughts on the Black Arts Movement.
Rutgers U P, 2006. 360 pages. $24.95. 43 B&W illus. isbn: 0-8135-3695-2.

Since 1976, scholars and literary critics of the Black Arts Movement (BAM) have been
trying to place this literary and artistic push of ideas into a rubric where an understanding can be theorized in terms of the epoch and its ultimate relevancy. In her essay Sexual
Subversions, Political Inversions, Cherise A. Pollard reminds us that BAM was, “Loosely
defined as a set of principles that articulated the relationship between Black nationalism
and black art [ . . . ] championed black urban culture, critiqued Western aesthetics, and
encouraged the production and reception of black arts by black people” (175). This statement by Pollard is an affirmation of what BAM meant in terms of its praxis; however,
a comprehensive examination of the veins through which BAM flowed has never been
brought under one collective umbrella. New Thoughts on the Black Arts Movement attempts
such scholarship. This book is a collections of essays and print images that navigate the
discourse of BAM away from its once thought East Coast origins and celebrates its beginnings in other geographical regions of the Unites States. The editors of this book explore
the intersection of sexuality, gender, arts, black militancy and the Nuyorican Poetry Movement in relationship to BAM.
Besides the well-documented work of Amiri Baraka, Larry Neal, Askia Toure, and
BARTS (Black Arts Repertory and Theater School), information is given about the contributions of OBAC (Organization of Black American Culture) in Chicago and the creation
of the Wall of Respect, which chose to highlight a “locus of cultural creativity” in the form
of an outdoor mural depicting various heroes within the African American community.
According to Margo Natalie Crawford, “the meaning of the wall of respect becomes comparable to the meaning of the “black power” fist in 1967—black determination and black
solidarity and “black rage” (33). Names like Haki R. Madubuhti (Don L. Lee), Gwendolyn
Brooks, Sylvia Abernathy, and Jeff Donaldson are among the many connected with Chicago’s intersection with BAM. Along with the Midwest, there is an attempt to connect
the South’s role in the formation of BAM. There has never been a strong relationship between the South and BAM because its ideology was thought to be closer to the nonviolent
movement spearheaded by Martin Luther King, Jr. It is no secret that BAM’s hero was
Malcolm X. However, many teachers, writers, and activists came from historically black
colleges and universities, which are predominately in the South. There is mention of Fisk
University, and the Black Writers Conference, as well as the Atlanta colleges’ role in proving a space of academic study for those integral to BAM. There is a lot of regurgitation
of previously know material, but this repetition is necessary to arrive at new information
not previously explored. By reconnecting these important dots, a more expansive definition of the period emerges.
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The contributions from the West Coast are noted in this collection. In “Black West,
Thoughts on Art in Los Angeles,” Kelly Jones points out that, “While more has been written about activities on the East Coast and in the Midwest, indeed much of the ideological
force behind the Black Arts Movement came from California” (44). With this statement
Jones goes on to mention the Watts Summer Festival, the creation of Kwanza by Ron
Karenga, and the recognition of Noah Purifoy as founding director of the Watts Tower.
There is also an essay on prison writings by Lee Bernstein, who ties in the importance of
those incarcerated and accepting BAM as ideology. In discussing West Coast inmates, he
mentions prisoner Willie X, whose poetry “connects the modern struggle for liberation
and power to the longer struggles against slavery, Jim Crow laws, and ongoing oppression” (310). Now that we have had time to process BAM through an historical lens, we get
a clearer understanding as its contributions become broader in scope. The continuation
of history and its societal stations will always provide a clearer context for the truth.
The editors include images of homoeroticism in relationship to dark skin color, emphasizing the beauty in blackness. There are pictures by Bob Crawford that capture
“the Black is Beautiful sensibility” (161) in a cross-dressing pageant in Chicago. This is
something that is needed in revisiting BAM because of its perception of silencing gays
and feminists. This book is adamant in its portrayal of GLBT contributions as well as its
reexamination of female writers who were critiquing their male counterparts, such as
Sonia Sanchez and Nikki Giovanni. New Thoughts on the Black Arts Movement does not
shy away from the hard facts concerning some of the problems with BAM; rather, it examines the historical erasure of certain segments of the movement, places them within
context, presenting a clearer understanding of what BAM meant and how its aftershock
is shaping the landscape of art worldwide. This book should spark more comprehensive
critiques of the movement in the future.
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What I Might Have Said . . .
William Ayers, Distinguished Professor of Education, and Senior University Scholar at
the University of Illinois at Chicago, was invited by the College of Education at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln last year to speak on narrative research and communities,
as part of its Centennial celebration programs in mid-November. In mid-October, the
invitation was rescinded, as a result of university and public commentary and anonymous threats, in reaction to Ayers’ former activities as a member of the Weatherman
Underground organization in the 1970’s. The keynote address he had planned to deliver
was tentatively titled: “We Are Each Other’s Keepers: Research and Teaching to Change
the World.”
Had I spoken at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln on March 15th, I would have focused my talk on the unique characteristics of education in a democracy, an enterprise
that rests on the twin pillars of enlightenment and liberation, knowledge and human
freedom. We want to know more, to see more, to experience more in order to do more—
to be more competent and powerful and capable in our projects and our pursuits, to be
more astute and aware and wide-awake, more fully engaged in the world that we inherit,
the world we are simultaneously destined to change.
I might have argued that to deny students the right to question the circumstances of
their lives, and to wonder how they might be otherwise, is to deny democracy itself.
It’s reasonable to assume that education in a democracy is distinct from education
under a dictatorship or a monarchy, but how? Surely school leaders in fascist Germany
or communist Albania or medieval Saudi Arabia all agreed, for example, that students
should behave well, stay away from drugs and crime, do their homework, study hard, and
master the subject matters, so those things don’t differentiate a democratic education
from any other.
What makes education in a democracy distinct is a commitment to a particularly precious and fragile ideal, and that is a belief that the fullest development of all is the necessary condition for the full development of each; conversely, the fullest development of
each is necessary for the full development of all.
Democracy, after all, is geared toward participation and engagement, and it’s based on
a common faith: every human being is of infinite and incalculable value, each a unique
intellectual, emotional, physical, spiritual, and creative force. Every human being is born
free and equal in dignity and rights, each is endowed with reason and conscience, and deserves, then, a sense of solidarity, brotherhood and sisterhood, recognition and respect.
We want our students to be able to think for themselves, to make judgments based on
evidence and argument, to develop minds of their own. We want them to ask fundamental questions—Who in the world am I? How did I get here and where am I going? What
in the world are my choices? How in the world shall I proceed?—and to pursue answers
wherever they might take them. Democratic educators focus their efforts not on the production of things so much as on the production of fully developed human beings who
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are capable of controlling and transforming their own lives, citizens who can participate
fully in civic life.
Democratic teaching encourages students to develop initiative and imagination, the
capacity to name the world, to identify the obstacles to their full humanity, and the courage to act upon whatever the known demands. Education in a democracy should be characteristically eye-popping and mind-blowing—always about opening doors and opening
minds as students forge their own pathways into a wider world.
How do our schools here and now measure up to the democratic ideal?
Much of what we call schooling forecloses or shuts down or walls off meaningful
choice-making. Much of it is based on obedience and conformity, the hallmarks of every
authoritarian regime. Much of it banishes the unpopular, squirms in the presence of the
unorthodox, hides the unpleasant. There’s no space for skepticism, irreverence, or even
doubt. While many of us long for teaching as something transcendent and powerful, we
find ourselves too-often locked in situations that reduce teaching to a kind of glorified
clerking, passing along a curriculum of received wisdom and predigested and often false
bits of information. This is a recipe for disaster in the long run.
Educators, students, and citizens must press for an education worthy of a democracy,
including an end to sorting people into winners and losers through expensive standardized tests which act as pseudo-scientific forms of surveillance; an end to starving schools
of needed resources and then blaming teachers for dismal outcomes; and an end to the
rapidly accumulating “educational debt,” the resources due to communities historically
segregated, under-funded and under-served. All children and youth in a democracy, regardless of economic circumstance, deserve full access to richly resourced classrooms
led by caring, qualified and generously compensated teachers.
We might try now to create open spaces in our schools and our various communities
where we expect fresh and startling winds to blow, unaccustomed winds that are sure to
electrify and confound and fascinate us. We begin by throwing open the windows. We declare
that in this corner of this place—in this open space we are constructing together—people
will begin to experience themselves as powerful authors of their own narratives, actors in
their own dramas, the essential architects and creators of their own lives, participants in a
dynamic and interconnected community-in-the-making. Here they will discover a zillion
ways to articulate their own desires and demands and questions. Here everyone will live
in search of rather than in accordance with or in accommodation to. Here we will join one
another and our democratic futures can be born.
November 15, 2008
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We invited the acclaimed author Paul Hoover, alumnus of the Department of English
at the University of Illinois at Chicago, to contribute a poem for Packingtown Review’s
critical response contest. He graciously offered “The Windows (Speech-lit Islands).” We
present the poem here followed by the essay “Hoover’s Eternal Moments” by Deborah
DeNicola, the winner of the Packingtown Review Prize for Critical Response.

The Windows (Speech-lit Islands)
as if for the first time
you recognize the grass
		
its greenness uncanny
in trying to be green
as if for the first time
		
you open a letter
that had fallen
through the door
		
its message unique to you
had you been
as perhaps you seemed
		
the neighbor
the one whose name was yours
who finally joined the army
		
had you in fact a country
a life to give
wife and family
		
as if for a while
you could read the signs
remembered to unlearn
		
how the wind feels exactly
going up your spine
sensed the wheat sinking
		
into the ground nearby
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the whiteness of milk
its mystical skirt uplifted
		
miss meat and miss gravy
as if the language
were smudged with words
		
speech-lit islands
that don’t submerge in meaning
as if light itself
		
were never in doubt
on the question
of transcendence
		
bees sing bells ring
in the ear’s black window
you whisper to the glass
		
its past in sand
step back please
a sentence is passing
		
someone’s calling
someone’s raining
door’s creaking contradictions
		
what bride is not disheveled
by all the world’s scissors
make-shape shiftings
		
been a long time
since you wrote yourself in stone
auto-lithographic
		
[I] seems to be alone
[I] suffers in a crowd
but not a yellow room
		
in not a yellow town
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everyone’s on loan
		
but someone here knows
		
why nimble people cry
a bullet makes you die
and then there’s you
		
absent sometimes laughing
as if at last
there is no non-journey
		
across the whole word
what are you thinking
conjured of a god
		
pears you’ll never taste
lines not written
what you know you are
		
you’ll never be again
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Hoover’s Eternal Moments
Like the contemporary work of Jorie Graham, Robert Hass, Louise Glück and C. K. Williams, among others, Paul Hoover’s poem “The Windows (Speech-lit-Islands)”considers
consciousness, its shifts and travels, how it freezes for isolated instants, alters our state
of being, and then moves elsewhere. The Italian poet Eugenio Montale claims “only
the moment is eternal”, and for Montale, that eternal moment is a genesis, including
all that is imaginatively inchoate. Hoover’s poem intuits a similar insight.
Perhaps it is in response to the ever-increasing speed of the technological age that contemporary poets embrace an aesthetic of slow motion, an almost calibrated examination of
creative thought process, and an obsessive analysis of the interface between imagination
and intellect. Hoover’s poem, a postmodern ars poetica, reaches back to Romanticism for
an individual connection to larger truths. It may very well have been Elizabeth Bishop in
her poem “In the Waiting Room” who gave birth to this poetry of consciousness, though
forerunners and co-parents of this poem reach as far back as Donne and the metaphysical poets, as well as the pre-moderns,Yeats, Mallarmé, Rilke, and later on, Roethke, Plath,
and Sexton. Bishops’s poem tells of her earliest memory realizing her individual subjectivity as a young child. American poets have pondered how the mind moves in these
self-reflective states ever since.
In lyrical tercets the structure of this compelling, if perplexing, piece by Paul Hoover
dances down the page in the sway of concrete images and speculative thought. The entire poem posits an as-if situation writ large, so that we are immediately drawn into one
metaphorical setting after another, until we find ourselves in a maze of mind mirrors.
From there, imagination leaps, intellect barely hitting its stride as the mind of the poem
wanders so that our own consciousness is altered within the reading of the poem.
The first stanza’s alliteration of hard Gs and smooth Ns, impress us with the mind’s
unconscious movements, its stops and starts over tripwires and mine traps. The first two
stanzas present the “you” of the poem (or first-person-once-removed, so to speak) immersed in a surreal vision, the grass, “uncanny/trying to be green” as if the grass were
an out-of-this world green, one not known before by the “you” of the poem, a green that
promptly affects everything else in the mind’s sight. Perhaps this heightened sense of
color also signifies the fertility of the mind when it drifts into receptivity, allowing the
right brain barriers to open the wings of imagination.
The next stanzas expand the thought but change the circumstances slightly. Now we
take in the speculative situation of the “you” receiving a “message unique” again “as if”
like a “seeming” neighbor taking in the mail, a soldier perhaps returning from war. But
this is not the actual reality of the “you.” It is a postulated circumstance; we sense that
the “you” is somewhat alienated from belonging to a “wife and family,” indeed, alienated
from his “life to give” and without a country to give a life for. The repetition of the letter
F—in “if,” “first,” “fallen,” and further down, “life,” “wife,” “family,” “if,” and, “feels,”
emphasizes the feather-like, ephemeral state. It appears this “you” may be experiencing
time at this moment in some slightly altered dimension, held in suspension, and that
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the word(s) of that letter are keys to crossing this threshold. We are uncertain of what it
is, although we see that this unique message is going to impact the consciousness of the
“you,” the “I,” and the speaker so that it will be forever changed.
The “you” has had an experience of loss. Although the object/person lost is unclear, we
know there is enough trauma, sorrow, or longing to stun him into a momentary wrinkle
of time full of tiny details and images that he sees or senses for the first time so to “read
the signs” as they flash through his mind. The poem, with short lines and without punctuation, continually pushes and pulls imaginative thought. The words “had you” in the
fifth stanza hypothesize specific information that is only conjectured, but create another
reality in the negative white space.
The seventh stanza contains the next precedented as if phrase and speaks of “unlearning how the wind feels exactly.” This suggests that a habitual understanding of the wind’s
inner experience (as if there were such a thing) has changed. The speaker no longer can
count on past interpretations of phenomenological events; the known world is untrustworthy. To unlearn the wind, one must enter a changing attitude, shift sensual, tactile
perception, and experience something new. So the poem now appears to be about a whole
body of charged energy around the speaker, or the “you” (meaning “I”), looking at life
through fresh vision with new eyes and sentience, for it is now a different wind contacting the body “going up the spine,” a different wind than the one the “you” might have
identified before. With the “unlearning” of habitual perception, the “you” is now more
open to magical reality, and he can sense “the wheat sinking/into the ground nearby.”
Whatever words are unsubmerged in their meaning, they have penetrated his being.
Due to the free-flowing lines and the lack of punctuation, we read the poem in a dream
state and move along with the speaker’s dreamlike mind. Even the confusion of the “you”/“I”
speaker leads us to question the veracity of subjective thought. The consciousness of the
poem is at once inside the speculative scene and removed from it by the fact of its own reflection on the scene. The inscape of the poet’s mind filters little but keeps fusing its focus;
we are rushed into a more domestic image, told “the whiteness of milk” may be different,
as well as a white “nearby” or adjacent to the internal landscape of the wheat. And quickly
the mind floats forward, metaphorically, personifying the milk which is mysteriously wearing a skirt. This line is followed by the enigmatic naming “miss meat and miss gravy.”
We wonder if it is the new whiteness of the milk that alters these words to something
we can taste like meat and gravy. Somehow the milk remains virginal and pure with the
words “miss” used twice, as if to advertise the innocence of the entire configuration of
this new vision. Paradoxically, the mysterious milk has a “mystical skirt uplifted,” which
suggests some intimate truth unveiled. These opposites of the pure and possibly profane
are held together in the negative capability of the poem. The imaginative function appears
to heal these polarities by holding them both in tension. What has the speaker learned in
the unique message that has opened his window of consciousness to an onrush of possibilities? No matter, all positives, all negatives, as if electrically charged, buzz him into
a larger bandwidth.
When we reach the tenth stanza, we cross into territory of the third as if, which adds
to the layering imagery by a superimposition. We are now introduced to a discussion of
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language that isn’t lost in its meaning, language that floats with the speech-lit-islands,
uncontaminated by dictionary definitions and mental associations. We wonder if this
language is part of the unique message of the “as if for the first time” letter opening, if
it is the private language of mysticism where ineffable ideas can only be approximated
through metaphor. Speech is “light” (i.e.“lit”) hovering above the gravitas of connotation
and nuance. All is dissolved on the misty speech-lit-islands, and we meet our latest as if
in the discussion of a trancendence where no doubt can curtail the expansiveness of the
light. This light is known and identified in the synesthesia of
Bee-singing and bell-ringing sounds. The openness of the “you” allows for a transcendent view.
If the letter foretells a death of someone dear—someone at war, someone lost to the
speaker—the mind, nonetheless, sweeps into a higher range of view and all the Earth is
altered. To determine the speaker, who is taking in the transcendence of the imagined
state, is however, challenging. One must suspend doubt of its very existence and hear
through the “ear’s black window” as if seeing through the glass darkly. Behind the window that separates varying realities, the speaker can “whisper to the glass” discerning the
separation of one moment from another. One moment in the habitual ego consciousness
feels different in the world of the ever-suspended present. Perhaps by whispering to the
glass, the speaker can find solace, understanding, or merely becomes cognizant of the
company of energies that are attracted to this new knowledge.
The “you” observes the personified glass—or dividing line between instants—and the
glass past collapses back into sand. Even this personified glass has “a past in sand” that
is no longer relevant to the current consciousness of the poem, for the past is always
gone. What was before vanishes and from behind the black window the “you” with its
new vision watches a sentence pass by as it is altered into a voice: “someone’s calling//
someone’s raining.” Every discernment is in a state of flux, of becoming, changing in the
nanoseconds of the leaping mind.
In the rain of that voice, in the “creaking contradictions,” we have moved from the
windows to the door. This reminds us of a view one might catch accidentally through an
open door, a view one was not meant to catch, but in catching, could do nothing but be
caught up in that moment of viewing. The temporal world is held in check while visionary light sees through the construct of time and holds to transcendence as the eternal
observer.
The poet goes outside the self and asks “what bride is not disheveled,” hardly an adjective we would use to apply to a bride, for the minute ministrations of her preparation
for a wedding keep her from dishevelment. So what is this force of undoing? It seems to
bring us back to the purity of what the bride represents: the pure being willing to undergo
initiation into another state, a state where she will merge with a husband, where she will
be both the nurturing purity of milk and its counterpoint, the mystical meat beneath her
skirt. This merging will deliver her into a consciousness that stops time and places her
above the polarities of daily reality. She is disheveled by “the world’s scissors,” cut from
“make-shape shiftings,” which would bind her to the temporal expectations. She is lost
and undone, just as the speaker is undone by the unique message of the letter.
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But the elect consciousness of this poem explores these shiftings, which recall continental divides and moving mountains; “been a long time//since you wrote yourself in
stone/auto-lithographic.” Here, the “you” of the poem again addresses itself from the
perspective of dual consciousness, the higher eternal knowing in the altered state, and
the lower quotidian ego which hopes to pin the world into stability, permanently fixed in
its dependable orbiting.
We hear “stone” and “auto-lithographic” amplified as some kind of powerful force
that marks history, that marks ourselves and our consciousness as it goes forward. “[A]
utolithographic” also implies a vision propelled from the higher self, sealed, signed and
stamped—which the lower ego would like to sign onto—while the uncorrupted soul
holds court in the poem overall. Something in the “message unique” of the would-be
letter has given the “you” access to the stone-carved self, but it is not as mutable as the
eternal self.
In the eighteenth stanza of this poem, this selfhood pushes forth to proclaim itself arrived. We are told “[I]” seems to be alone. Yet [I] may have now discovered it is not alone,
that it is connected to the higher octave of mind, the universal mind. Indeed, it is connected to the “you.” This uncertain [I] stakes some claims on its position in history. “[I]
suffers in a crowd/but not in a yellow room/in a yellow town” where “everyone’s on loan.”
Yellow, an ambivalent color on its own, whether the gold of enlightened knowledge or
the putrid nausea of sickness, pervades the thought. Perhaps the “you”/“[I]” is functioning within these polarities as well, as if they could be united in one revelation about how
“nimble people cry” and how “a bullet makes you die.” We are all on borrowed time on
our roads of life, as spirits loaned to bodies, impressed and manipulated by temporal,
dualistic choices. And we know all too well our temporal vulnerability.
Both the nimbleness and the impact of the bullet imply speed. The “you” of the poem is
shot through his nimble mind with realizations that heighten his ordinary existence to
an extraordinary understanding. The “yellow room” is perceived as ordinary, a different
perception than the estranged green of the grass.
Perhaps this “you” sees and engages this dismal territory at a distance and views the
other, the one whose news resides in the letter across the whole world, in the journey
across the “whole word,” whatever word it is: “dead” perhaps, or “lost,” “over” or “gone,”
and then travels that distance to the side of the other. Perhaps they join in that moment,
in that collective space beyond temporality, where they can coexist and converse. “[W]hat
are you thinking/conjured of a god/pears you’ll never taste”; whomever is addressed is
no longer here, gone, changed irrevocably as is the inquirer. And is the other really other,
or do the speakers know they are a part of one another? The double negative of “no nonjourney” makes the journey more certain, inevitable, crossing boundaries of the possible.
Indeed, the journey is “across the whole word”—
“word” is so close to world—referring perhaps to a specific letter in the word, as if that
keys the plot of this cryptic story. We wonder if the speaker is not, all along, addressing
himself both as “you” and “I.”
The unwritten lines are not found in the poem, like the pears the missing one will
“never taste.” But what is not written has left the writer, the “you,” the inscrutable [I]
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and the reader in a startling new universe where opposites coincide and the mind is left
alone to reconcile them imaginatively. There is the [I] and its aloneness; and there is the
“you” who is “absent sometimes laughing,” choosing a response to cope with all he has
undergone, affected by all the contemplated as if moments. The “you” knows this change
of consciousness makes all the difference on the traveling mind’s less-traveled roads. He
has the insight of one intuitive moment and passes through it changed. And perhaps in
the transcendence, in the eternal moments of those travels, the “you” and the “I” are one
and the same in the universal mind, because only through the art of poetry, through the
quintessential speech-lit connective, can these islands of consciousness be bridged.
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The Lazarus Project by Aleksandar Hemon
Hemon, Aleksandar. The Lazarus Project.
New York: Riverhead Books, 2008. 304 pages. $24.95 hardcover. isbn: 1-5944-89822.

Aleksandar Hemon’s The Lazarus Project is an historical novel deeply uneasy about
historical novels. In one half of the novel, the narrator Vladimir Brik is writing and researching an historical novel about Lazarus Averbuch, a young Jewish immigrant from
Moldova who is shot and killed by the Chicago Chief of Police in 1908. Averbuch, for
reasons unknown, to history or Brik or to us, chose to visit the chief at home. Vladimir
Brik wins a grant to travel to Eastern Europe to research his novel. He brings along his
childhood friend from Sarajevo, Rora, to take photographs; the novel contains both archival photographs and ones taken by photographer Velibor Bozovic (Hemon’s best friend
according to the novel’s Acknowledgements page). In order to trace the Brik family’s
journeys in addition to Lazarus Averbuch’s travels, Rora and Brik go from Lviv, to Chernivtsi, to Kishinev, to Sarajevo. The novel’s other timeline is Brik’s third-person account
of Lazarus and his sister Olga Averbuch, who is interrogated by the Chicago police after
Lazarus’ death. Lazarus’ death occurs in the middle of the Red Terror panic surrounding
Emma Goldman and her anarchist compatriots; Brik’s narrative is written in the midst of
the current War on Terror. Lazarus Averbuch is a survivor of the 1903 Kishinev pogrom;
Vladimir Brik escaped the war in Bosnia by studying in the United States when the war
started (as did Aleksandar Hemon himself, and many of Hemon’s autobiographical fictive incarnations in his earlier books, such as the novel Nowhere Man and the short story
collection The Question of Bruno).
These parallel lives are at the heart of the novel; Brik’s Lazarus Project, the resurrection text, the obsessive historical circling, is The Lazarus Project that we read. The Lazarus
Project is about fiction as a project to come to some sort of understanding of the pain
of others, yet the novel also points to the futility of witness. What is the point of pain
rendered aesthetically? Hemon, early on, warns us of the dangers of the historical novel
through Brik’s misgivings: “all I could produce was a costumed parade of paper cutouts
performing acts of high symbolic value: tearing up at the sight of the Statue of Liberty,
throwing the lice-infested Old Country clothes on the sacrificial pyre of a new identity,
coughing consumptive blood in large, poignant clots. I kept those pages, but shuddered
at the thought of reading through them.” But Hemon, the writer, can’t resist animating
his historical characters. The novel is full of lines like this one, for a minor character, a
cop who is interrogating Olga: “Fitzgerald’s forearms are hairy—the hair stretches outward, even on his knuckles, as if he combed it.” The novel’s plot might resist the parade,
the distance from the past created by filtering the novel through Brik’s point of view
keeps us from the sentimentality of the consumptive blood, but Hemon’s language in
the Lazarus section betrays him. He can’t help but reanimate Chicago of 1908, down to
the hairy arms.
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The anxiety of producing paper cutouts suggests the paper cutouts (Tateh’s silhouettes)
in E. L. Doctorow’s Ragtime, a novel that explores New York at roughly the same time
as The Lazarus Project’s Chicago (It also evokes the artist Kara Walker’s silhouettes of
ante-bellum life in the American South). In Frederic Jameson’s Postmodernism, Ragtime
is the focal point of discussion for the new historical novel. Jameson finds Ragtime to
be “the most peculiar and stunning monument to the aesthetic situation engendered by
the disappearance of the historical referent. This historical novel can no longer set out to
represent the historical past; it can only ‘represent’ our ideas and stereotypes about that
past (which thereby at once becomes ‘pop history’).” The Lazarus Project does not set out
to represent the historical past either, always reminding us that we are reading Hemon’s
version of Brik’s recreation of the past instead, but Hemon’s work does not become a
pop history, in spite of references to porn, karaoke, and McDonald’s. There is too much
at stake for Brik, and therefore for the reader, in the effort to recover a historical referent.
Brik isn’t resigned to history’s losses. This novel is an angry one. The wounds are raw.
The two timelines bleed into each other. An historical novel is always about the time it
is written for, as well as the time it purports to be about; in The Lazarus Project, not only is
1908 about 2008, Hemon makes 2008 feel as if it is about 1908. A Mr. Brik appears briefly
as Lazarus’ teacher of English in Chicago. When a prostitute arrives at Brik’s hotel room in
Chernivitsi, Brik slides from a description of his marriage to the American surgeon Mary
into an account of Lazarus at a brothel for the first time when Chernivitsi was Czernowitz.
When Mary and Brik travel together to Vienna, he wants to prove to her “that my family had
a history, that it was all connected through a powerful and loving, if perished, empire.” It
becomes harder to keep the timelines distinct, to keep Chernivisti consistently Chernivitsi,
to keep Czernowitz as Czernowitz, instead of there being a city that is simultaneously both,
a palimpsest of Chernivitsi/Czernowitz. If the Lazarus timeline plays with the imaginative
world of Ragtime, the Brik timeline of The Lazarus Project works as an answer to recent novels like Jonathan Safran Foer’s Everything Is Illuminated and Gary Shteyngart’s Absurdistan
with their young American/Americanized heroes going back East.
The Lazarus Project is rich in characterization of women. In spite of Brik’s reluctance
to write something that would be poignant, the novel’s portrayal of Olga Averbuch is poignant, heartbreaking even, more substantial than the kitschy (although deliberately so)
women of Foer’s village of Trachimbrod, or Shteyngart’s collection of whores and strippers in his (deliberately and literally) absurd novel. Brik (and Hemon) are willing to enter
Olga’s point of view, to take on the risk of sentimentality in the midst of a postmodern
novel. The book is all the better for it. Within Brik’s story, we also have the characters of
Mary, Brik’s surgeon wife, and Azra, Rora’s doctor sister, women who minister to a different kind of pain than the one Brik does.
In addition, there is also the character of Elena, the young Moldovan woman being
trafficked into Romania for prostitution, whose situation finally forces Brik to do something beyond research and storytelling. As Elena leaves the novel, Brik asks, “What if she
wanted to come with us? What if we took her along? There were so many lives she could
live.” We are told that “Rora took a picture of her walking away” but that picture isn’t in
the novel. Elena escapes, not just the fate awaiting her in the former Yugoslavia, but the
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novel itself. Brik immediately cuts to Olga greeting Lazarus in Chicago so that Elena’s
vanishing becomes Lazarus’ arrival.
The absence of Elena’s photograph is all the more felt because of the other photographs
contained within the novel’s pages, the archival photographs as well as the work of Velibor
Bozovic. Many of Bozovic’s photos are incorporated into the novel as Rora’s. Other images
absent from the novel’s photographs but included in the text include the Abu Ghraib photographs. Mary and Brik argue over their interpretations of the photographs, Brik taking
the position that, “What I saw was young Americans expressing their unlimited joy of
unlimited power over someone else’s life and death.” A picture of Hemon introducing
the third chapter of the novel, lit from below like a ghastly Halloween mask, offers a vision of Brik that perhaps suggests someone incapable of unlimited joy, although there is
a dark humor lurking in the image.
Later on in the novel, there is a photograph of two gentlemen in turn-of-the-century
garb that I assumed at first glance to be Lazarus and his friend Isador (Isador is working
on “a novel about the adventures of a clever immigrant called The Adventures of a Clever
Immigrant”). But the picture isn’t them, and it isn’t Brik or Rora dressed up as them, or
Hemon and Bozovic (real-life friends) pretending to be Brik and Rora pretending to be
Lazarus and Isador. The novel suggests that the photograph is of actors in costume in
a park in Kishinev, rehearsing a nineteenth century play, who appear in the chapter immediately following the photo. We have no guarantee, though, that the image does record
these actors. We know from the copyright page that this photo is one of Bozovic’s, and we
might know from interviews that Hemon has given about this novel that his friend Bozovic
did indeed accompany him to Kishinev, the way that Rora travels with Brik in the novel.
The photograph could be of actors in Chicago standing in for the Kishinev actors. They
could be anyone. These two gentlemen are evocative of the novel’s double timelines, but
ultimately impossible to pin down. They are unmoored, free of their referent, uncanny.
I write this book review as a graduate student at the University of Illinois at Chicago,
the university built over the ghetto Lazarus and Olga Averbuch lived in and also the university that houses Packingtown Review. The very title of this journal points to an effort to
resurrect this lost historical Chicago. Brik and Rora go to Maxwell Street to take pictures,
but find that “Nothing from the days of Lazarus survived. Money castles rose over the
space where the Maxwell Street Market used to be.” There is so little to engage Brik and
Rora that, “We didn’t even stop the car; we drove through the debris of the present without touching it, no pictures taken, no film exposed.” The only way to resurrect Maxwell
Street is through the novel itself.
I also write this review as a former Peace Corps Volunteer from the Republic of Moldova.
I’ve walked through the streets of Kishinev where the 1903 pogrom occurred, seeking
out some of the same sites that Vladimir Brik does, those locations that are the farthest
flung edges of that strange phenomenon of Eastern European tourism, the Jewish death
tour that Jonathan Safran Foer goes on in Everything Is Illuminated. I have eaten at the
Kishinev McDonald’s, and to say I have partaken of that particular cheeseburger is to
admit that I am a reader who is not just hungry for Hemon’s kind of postmodern novel.
I need it in order to make sense of the present’s debris.
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Idioms of Remembering
Cohen, Marcel. In Search of a Lost Ladino: Letter to Antonio Saura.
trans. by Raphael Rubinstein. Jerusalem, Israel: Ibis Editions, 2006.
124 pages. $13.95 softcover. isbn: 965-90125-4-3.
Glowinski, Michal. The Black Seasons. trans. by Marci Shore. Evanston, IL:
Northwestern U P, 2005. 202 pages. $17.95 softcover. isbn: 0-8101-1959-5.

The Peacock Emperor Moth (Burning Deck, 1995) and Mirrors (Green Integer, 1998)
reveals to American readers that Marcel Cohen (b. 1937) was a subtle French stylist of a
most unusual kind. The short prose narratives gathered in these and his other, untranslated, collections rely on understatement, oblique irony, and often—for subject matter—
ordinary events whose harrowing psychological, social or historical depths the author
unveils almost in passing.
It is a prose of daily life, for which Stendhal’s remark about literature holding a mirror
up to reality is unsettlingly apt; but it is also a prose that is fully aware of certain brutally
acquired, now ingrained, cognitive factors hitherto structuring our experience of the
contemporary world. Cohen, notably, often examines the aftermath of the Shoah, as it is
traceable in the thoughts, emotions, and behavior not especially of extermination camp
survivors, but rather his own generation. In other words, in French Jewish children who,
like himself, were hidden during the German Occupation, who against all odds escaped
deportation, and who then, after the war, as they were coming of age, had to cope with the
loss of their family and with the utter horror of the Holocaust as a systematic program of
mass extinction. The countless tangible vestiges of the Shoah, as Cohen shows, can be
as deceptively insignificant as the sight of a cow, the wisp of a certain eau de cologne, or a
banal turn of phrase.
In “Notes,” a self-revealing lecture given in 1998, Cohen defines his literary dilemma
as “being able neither to speak nor to remain silent.” He means that he cannot write
about the Nazi extermination camps because he did not experience them, nor about his
“crushed, annihilated” childhood because, “except for a few minor details,” Jewish children
like him “all have the same story to tell.” He calls this state “being dispossessed of one’s
biography.” All of Cohen’s books revolve around this notion, although it is never stated
forthrightly—a restraint that has its own literary, philosophical, and personal implications, and that, moreover, produces a troubling cumulative effect on the reader. Many of
his anecdotes, vignettes, and succinct descriptions suddenly haunt, even shock, once one
has grasped their connections with this theme. Cohen’s recent collection of instructive
“facts,” Faits: Lecture courante à l’usage des grands débutants (2002), extends his purview
to the ways “biographies are dispossessed” by barbaric economic practices on a global
scale (as this book goes to press, a sequel—Faits, II—has appeared).
It is in this context that his delicate and moving memoir, In Search of A Lost Ladino:
Letter to Antonio Saura, must be read. As the poet and art critic Raphael Rubinstein ex© 2009 by Transaction Publishers. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.
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plains in his sensitive and probing introduction, this melancholy yet also gently humorous
book—the original appeared in Madrid in 1985—is unique in Cohen’s oeuvre because it
was “composed in Judeo-Spanish, a language [that the author] heard all around him as a
child, but never spoke” in the Parisian suburb of Asnières where he first grew up. This
linguistic choice results from no whim, and Cohen’s feat is not only impressive stylistically, but also thought-provoking and, once again, moving. For other Jewish writers and
poets—Paul Celan, Edmond Jabès, Piotr Rawicz, Ghérasim Luca, Elias Canetti, Franz
Kafka—the choice of a literary language was equally difficult, sometimes boldly unnatural; it was intimately and at times uneasily related to their Jewish heritage and quotidian,
their mother tongue (literally speaking), their autobiographical (or anti-autobiographical)
intentions, and their overall existential outlook, inasmuch as their deepest philosophical
intuitions posited language as the fundamental ingredient in our perception of the world.
“The mother tongue,” reflects Cohen, “that’s what we called what we spoke at home.
Will this mother ever die, Antonio? [. . .] How could we imagine that we could one day
become mousafires [‘foreigners’ or ‘visitors’ in Turkish] to ourselves in our own tongue?”
Like Yiddish, Judeo-Spanish is in its “death agony,” observes Cohen. “Agonizing in my
language,” he later specifies, “I let the mousafires express themselves while I write at their
dictation. It’s they who write, they who read me.”
Cohen is thus as speculatively introspective as he is autobiographically factual, a narrative approach that contrasts with the (sometimes) fictionally imagined first-person
and (sometimes) cryptically personal third-person viewpoints that he uses elsewhere.
But these twenty-five finely crafted prose texts, which form a letter to his close friend,
the Spanish painter Antonio Saura (1930–1998), are autobiographical in other original
ways (Cohen has also written five articles about Saura’s painting; they are collected in
Quelques faces visibles du silence, 2000). The impetus for writing the letters was the author’s
eerie impression that he already knew the real subjects behind his friend’s “imaginary
portraits,” many of which are half-abstract, half-figurative mask-like faces or totem-like
bodies (the elegant, bilingual, Ibis Editions volume reproduces drawings that Saura made
for the author). Cohen senses that the portraits go back to the Spain of his Sephardic
ancestors, who were among the approximately two hundred thousand Jews driven out
of the country in 1492, many of whom subsequently settled in Greece and Turkey. As
Cohen examines the portraits, he feels Judeo-Spanish welling up inside him; “Strange,
Antonio,” he writes, “to speak to you for the first time in the name of the Sephardic Jew
that I am, and also for the last time. In my bedroom, I close my eyes, lie in wait for the
words of the past, feel them come back to me, little by little, flush them out as if with a
fener [‘lantern’ in Turkish], and know that in these words there is no room for lying: it’s
in the music of these words that I feel most myself.” It is thus through an absence, an
emptiness, a lack, that the author—with his “dispossessed biography”—becomes present to himself, as it were. He can re-possess himself, briefly, only by closing his eyes, by
sinking down into the abysmal ancestral past, by groping here and there, and then by
restoring, through writing, a few recovered details—words at once foreign and familiar,
and what they struggle to designate—to an irreparable loss. The reader will meditate
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long on this sobering truth, for it pertains—I would argue—to many of us who are not
of Cohen’s specific background.
The original title, Letras a un pintor ke kreya azer retratos imaginarios, is in the plural
and literally means “Letters to a painter who believes he makes imaginary portraits.” At
one point, Cohen teases his friend about them: “‘Imaginary portraits,’ you call the faces
that proliferate in your paintings. I don’t think for even a moment that they are. For me,
the ‘imaginary’ is simply what we have forgotten.” Cohen remarks that artists’ “memories
are sometimes so vast that their works draw on knowledge they don’t even know they
possess. Jews are just the same: they’ve seen everything, or almost.”
Snapshot-like fragments accordingly capture daily scenes set long ago in Istanbul, Toledo, and Salonica, as well as the writer’s “aunt and uncle’s little house on the outskirts
of Paris, [where] you’d find David-the-Good in his long underwear with two or three day’s
growth of beard, smoking his first cigarette in front of the window” and then carrying on
“with another song from the fifteenth century” (whose lyrics Cohen cites). There can be
no continuity in such reminiscence, and filling in the many empty narrative spaces with
fiction or erudition would have destroyed the engaging genuineness of his approach, let
alone its claim to a certain kind of truth about memory and the destruction of identity.
Djudyo, as Judeo-Spanish is also called, acquired many terms from Greek and Turkish
after the forced exile of the Sephardic Jews, and Rubinstein’s fluid and touching English
translation—which is based on Cohen’s 1997 French version—retains the Turkish words
that Cohen naturally employs.
In Search of a Lost Ladino can be read alongside Michal Glowinski’s memoir The Black
Seasons, which has been translated by Marci Shore. Born in 1934, Glowinski, who is a
well-known Polish literary critic, suffered through the same “crushed, annihilated” childhood as did Marcel Cohen. Interned in the Warsaw ghetto, the boy and his family escaped
certain death in early January, 1943, thanks to a German soldier who, because his clients
were not “too Jewish-looking,” accepted money and sneaked them out in a car. After
this miraculous escape, which might well have been a trap but was not, the boy and his
parents hid out in various places, mostly separately; there were close calls; a particularly
gripping scene takes place in a pastry shop, where the boy has to wait for a few minutes
before being escorted to another hideout.
Glowinski’s goal is not to chronicle his survival in any continuous manner. Acknowledging great gaps in his memory, he proceeds in fragments, each of them being, he declares,
“a relation of an experience, emerging from flashes of memory, neither embracing the
entirety of events nor encompassing all of [his] life and the history of how [he] survived.”
He concentrates only on what he remembers, adds “I don’t know” whenever he no longer
remembers, and refuses to fill out his tale with “fiction, conjectures, and . . . information
drawn from other sources.” This tale of how his book is composed—the tale of his memory
in the aftermath of the Shoah—is also part of the story. It is essentially “the same story,”
as Cohen puts it, that all such Jewish children have to tell, but here, too, is a particularly
compelling authenticity.
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winged instrument, detail
Trombone case, trombone parts, sheet music, box nails
Fundraiser project for the Missouri Theatre, Columbia, Missouri
Created in collaboration with Chris Teeter, Sculptor
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White
Not a simple question.
The foam of the sea is white,
gypsum scowling the hillside,
the sun-bleached bones of crows.
White is neither yes nor no.
Look at this cat blinking sleepily.
Neither absence nor presence.
Look at the rim of your thumbnail.
White cares nothing for purity
but will stand guard at the graveyard
with its library of stone books,
moon with its hooks in the tide.
White is not kind.
Look at the cotton opening its seed.
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AGITATION: rain iii
What a string of rain. What a strangled cord of kite. What a noose.
We tried to leash them, then pushed them into the air. We watched in flight
the momentary life give way to brilliant violet storm till it drag-tailed
the dirt, skulked thin and worn. How to return the verve, how to lend
it substance? Make it a cur and frame its bones with fur.
Make it a root, lay it horizontal under earth. Or ditch it to sand and let the winds pile.
To think about the billowing sails dependent on their ropes, the billowing cloth
slack as his chest after they pumped bad air through repeatedly, left him
there without his own accord, a snarl of fuses, ligaments, and veins.
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All Shadows. Then the Light
Lay our bodies out
like ferns unfisting.
Unlock our limbs on gray
November grass.
Leaf-cut light
simmers on your lips, light
crawls on its belly toward me.
I palm the old silence onto your face.
Words can wait for us.
We are breathless as divers
shouldering the ocean and sky.
We learned this when
we were small:
put your hands to my chest,
mine to yours,
and let the rhythm of us pour out
like a river flooding low-lying land,
our currents colliding.
Then a voice in the stark noon
that pulls in all shadows.
Then the light, dry
and weightless, drowns.
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Cello (Strings for Bones)
for Valerie
A. This is the morning crow
and mating call of friction,
the cry of matchsticks rutting:
		
		
		

percussive scrape
of rosined hair
gone skidding crosswise

down the strings too near the bridge,
a suicide who lost her nerve
.
D. Rubber screeches pavement
at gasping angles, an awkward
coupling before the crash
		
		
		

that never comes:
suppressed too late,
a nervous giggle

smothered at the funeral,
a strangled scream in miniature
.
G. Guttural yelp of the mastiff
corrected by choke chain,
its protest cut short—
		
the clearing of
		
a throat that snaps
		
the silence in a
waiting room that holds its breath;
disruption of a steady pulse
.
C. And this is the roar of a world
as it halts on its axis, the crush
of earth unto itself:
		
		
		

a din transcribed
by seismograph
at epicenter,

absent voice to echo growls
of wounded, grinding continents
.
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The Sonnet as Political Form in Geoffrey Hill’s “An Apology
for the Revival of Christian Architecture in England”
Geoffrey Hill might be best known for his long poetic sequence Mercian Hymns (1971)
which inserts an Anglo-Saxon king—Offa—into present day scenarios.1 Hill’s engagement
with Anglo-Saxon history was presaged early in the twentieth century when Ezra Pound
memorably argued that Old English literature is an “indigenous art” for England (34).
Anglo-Saxon poetics are essential to Hill’s poem, which focuses on the uses of English
history. Significantly, Hill utilizes the prose poem, a form that reflects Anglo-Saxon scribes’
practice of writing poems from margin to margin in manuscript, without the lineation we
expect today. But Hill’s approach in Mercian Hymns suggests a resistance to the uncritical appropriation of Anglo-Saxon origins evident in writers such as Pound who peer into
the past to divine the literary and national origins of the modern British nation.2 This is
a process Hill resists by extensive use of anachronisms that emphasize the discordances
that occur when the deep past of England is juxtaposed with its present.
Despite the popularity of Mercian Hymns, Hill’s volume to follow, Tenebrae (1978), has
been celebrated by critics such as Vincent Sherry who claims the book likely contains Hill’s
“most masterfully crafted verse” (157). Henry Hart notes that Tenebrae “commemorates
Christ’s Passion” (193) and indeed Christian themes have proliferated throughout Hill’s
career, up to his most recent books, such as The Orchards of Syon (2002). William Logan
points out, however, that “the three religious sequences in Tenebrae are cast in idioms of
the counterfeit antique, of chemical patina applied like paste” and thus implies the book
is anything but uncomplicated in its depiction of Christianity. In this way, Logan hints
at the ambivalences and tensions that mark Hill’s work. David Perkins picks up on this
aspect of Hill’s poetry and observes that his “lines typically embody an intense, complicated self-conflict, and knot into unresolvable ambivalence” (463).3
Aside from its emphasis on religion, Tenebrae also engages political themes, although
Sherry is correct that Hill appears to have learned from the mistakes of his literary precursors Yeats and Pound and hesitates to be politically strident in Tenebrae (as is also the
case in Mercian Hymns) (157). Nevertheless, one of the outstanding poems of Tenebrae,
“An Apology for the Revival of Christian Architecture in England,” is often overlooked
in discussions of Hill’s work. This poem is overtly political in that it assesses England’s
woes caused by an inflated vision of the country’s place in the world. E. M. Knottenbelt
argues that in this poem “Hill attempts to grasp the central ambiguity of Victorian England’s preoccupation with the past, that ‘muddled dreaming’ retraceable in the tangible
remains, for instance, in the architecture, but especially in the writing, of the period” (236).
Thus “An Apology” is a backward glance, as was Mercian Hymns before it; however, the
view into the past in “An Apology” is not so deep, but rather to the period immediately
preceding Hill’s own: the nineteenth century. I would argue that the temporal proximity
of this approach allows Hill to address the current problems of his homeland in a more
clearly articulated way than evoking medieval culture had provided in Mercian Hymns.
Indeed, of central importance is the sequence’s examination of colonial history, fo-
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cused through the lens of British involvement in India. While Mercian Hymns before “An
Apology” had dealt obliquely with the question of cultural aggression—as the English
King Offa historically sought to control as much of the English landscape as he could—
and in the sequence itself he is presented as intensely hegemonic, “An Apology” deals
with the theme more directly by speaking of the recent past of the crumbling empire. If
modernism is seen as an aftereffect of empire, as critics have suggested in recent years,
Hill’s postmodernism in “Apology” evaluates the society that remains and looks for its
historical causes.4 This proves to be an evaluation full of tensions and ambivalences, but
in the end the poem presents a dim view of recent English history.
Aside from content, there is also the issue of form in “Apology.” If Mercian Hymns
mimetically reflected its subject by adopting a form that recalls Anglo-Saxon verse in
manuscript, “An Apology,” too, needed a form that would better reflect its subject. The
solution for Hill is to compose the sequence as a series of thirteen sonnets, a process that
required six years to complete. The number thirteen is typically viewed as an unlucky
number, of course, and in his selection of this number Hill suggests the doomed fate of
the English empire. In Hill’s hands, the sonnet takes on political significance, at once
both an expression of English tradition5 (in that it had been employed by the great English
poets such as Shakespeare and Keats), but also an awareness that the form comes from
somewhere else. The sequence begins with a poem that alludes to Shakespeare (“Quaint
Mazes”); the second sonnet is written in imitation of another poet (L. L. de Argensola); and
the third poem borrows its title from Keats (“Who Are These Coming to the Sacrifice?”).
The style, as with much of Hill’s poetry, is thus eclectically allusive. Critics have compared
Hill’s poetry with T.S. Eliot’s because of this quality, among others (Day; Logan).
At the heart of the sequence is a series titled “A Short History of British India.” Jonathan Bolton points out that this subsection likely was inspired by Hill’s own trip to India
(295). These poems take a penetrating look at the British occupation of India, focusing
on postcolonial issues such as the social injustices Britain inflicted on India and the way
Indians failed to achieve a voice of their own while under British rule. “An Apology” ends
with Hill taking stock of the nation itself, decrying the imperialist policies of his homeland.
What I would like to emphasize is that these political concerns all take place within the
sonnet form, a form borrowed from the Italian, a form not native to English. Through
this process, Hill illustrates how British literary history can acknowledge its borrowings
and its relation to other cultures, thereby expressing an attitude of mutual respect that
might have better served England in the world at large.
Postcolonial approaches in literature have recently undergone reevaluation, even while it
is becoming more and more common for departments of English to hire scholars steeped
in postcolonial theory to fill out their faculty, as well as the fact that publication of journals
and book series devoted to study of the postcolonial condition persist. In a recent issue of
the PMLA, the current relevance of postcolonial studies is debated.6 Whether or not one
sees the demise of postcolonial studies on the horizon, or perhaps already past us, I would
like to suggest that Hill’s poem offers a clear example of a poet anticipating the teachings
of postcolonial theory before they had been codified as such by theorists.7 In Hill’s poem
we find a perspective similar to what Sunil Agnani articulates: “Postcolonial theory is not
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premised on the prophecy of the imminent decline of empire as such. Rather it is constituted as a response to or critique of empire’s existence” (Yaeger 638). Hill is similarly not
troubled with the ending of empire but with the possibility that imperial ambitions continue
to weigh down England. This perspective can be applied to the present world order where,
given the entrenchment of the U.S. in Afghanistan and Iraq, fears about the persistence
of empire abound, as the members of the PMLA roundtable are quick to point out (634).
Hill’s title announces the motif of architecture which informs the poem. Architecture
works as a metaphor in the poem, relating to the structures and edifices a society constructs,
as well as a reference to the architecture of the poem itself. Architecture can be seen as the
ideological way a society chooses to present itself, but it also records the influence of one
group of people on another. Bolton points out that Pugin’s tract from which Hill takes his
title serves to attack the incoming foreign styles of architecture that Pugin feels comprise
indigenous forms of building (290–91). Hill does not entertain so pejorative a view of the
intermingling of cultures except when it becomes a matter of one culture imposing its
will on another. In this way architecture reflects the larger concerns of Hill’s sequence in
its emphasis on political relations. As mentioned, the “architecture” of the poem is the
modified sonnet sequence. Upon it, Hill is able to graft his postcolonial concerns, so that
the effect is like seeing one culture’s impact upon another on the façade of a building. The
“Christian” aspect of the title introduces the theme of religion which permeates so much
of Hill’s work (including the book’s title) and proves ironic in light of the uncharitable
ways in which the English are shown to handle the people of India in the poem.
For a sample of Hill’s use of the sonnet, let us look at the first of the poems, “Quaint
Mazes,” which follows epigraphs by Disraeli and Coleridge. The poem reads,
And, after all, it is to them we return.
Their triumph is to rise and be our hosts:
lords of unquiet or of quiet sojourn,
those muddy-hued and midge-tormented ghosts.
On blustery lilac-bush and terrace-urn
bedaubed with bloom Linnean pentecosts
put their pronged light; the chilly fountains burn.
Religion of the heart, with trysts and quests
and pangs of consolation, its hawk’s hood
twitched off for sweet carnality, again
rejoices in old hymns of servitude,
haunting the sacred well, the hidden shrine.
It is the ravage of the heron wood;
it is the rood blazing upon the green. (140)
Here we see the version of the sonnet used by Hill: four stanzas, the first two in quatrains
and the final two composed of tercets, in this case rhymed abab abab cdc dcd, recalling
more the Petrarchan sonnet than the Shakespearian, which carries a final couplet. Hill’s
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religious themes are readily apparent (“pentecost”; “the rood”), as is the mood that pervades the poem: the “ghosts” to whom we “return” are the subject of this introductory
section and establish a relationship with the past that “haunts” the sequence. The end
rhymes are revealing: the “ghosts” are our “hosts”; our nostalgic8 “return” to them provides our “sojourn.” England’s attachment to its past is thereby highlighted and the poet’s
own methodology is considered as he simultaneously critiques but also engages English
history. The view of English history in “Apology” is the recent colonial past, but through
this view Hill looks to the roots of English culture and in this way “An Apology” and
Mercian Hymns work together to explore the problems of English history.9 Starting the
poem on a conjunction (“And”) gives the impression we are coming in midway through
an argument already in progress and introduces the disjunctive approach Hill will adopt
throughout the sequence, as the densely-packed lines often require some prying before
we are able get inside and gain meaning.
Later in the sequence, in a section titled “The Laurel Axe,” Hill is more straightforward
with his assessment of the culture.10 He writes of “Platonic England, house of solitudes,”
which he notes:
rests in its laurels and its injured stone,
replete with complex fortunes that are gone,
beset by dynasties of moods and clouds.
It stands, as though at ease with its own world,
the mannerly extortions, languid praise,
all that devotion long since bought and sold (148)
We find an image of post-imperial England here, with its “complex fortunes” gone, standing “as though at ease with its own world,” but clearly diminished by its approach to foreign
policy. The country now “rests”, no longer the active entity it once was, but rather a retiring
nation that has apparently lost its many opportunities. The “devotion” has been tainted
by “the mannerly extortions,” by “languid praise.” The season of the year announced at
the poem’s beginning—“Autumn”—indicates that the country “rests” in that time before
its darkest hour, its coming winter (148). If there is some hope to be found, it may be that
winter is always followed by spring and thus the country may yet be revived after a long
period of reckoning with its mistakes. Hill employs a different pattern for rhyme than
the first example, with an abba abba cdc def scheme in “The Laurel Axe.” The rhyme pattern continues to shift over the course of the sequence so that the poems never fall into a
comfortable rhythm that might lull the reader, causing him or her to fail to pay attention
to the problems with English society that Hill explores, although the pattern illustrated
in “The Laurel Axe” is one that is echoed in many sections. As seen in this extract, Hill
often employs slant or visual rhymes (as with “sold” and “world”), producing more of a
hint of form than a slavish evocation of past poetics. In short, the sonnet as a poetic medium continues to evolve in Hill’s hands.
Part of the reason for the diminished image of England is what emerges in the middle
of the sequence: Britain’s imperial motivations in India. As Edward W. Said points out,
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“Partly because of empire, all cultures are involved in one another; none is single and
pure, all are hybrid, heterogeneous, extraordinarily differentiated, and unmonolithic”
(xxv). So too does Hill’s poem both discuss the interconnection of cultures, specifically
Britain and India, while it captures a sense of cultural transmission as Hill’s thoughts
are cast in a foreign poetic form, not an “indigenous” poetics such as Pound found in
Old English literature. Sonnets 4, 5, and 6 are the poems that focus specifically on India.
Early in this section, Hill ironically quips, “Destiny is the great thing,” and continues,
Our law-books overrule the emperors.
The mango is the bride-bed of light. Spring
jostles the flame-tree. But new mandates bring
new images of faith, good subahdars!

Lugging the earth, the oxen bow their heads.
The alien conscience of our days is lost
among the ruins and on endless roads. (144)
The “good subahdars” Hill mentions are named in the next poem: “Malcolm and Frere,
Colebrooke and Elphinstone” (145). Bolton points out that, however mistaken, these figures
were well intentioned—but we might, nevertheless, note they reflect the forced influence
of Britain on India (297). In “good subahdars” we detect irony, an expression of the arrogance of British involvement in India, even if the modifier “good” can also be read to
register ambivalence about the work of the Englishmen. The poem presents a complex
evaluation of colonial history. Nevertheless, “An Apology” can be seen to reinforce the
findings of Allen J. Frantzen in his study of the history of Anglo-Saxon scholarship, Desire for Origins. Frantzen builds off the work of Said and emphasizes that “a central characteristic of Orientalism” is “an acute consciousness of the superiority of Anglo-Saxon
heritage without which the stereotypical British view of India would have been inconceivable” (28). By Hill’s time, this sense of “superiority” has ebbed away and only regret for
the ill-chosen tactics of his predecessors is felt. His sequence might be taken, then, as an
attempt to come to grips with that burden of historical and cultural inheritance which is
England’s singular legacy.
Given its range of references, “An Apology” covers more ground than one might expect from only thirteen fourteen-line poems. In section 11, Hill gestures toward the epic
dimensions of the poem by titling the section after Tennyson’s self-consciously created
national epic, Idylls of the King. Given this connection, it may not be surprising that Hill’s
poetry in “An Apology” has been compared to Tennyson’s (Logan). The images present
in “An Apology” are not celebratory of English culture, but rather cast in the mood of the
other poems: “Idylls” begins, “The pigeon purrs in the wood” but we learn “the wood has
gone” (150). Ultimately, we find “Weightless magnificence upholds the past” and “the dove
takes flight . . . plunges its wings into the green twilight // above this long-sought and
forsaken ground, / the half-built ruins of the new estate” (150). The connection established
earlier between the English nation and the “injured stone,” from which it has been built,
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is plain to view again. If, as was noted earlier, one thinks of the motif of architecture here
as a symbol of culture, then the damaged architecture reflects the compromised status of
the nation. However, these “ruins” might be viewed optimistically as they can be seen to
represent the deterioration of a society built on the riches of the colonial enterprise and
thus signal an opportunity to rebuild a better culture.
One thinks also of the linguistic strata of the poem as representative of its political
concerns. Homi Bhabha offers a strategy of looking at the “nation as a form of narrative”.
He argues that “To encounter the nation as it is written displays a temporality of culture
and social consciousness more in tune with the partial, overdetermined process by which
textual meaning is produced through the articulation of difference in language” (Bhabha’s
emphasis 2). If we imagine Hill producing a narrative in “An Apology,” it is one which
reflects Bhabha’s sense that the nation is linguistically produced, one which analyzes
particular modes of thinking that reflect institutions of cultural power. In this way we
can see Bhabha refining the definition of nation that Benedict Anderson puts across, in
which the modern nation is figured as a result of capitalism and print culture, and thus
is a relatively recent invention (46). To look back to Hill’s poem, it is the language that
builds the nation—“half-built ruin,” “twilight,” “weightless magnificence”—that narrates
the empty (“weightless”) and incomplete (“half-built”) nature of the nation itself.
The sequence ends by taking a last look at the state of England. Sherry notes that this
final poem is a revision of a popular carol (162). Here, Hill writes:
So to celebrate that kingdom: it grows
greener in winter, essence of the year;
the apple-branches musty with green fur.
In the viridian darkness of its yews
it is an enclave of perpetual vows
broken in time. Its truth shows disrepair,
disfigured shrines . . .

In grange and cottage girls rise from their beds
by candlelight and mend their ruined braids.
Touched by the cry of the iconoclast,
how the rose-window blossoms with the sun! (152)
The “celebration” announced in the first line of this excerpt is clearly ironical given the
poem’s revelation that the “kingdom” is “an enclave of perpetual vows / broken in time.”
Despite the fact that “its truth shows disrepair,” the final image of the sun illuminating the
rose-window suggests some degree of hope, as does the “mending” of the “braids” of the
“cottage girls.” Winter, too, perhaps surprisingly appears a positive force as the kingdom
grows “greener.” Collectively, these images can be interpreted to offer a more optimistic
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perspective on the “kingdom.” Still, it is hard to overlook the “iconoclast” who threatens
violence to the “blossoming” rose-window. The architecture of Christianity announced
in the poem’s title finds its expression here. In these conflicting images, we identify the
ambivalence David Perkins sees pervading Hill’s verse, as religion seems not only to offer promise of renewal or regeneration, but also to inspire zealousness that can lead to
violence or the oppression of one people by another.
In thinking on the consequence of Hill’s poem, one could view it in the context of literary responses of poets raised in postcolonial conditions. Derek Walcott’s Omeros (1990),
for example, is an interesting poem to consider in relation to Hill’s sonnet sequence.
Walcott looks at the impact of European colonialism on St. Lucia in a text that gestures
to Western conventions by utilizing characters drawn from Homer’s Iliad, as well as a
form which mimics the terza rima of Dante. In this way, Walcott literally rewrites Western
literature from a postcolonial perspective. The form of the long poem, then, continues to
be of importance in the later half of the century, but unlike the major works that dominated the first half of the century—“The Waste Land” and The Cantos in particular—the
interest is in representing a fractured postcolonial existence, not the general deterioration
of European society as Eliot’s and Pound’s poems explore. Walcott and Hill together look
at the impact of imperialism, but from different perspectives: Walcott from the point of
view of a native St. Lucian who, as he says in his short poem “A Far Cry from Africa,” is
divided by his allegiance to his African roots and to “the English tongue I love”; Hill from
the vantage-point of a native Englishman who ruefully recounts the effects of his culture
on others’ (18). In both cases, we see how poetic form reflects content and how the long
poetic work proves fertile ground for engaging one’s culture and its intersection with other
cultures. We have, to borrow Said’s words, truly “hybrid, heterogeneous, extraordinarily
differentiated, and unmonolithic” works in the poems of Walcott and Hill, reflecting the
heightened concern with political identities that marked the twentieth century as it drew
to a close.
Among postwar poets, Hill is joined perhaps most notably by John Berryman (Sonnets, 1968), Robert Lowell (especially History, 1973), and Marilyn Hacker (Love, Death,
and the Changing of the Seasons, 1986) in writing sonnet sequences. The sonnet sequence offers an alternative to the less structured long poem, which is often viewed
as proceeding from Whitman’s “Song of Myself.”11 In Hill’s use (as with Lowell’s), we
see how the sonnet has evolved from a medium of erotic or romantic love in early use
to a mouthpiece for political or historical commentary. The sonnet is, as I have said, a
borrowed form, a form that has been reworked and made into an English medium by
generations of poets. Nevertheless, the borrowed nature of the form cannot be forgotten, and the form reflects the poem’s content, which focuses on England’s involvement
in world affairs. We find in Hill a poet forcing us to recognize the interplay of form
and content in poetry, and a suggestion that if England could have allowed its political
policy to follow its literary one—namely, that it could learn from others rather than
impose its will upon them—the country may not have suffered the compromised status
it possesses, in the view of “An Apology,” today.
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notes
1. The Norton Anthology of Modern and Contemporary Poetry, for example, devotes ten pages to Hill’s work,
five of which are reserved for Mercian Hymns (“An Apology” is not represented).
2. See the fourth chapter of my Search for Origins in the Twentieth-Century Long Poem for an analysis of
this quality in Hill’s work.
3. See Bolton (287–88) and Roberts (153) for brief summaries of the critical controversy surrounding Hill’s
work. Of special note, and cited by both Bolton and Ross, is Tom Paulin’s memorable objection to
Hill’s “kitsch feudalism” (qtd. in Roberts 153). To my way of thinking, it is precisely Hill’s desire to see
the past through contemporary eyes—ones attuned to contemporary culture’s relationship to the past
in the form of kitsch—that informs “An Apology” to some degree, but is especially present in Mercian
Hymns. In fact, I would argue it is a measure of Hill’s strength as a poet that he seeks to assess the
present and the past through such a self-reflexive strategy.
4. See Booth and Rigby.
5. Roberts puts it this way: “Hill . . . is indeed using the sonnet sequence partly for the sort of pastiche effect that I have described: as a way of inhabiting, linguistically and imaginatively, the cultural landscape
of Victorian England, while simultaneously measuring something of our distance from it” (158).
6. Members of the roundtable seem to agree that the term is problematic, but whether or not the project
of postcolonial studies has been achieved appears to be open to debate. If one follows the suggestion
of Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin in their now-classic Post-Colonial Studies Reader that instead of “postcolonial” meaning “after-Independence” for colonies it implies “a continuing process of resistance and
reconstruction,” then the efficacy of postcolonial studies cannot be said to be so definitive in ending
(2).
7. It is worth noting that the book “An Apology” is drawn from, Tenebrae, was published the same year
as what many see as the foundational text for postcolonial studies, Edward Said’s Orientalism. Both
appeared in 1978.
8. Roberts notes that “An Apology” has often been read as “a study of cultural nostalgia” that includes
“elements of both celebration and critique in relation to the idea of ‘Platonic old England’” (157). However, I feel any “celebration” one finds in Hill’s poem is significantly overshadowed by the “critique.”
Gervais discusses the idea of nostalgia in Hill as well; see especially pages 56–58 of his essay “HomeMade Englands.”
9. Knottenbelt makes a similar point when she writes, “[The sonnets of ‘An Apology’] are not so much a
reaction or qualification as a complement to [the] Hymns. There Hill’s concern had been with his more
personal roots; here, with an attempt to define his sense of poetry as a witness to his roots as an English
poet. Both point towards and name origins, and show how he is marked by his past” (246–47). As I
have argued elsewhere, however, in my view “An Apology” is less focused on the status of the speaker,
as suggested by Knottenbelt, and rather is invested in larger social concerns (115–116).
10. See Horner and Lindop for a brief analysis of the title of this sonnet.
11. See Gardner for an assessment of Whitman’s influence on the genre, as well as Walker.
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exhibit a.

Gravity won’t touch them, sees their smoke and cobwebs
coming and crosses the street, avoiding eye contact.
With my spine pulled hard to this cold and canted floor,
eyes shut against the turning, I should not feel your
anachronistic weight condensing falsely familiar,
solid upon ribs and pelvis, unlikeliest legs squeezing
these credulous hips tightly to force a recollection of
your scent, a chimerical reflex from a long time never.

exhibit b.

They are quiet as an awkward pause, as the held breath
before the gunshot. False are Hamlet and Marley, false
the garrulous shades that authors invent, forcing sounds
up puppet throats to drown out the resounding silence
of those who truly haunt, lips rusted shut, with
the terror of white noise dialed to zero. But you
I hear: obliterating my secret face, drop by
acid drop, with words that burn from lack of malice.

exhibit c.

They are made of midwinter, cohering but barely
by that same palsied hand that rattles careless mist
into ordered structures of spun sugar and bitter math,
rime on paralytic limbs like nimble moss on a corpse,
a bad practical joke caught in the slowest eye-blink.
You are bound instead by warmth, invisibly red,
your blistering absence peeling back layers with heat
times ten, needles buried, sand into rivers of glass.

exhibit d.

Above all, they are echoes of the dead, silenced voices
pacing empty hallways. But here and now, I feel your
cadence flutter beneath my cheek, the rhythmic crush
of eager fluid down dark and mythic tributaries,
every thrust an unanswered riddle. This is proof
of life, removed but unended: proof that you haunt me
too soon. Though I am not the one who quickens it,
there is nothing so incontestable as a pulse.
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Night of the Dulcimer
for the jailbirds of The Black Horse Prison, Tripoli
The dulcimer player conjures a rankled sea.
Seven years like a torn boot tossed overboard.
Ten years thunk like a rusty anchor,
like an empty bucket of paint.
He calls the octopus from its hiding,
waves millions of jellyfish into shore.

Sad pains ring the dulcimer’s sad pains,
the cracked skull, the whipped feet
and the little toe popping off,
the bottle the captive forced to sit upon.
Cigarette burns like sea lice flecking off
a beached whale fall off the dulcimer player,
his nails eking sky out of metal, a herd
of sparks hurtling, igniting into flame.

The dulcimer riles the stingray into frenzy.
They sweep the seabed frothing clouds of chalk.
Five years off my shoulder rattle here,
the milk teeth of my misery about to fall,
my burned books, the wife in the balcony
contemplating suicide, contemplating adultery,
and the shamed child hopeless of the prisoner’s return.
Moonshine in our glasses; “drink! drink!”
the dulcimer player sings.

We’re naked now like arrows in flight, lustful
for the lover and the grape stains on her cheeks,
the beloved of insidious plans, of ambiguous wishes,
more naked than a wing in the scandal of sky.
The dulcimer player tosses sea urchins at our feet,
the sea’s bitter apples roll about our feet.
The coral tenacious, assembles, growing
sugar grain by sugar grain. An idea stands
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bright and clear, a light tipping the scales in our favor
and we cheer the new seed, the mating,
mother of pearl trembling on the slick dark face
of brine, the sails’ longing writhing to the wind’s lash.

Now the dulcimer calls on marshland and swamp,
dives into mossy gullets, grabbing melody
from watery throats. He fills the room with the scent
of trees and amber, pricks the roof with rain
and the smoke of squatters’ huts, smoke of charcoal
makers, the scent of fugitives, star shadow, nets of algae
fine as silk fuzz, the bubble of its plankton, the wet fur
of its weed crowding our vision, undrowning us, the reeds
brushing salt off our feathers, the sun breaking into
shards covering the waves with the sand of its sleep.

Dulcimer plucked by bird beaks and snake fangs,
by distance between nerve cell and the sting of pain,
we declare you our law, arrow and quill, the sea
now nimble, supple, adhering to our oars’ syntax,
our chant traveling through straits like a smuggler,
loosening the continents’ choke hold, our hearts
unchaining calcified sighs, undetaining the vanished
dreamer, appearing the living soul disappeared.
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I am a Boy of a Small Frog
and the high plains of Montana do not calculate. I have come to the canyon instead—
the inverse of steppe. This cramped river bordered by willows. In my pocket, I carry
a leaf of stationery from my daughter who has disappeared. I mean that my daughter
has run away. As in, poof. There is magic yet, I must insist. But at my age, magic is
premised on fear and not wonderment. And though, perhaps, I am overstating this:
I am afraid. Specifically, I am afraid of losing my daughter. The stationery she sent
me was printed in Korea. “When do you feel happiness?” the stationery asks. “The
weather is fortunate on good Sunday.” There is a smiling frog on the envelope and
a yellow duckling above the word “stamp.” There is no return address, though the
cancellation suggests that my daughter is in the region. The stationery was despicably cute or egregiously kitschy, and my daughter well knew this. In bold letters, she
wrote: “Papa, go home. I’m fine ” (my daughter, like myself, is prone to impulse and
exaggeration—bold and italicized. And now, I’m living out of my car). Still, I am wise
enough not to be fooled by a teenager’s sense of home. I suspected that my daughter was staying with Bio-Mom, my ex—as in, my was, a former narrative arc. A story
without an ending. Or, more appropriately (as anyone who’s divorced knows), a story
without end.
In the river, I am in my element. Cliffs rise. Sputtering caddisfly hatch. I am waiting
for a rainbow to take the bait. As any fisherman knows, the narrative continues despite
the fish. I angled elk caddis, olive caddis, sparkle pupa. I tried a dropped emerger. A
dropped copper john. Nothing. And beyond this moment, the high plains of Montana.
And beyond that, barbed wire clotted with elk hair like remorse. With enough distance,
everything becomes small.
There is a bar in Great Falls, Montana, called the Sip ’n’ Dip that adjoins a hotel with a
swimming pool. In the darkened bar, there is a large, ice-blue window that looks into
the water. On this weekend, there is a mermaid swimming above me in the light. She
blows kisses. Her hair lifts like seaweed. A stranger sat beside me last night and said,
“Call me the Bearded Lady.” She was unbearably sad. I tried to cheer her up: “Call
me anything but the Ringmaster.” I did not ask about her sadness, and she didn’t ask
about my servitude. The stranger pointed at a woman laughing in a corner booth. “See
that woman?”
I nodded.
“That’s my sister.”
I asked, “What’s her circus?”
The stranger pointed to a woman playing an organ. “That’s my mother,” she said.
“Everyone loves her.”
Then she pointed to the mermaid behind the glass. The mermaid was holding a sign
to the bar window. The sign read, “Underwater bliss.” The mermaid was smiling. In
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Montana, her hair lifted like seaweed. The mermaid blew a bubbly kiss and swam
swiftly to the surface. The stranger said, “That’s me.”
I want to kiss the mermaid, but I must be on my way. In the infinite darkness above
me, I hear a nighthawk. I am still waiting to hear from my daughter. These words are
printed on the stationery that she—my beautiful runaway—sent me: “I am a boy of a
small frog,” the stationery says. And “It is very loved to play by water.”
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Jane Byrne Discusses Edward Hopper’s Nighthawks
With Her New Neighbors, Cabrini-Green, 1981
My father used to say that he was the man you could only see from behind, the man sitting alone on one end of the counter in the gray suit. He told me he never knew anyone
was capturing him, finishing his coffee and reading the late edition, waiting to make his
move. It must have been 10 or 11 at night, he said, because that’s the time Phillies became
his haunt. My father was never home at night, and when he was, could never sleep, so it
all made sense to me. I was young. I believed him. The next part was harder to swallow,
but it was my favorite part, so I never let on I doubted him in any way. After my father
told me he was the man you could only see from behind, waiting to make his move, he
explained that the redhead in the red dress, sitting next to the guy in the blue suit, was
my mother, that the night Hopper was inspired by this scene was the night they met
and fell in love. Right after Hopper took the visual snapshot of my father from across
the street, the artist must have left, because moments later my father would rise, walk
around the counter, and ask my mother if she’d marry him. Right there, never meeting
her before, right in front of this other guy. “I wish Hopper would’ve stuck around to see
that young man deck me,” my father said, not to mention when she said yes. But Dad
was happy enough to be immortalized just prior to the most crucial moment of his life,
if not at the exact moment. Years later, when I realized the timing was off, that Hopper
painted Nighthawks in 1942, me already 8, my parents well beyond romantic destiny, I
never brought it up to him, even when he told the story again and again. I was older, but
he was still my father, and I still believed him, every word he said. No matter what color
the suit, no matter what color my mother’s hair.
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Yes To Everything
“I think and think and think, I’ve thought myself out of happiness
  one million times, but never once into it.”
  —Jonathan Safran Foer

[An actor at a microphone, a camera phone, a tape recorder. Go.]
[Pulls a camera phone out of his pocket. Takes a picture of self. Shows it to someone
in the audience.]
—This is what I look like.
—This isn’t really where it starts, but I guess it will do.
—So I says, “Killed ’em? I damn near rectum.”
—There was a time when I would have known what to say here.
—We were walking and I said, “Look at those girls. Aren’t they a little fat?”
She told me those girls were boys, and I said, “Aren’t they a little skinny?”
—There was a time when this would have meant something to me.
—Once, we all went urban spelunking and I came across an urban bear.
—The funny thing is I wasn’t trying to be funny.
—As a kid, I often wondered if my imaginary friend really liked me.
—I don’t care what anyone says; this has always made me laugh. [Holds out a
rubber chicken.]
—I don’t wonder how I got here, but I do wonder how I get back.
—[Holds up his picture on the camera phone from before. Shows it to the same audience member.] This is me a minute ago. [Beat.] Has anything changed?
—I forget what happens here.
—This moment seems like it’s not part of the whole, but you can tell that it
belongs because of my shirt.
—She said I had no direction.
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—[Does nothing.]
—She was studying to be a doctor, and I was studying her.
—She had a roommate who confused me.
—I should have voiced my concerns.
—Shouldn’t “palindrome” be spelled “pallendromeemordnellap”?
—[A paper airplane flies onstage. Beat.] Wheeeeeeeee!
—Aviophobia is the fear of flying. I wonder what aviophobics were afraid of
before there were airplanes.
—There was a time when this would have upset me.
—She told me to get over it.
—I find most cartoons disturbing.
—She said goodbye. I told her she’d be back.
—I have my doubts about things.
—This moment left intentionally blank.
—If she showed up, I wouldn’t be a bit surprised.
—I’d be a lot surprised.
—I wrote this on the back of a postcard I never sent.
—If this role is played by a woman, please do not change the pronouns.
—[Pulls out a tiny voice recorder. Speaking into it, recording.] I often think of her.
I often think of her. I often think of her. I often think of her. I often think of
her. I often think of her.
—[While rewinding the recorder.] I’m told that it’s time to move forward.
—She told me I had no direction.
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—This is me a minute ago. [Plays the recorder. “I often think of her, I often think
of her, I often think of her . . .”]
—[Speaking over the recording.] Hearing my own voice makes me wish I was
hearing someone else’s.
—It’s time to move forward.
—I told her I loved her.
—I think I’ll do this until I do something else.
—Some people find this humorous, but not me.
—I remember hearing stories. Most of them scared me.
—[Two paper airplanes fly onstage.] Wheeeeeee!
—I don’t care what anyone says; this has always frightened me. [Puts on a red
clown nose.]
—She told me to get over it.
—Here is a list of books I said I read but didn’t. [Pulls out a sheet of paper and
reads from it.]
Native Son,
The Catcher in the Rye,
The Sound and the Fury,
Moby-Dick,
The Koran,
The Celestine Prophecy,
On The Road,
The Satanic Verses,
Great Expectations,
Memoirs of a Geisha,
Infinite Jest,
[Beat.]
Proust,
Hard Times,
Stuart Little,
King Lear.
I especially enjoyed King Lear.
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—I lied and told her I was different.
—When I grow up, I want to be young.
—I told her I loved her.
—I said I was different.
—I did read The Life of Pi. And I liked it. But it didn’t make me believe in God.
—[Five or six paper airplanes fly onstage.] Wheeeeee.
—There’s something unnatural about hearing your own voice, like putting
chicken in an omelet.
—This isn’t really where it ends.
—I said I was different.
—I damn near rectum.
—I don’t wonder how I got here, but I do wonder how I get back.
—This has always frightened me.
—I should have voiced my concerns.
—I told her I was different.
—I told her I loved her.
—I told her I read King Lear.
—[Suddenly hundreds of paper airplanes fly onstage, the actor in the middle almost
under attack.] Wheeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!!!!!
—All I’m saying is, if you see her around. . .
[The end.]
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carter smith

Problem III
When they broke the flowers
were lavender, like paper.
What was the tree like
if it was full of holes?
And what about the yard
was like thinking of your father?
The day was gray. There were
animals out there.
The tree was a flowering pear
and the tree was full of holes.
The parentheses tried
to hide what they said.
The riddles meant
to say what they hid.
The flowers were lavender,
like paper. The river
was a river. Running
was an answer.
An answer what we kept
finding and re-finding.
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sun yung shin

August 1910
Rain began in between the infinity. There was Russia and Japan.
Survey what holds the wings together, the lobes of the butterfly. Like lanterns, like
lungfish.
A firm foothold for American commerce, says Charles Welsh, “a party of peaceful but
powerful expansion has prevailed.”
I can’t stop quoting these forefathers—their flocks and fisheries went unfathomed by
me in 1883. I was there, I was there, I was seldom visited by travelers. He and he and
he called me mainland, he called me daughter, he pressed his unfolding bodies upon
my fortification. What foresight.
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Bongeun-Sa Temple, Samseong-Dong of Gangnam-Gu District
Slip into space and garland the stone steps. We came for the Buddha. No, we came to
see with eyes unclouded with hate.
I came like a shoe for my mate, her rust and retreat. This pairing flung against the
skin-head of the painted drum. A sheaf of rhythm bound me collar and clavicle. My
bad posture made me fetal.
“The king was no longer considered a Buddha.”
My posthumous mother, her poetry of obedience shamed my piety, my piteous whining. It’s filial, it’s heaven, it’s the difference between a wife and a concubine.
The virgin in front of me was my king. The girl behind me. The girl inside me. A goading dictator, a once-again Confucian. Like the slave girl, let my mortal body fall away.
Wait for me at the temple-in-the-modern-city, wait fast like nightfall, robbers and spirits. Darken your voice with a deep swallow of stars.
My life is like a knife in my side, if I pull it out, it’s all over.
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andrew pryor

Pastoral That Makes a Turn Down Old Warson Road
Your backstory (a weekend with the flu, wine in plastic cups on the lawn) passes quietly out of the light, crawling on its hands and knees from a door framed with vitrolite
mosaic. Think green hues in the sky, gulls wheeling over columns of mica you can’t go
back to. Squint your good eye, Anna. One slate roof falls past a hill by the sea. Listen for
a tonal shift in the sound of rain, the low whistle from a crack in the window. Think of
your passenger-side companion traveling in the old Accord. He’ll say, tell me what you’re
doing to me now—this intimacy for the teeth to chew on, this mouth full of velvet—say,
you forgot my birthday and we’ll know what it means, to feel as if our hearts are there in
the watery flash of light breaking on the windshield. Anna of stormy traffic, both impetus
and engine. This is how we spend the one hundred and ten minutes of your goodbye.
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ben underwood

David Foster Wallace: A Remembrance
David Foster Wallace’s suicide on September 12, 2008 led to an outpouring of remembrances in a variety of publications. A quick Internet search yields a handful of these. Virtually without exception, these eulogies characterize Wallace as one of the most important
writers of recent decades. I have no intention of denying the truth of such claims; I agree
with them. I hope, however, that this remembrance will do something other than simply add
to the din of well-deserved posthumous praise. Rather than explaining why Wallace’s work
is an important milestone in American fiction, I’d like, in a roundabout way, to speculate
about why Wallace’s writing means so much to so many readers. To anticipate a quotation
I’ll offer below, in response to Wallace—who has been both faulted and praised for being
intellectual—I want to take an un-intellectual, if not anti-intellectual, approach.
One of the most important characters in Infinite Jest is a recovering addict named Don
Gately. In a passage narrated through Gately’s consciousness, Wallace writes, “How do
trite things get to be trite? Why is the truth not just un- but anti-interesting? Because every
one of the seminal little mini-epiphanies you have in early AA is always polyesterishly
banal” (358). Gately is frustrated with the hokey wisdom that drives AA, not because it’s
wrong, but because it’s right. Gately’s estimation of AA contains one of Wallace’s signature narrative moves; he ascribes an idea to a character so that it seems to emerge from
the wisdom of experience, but he uses vocabulary out of the character’s voice. Rather
than mistakes, these disconnections between character and vocabulary are intentional.
Wallace foregrounds them explicitly. Earlier in the same section, he includes one of his
trademark endnotes to comment, “None of these are Don Gately’s terms” (1026n137). In
another note, Wallace translates the narrator’s language into Gately’s: “Don G.’s North
Shore’s vulgate signifier for trite/banal is: limp” (1026n140).
What’s the point of this deliberate slippage between diction and character? Why not
reconcile the difference and write the narration in the character’s voice? The answer goes
back to Gately’s comment on truth’s failure to be interesting. One might conclude that
Wallace is trying to dress up the truth—to make it seem more interesting by describing
it with impressive words. The point is more important than this dismissal would have
us believe. Wallace gets at the truth by surrounding it with a multitude of discourses. In
fact, the point is that whether one says “polyesterishly banal” or “limp,” the truth is the
same. Neither choice of words makes it more interesting, or more or less true.
Wallace’s work unearths the truth, and that’s why his writing means so much to readers—
why so many people feel his death as a personal loss. It’s not the place of this remembrance
to spell out what the truths in Wallace’s work are. I suspect that, like me, all the people who
have read Wallace could come up with a list off the tops of their proverbial heads. If you
haven’t yet had the chance to read Wallace, I recommend that you do so—not because he’s
an important writer, though he is, but because he delves into the truth.
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